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Ana Maria Matute has been and continues to prove that she is among the 

most outstanding writers of the post-civil war period in Spain. Matute does not 

confine her fiction to a single category or style; rather it has developed with the 

woman, the changes in literary modes and the changes in Spain. Matute, who 

was ten years old at the outbreak of the Spanish civil war, lived through the 

devastating events not only of the war but also of the oppressive regime that 

followed. Writing was not only her means of financial support but also was her 

psychological support. She has participated in a narrative dialogue with the 

ghosts that lingered from her experiences through the war and the resulting 

years of chaos afterward. 

Many of Matute's characters are recurring types throughout the span of 

her publication, for over fifty years. The figures that her characters represent are 

intriguing, are universal in nature, are timeless, and fit well into most ages and 

cultures. The present study will use Carol Pearson's six archetypes defined in 

TJie Hero within: Six ArcJtetypes We Live By. The archetypes examined are the 

Innocent, the Orphan, the Wanderer, the Martyr, the Warrior and the Magician. 

These archetypes appear most clearly in the epic novel of Matute, however her 

earlier works demonstrate the birth and development of the archetypes. This 

work discovers Matute's multiple application of archetypes as characters 
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transition from one archetype to the next throughout her characterization 

development in her novels both individually as well as in succession collectively. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the twentieth century, Spain has experienced tremendous and 

devastating changes in its society, government and economy. The Spanish Civil 

War lasted from 1936 until 1939, and Spain stiuggled under the dictatorship of 

Francisco Franco until 1975. His oppressive regime isolated Spain from the rest 

of Europe leaving the nation and the individuals within it to shrivel. While 

wondering what had happened to their myth, their entire belief system 

dismantied before their eyes, as Matute describes it, "It was as if someone had 

opened a dam of seemingly peaceful, clean water, and at the bottom had 

appeared an unsuspected infinity of filth."' 

The Spanish post-civil war novel reflects these circumstances and their 

effects on Spain. Traces of archetypes appear within the literary works that still 

linger in the historical consciousness and they continue to renew and adjust to 

the present circumstances within the narrative. Myth, a narrative structure 

becomes part of literary tradition, typically a literature sacred to a particular 

culture, and constitutes part of human existence as demonstrated in oral 

tradition. Joseph Campbell affirms, "Throughout the inhabited world, in all 

times and under every circumstance, the myths of man have flourished; and they 

have been the living inspiration of whatever else may have appeared out of the 
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activities of the human body and mind."2 The mythic images, as Jung states, 

"never were and never are made consciously"; he agrees with Freud that they 

arise from the unconscious.^ Mythic narrative structure is continually changing 

and evolving and like the novel genre, it is never finished nor completed. Carl 

Jung would describe this as a continuation of the dialogue of humans with their 

ancestors as to how to explain their existence, and as to how to derive meaning 

from life. 

Ana Maria Matute has been for half a century one of the most outstanding 

writers of the post-civil war period in Spain.'* A single category cannot confine 

her work; rather her fiction has developed with the woman, the changes in 

literary modes and in Spain. Matute, who was ten years old when the Spanish 

civil w^ar broke out, lived through the devastating events not only of the war but 

also of the repressive regime that followed it. Writing was not only her means of 

financial support but also was her psychological support. She has participated in 

a narrative dialogue that 1 call the search for a mythology, since the era of her 

early childhood. She, unlike many writers, continues to be open and candid in 

interviews about her works. One observer notes that further study of recent 

interviews along with her works could facilitate understanding of Matute's 

thoughts and even insight into the great mysteries of existence (Redondo 292). 

Her work can easily represent the modem individual's dialogue with past myths 

and the individual's constant attempt to renew and reform the narrative myth 



through the use of archetypes. Matute represents a generation of writers in 

Spain that experienced the war at a very impressionable age, living through the 

horrors and oppression of the dictatorship during their adolescence and early 

adult years. This span of lifetime is usually marked by rebellious voices and 

actions in peaceful circumstances. The pressure of the war and living conditions, 

most especially the censorship of the Franco Regime acted as a catalyst The 

young writers of the era needed to express their protest outcries in their 

literature but to speak openly of the true feelings and experiences proved to be 

ti 

too dangerous. The catalyst resulted in a completely new language encoded 

with archetypes and symbols that could subliminally communicate the protest 

messages of this war-scarred generation of artists. 

Many of the characters in Matute's work are variations on basic typ>es 

recurring throughout the span of her publication, over fifty years. The 

archetypal figures that her characters represent are both intriguing and universal 

in nature, timeless, fitting most ages and cultures. The archetype is described by 

archetypal literary critics as recurring, universal, timeless and fits most if not all 

ages and cultures. The present study will use Carol Pearson's six archetypes that 

are defined in her book. The Hero within: Six Archetypes We Live By. These 

include the Irmocent, the Orphan, the Martyr, the Wanderer, the Warrior and the 

Magician, archetypal structures that appear most clearly in Matute's most recent 

epic novel but can be detected in her earlier works. 



Several studies have analyzed the child and the orphan as recurring 

figures in Matute's works. The Martyr figure predominates in Matute's work, as 

one might expect from a writer with a social consciousness. The Warrior 

archetype, although less obvious, has not been completely overlooked in 

criticism on Matute's works. It is an archetype especially prominent in the epic 

novel Olvidado Rey Gudu.5 The Wanderer archetype represents the individual's 

search for self-identity and can be seen in the fiction of Ana Maria Matute 

through her female protagonists. Janet Perez has described in her article, 

"Variantes del Arquetipo Femenino en la Narrativa de Ana Maria Matute" her 

female characters as rebellious and unconventional women in Spanish society 

(38). The Magician figure appears in Matute's work in such figures as don 

Payasito in the short story of the same name and don Fermin from "El rey" 

found in the collection, Doce historias de la Art^mila. Several characters 

demonstrate limited qualities of the Magician such as Andere from Pequefio 

teatro and Dingo from Fiesta al Noroeste, and play a significant role in the epic 

Olvidado Rey Gudu. 

A theoretical survey of archetypal criticism will provide initial definition 

of how this literary approach applies to works of Matute. Critical works that 

treat Matute's fiction in a similar fashion will also be identified and annotated. 

Chapter II delineates the specific method used for the analysis of the works 

treated. The relevant theories of Carl Jung will be discussed together with others 



that have significantiy contributed to the study of myth and archetypes, 

including Joseph Campbell, Northrop Frye, James Frazer and several others that 

emerge in the course of the examination. Finally, this chapter demonstrates how 

the archetypes described by Carol Pearson show themselves in the characters 

that people Matute's fiction. This study suggests that Pearson's archetypes are 

appropriate for the analysis of Matute's characters; the majority are searching for 

an identity and meaning. The preface of Pearson's work communicates also a 

longing for meaning. "In writing The Hero Within it seemed to me that each one 

of us wants and needs to find, if not the 'meaning of life', then the meaning of 

our ow^n, individual lives, so that we can find ways of living and being that are 

rich, empowered, and authentic" (xv). Authenticity, the search for identity sind 

meaning in life are hallmarks of Matute's underlying themes between the lines of 

the tragic lives of her characters. Chapter III summarizes the life and works of 

Ana Maria Matute, followed by a review of selected criticism on Matute in 

Chapter IV. Chapter V explores the archetypes of the Orphan and the Wanderer 

as they appear in the novels of Matute. Chapter VI treats the Martyr and the 

Warrior. Chapter VII examines the Innocent and the Magician. These six figures 

often represent opposites, pairing them will facilitate discussion and contrasts. 

Paired opposites also form an important part of the philosophical foundation of 

Jung's theory on archetypes. A final summary chapter presents the conclusions 

that result from the study. 
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CHAPTER II 

ARCHETYPAL CRITICISM IN LITERATURE: A THEORETICAL 

DISCUSSION ON THE FOUNDATION OF THIS STUDY 

The purpose of this study is to analyze selected works of Ana Maria 

Matute from the perspective of archetypal criticism. The term archetype, 

originating in the fields of psychology and cultural anthropology, subsequentiy 

became part of studies in literary criticism. Important sources for archetypal 

criticism comprise experts and critics from psychology, anthropology, 

mythology and literature. Sources consulted include Carl Jung, Annis Pratt, 

Joseph Campbell, Northrop Frye, James Hillman, James Frazer and finally, Carol 

Pearson, whose archetype models will be the source used in this study. This 

approach requires an understanding of the theories of Carl Jung concerning the 

collective unconscious as well as examination of the concept of myth, which 

acquires an important role considering the many and varied understandings of 

its meaning. Myth, archetypes, and the collective unconscious, are the subject of 

discussion in general terms for a basic understanding of the theories, followed 

by Pearson's model of archetypes to analyze the literary works. 

Frazer is the first cultural anthropologist to work with the concept of 

archetypes. In his twelve-volume work. The Golden Bough, he traces patterns of 

ritual and archetypal myth throughout diverse cultures ancient and modern. 



His sources come from oral traditions and rituals generated by the particular 

cultures, regarding oral tradition as a spoken narrative that accompanies the 

ritual. Frazer viewed archetypal myth a product of rituals that transmit 

significant events and individual experiences tiiroughout life, such as birtii, 

adolescence, marriage and death, among others. He postulates that myth 

evolves from the rituals of a society. The recording of these stories in written 

form eventually became part of the mythic literature generated by the culture 

(Makaryk 3). It is at this point that literary criticism in the strict sense becomes 

applicable. Many forms and expressions of archetypes occur in art and 

literature, and the concept of the collective unconscious and myth constitutes 

fundamental elements of archetypal manifestations. The Encyclopedia of 

Contemporary Literary Theory asserts that archetypes are present in all 

literature (Makaryk 508). 

An examination of myth and its relationship to the collective unconscious 

gives insight to the origins of archetypes and how they function in literature. 

The understandings and interpretations of myth in literature are numerous and 

diverse. In A Handbook to Literature, myth is defined as "an anonymous story 

that presents supernatural episodes as a means of interpreting natural events" 

(Harmon 334), a definition suggesting an oral tiadition underlying the creation 

stories of many ancient cultures. ^ Storytelling allowed the elders of a 

community to communicate important values and ideas to their listeners and 
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constituted a tool to give the community its identity through the telling of 

creation stories. Creation stories represent the originating culture's attempt to 

address eternal questions that form part of human consciousness. Stories of the 

origins of a people fill the need to belong to a community, helping to explain the 

world in which one lives. Storytelling produced culture-specific oral tradition, 

eventually written down to become a canon for the society. In this context, myth 

emerges as a model for future narration that would be written in literary form. 

Northrop Frye defines myth as a stiucture that acts as a foundation for literature 

(Makaryk 596). Such archetypal patterns provide the foundations of myths and 

myth is considered one of the foundations of literature. 

Jo Labanyi discusses but somewhat downplays the mythic archetypal 

approach to literature in Mytii and History in the Contemporary Spanish Novel. 

Her contention is that examinations of literature from an archetypal perspective 

diminish the significance of new literature. "The suggestion that individual 

writers can do no more than echo the archetypes of the collective unconscious is 

not only reductive but gives writers—and readers—littie credit for critical 

intelligence. If all books are manifestations of the Universal Book, there seems 

littie point in writing—or reading—anything new" (2-3). 

Understandably, if writers are merely echoing universal archetypes-

rewriting the same plots, characters and motifs—littie point remains for writing 

or reading anything new. However, this assumption presupposes a particular 



understanding of myth and archetype as tools for analysis. Archetypal criticism 

need not be a study of the present based on the past that simply fossilizes old 

myths and ideologies. Such instiuments of analysis can be used and abused as 

any other resource available to humankind. The understanding of the 

archetypal approach employed by Labanyi fails to acknowledge one intrinsic 

component of writing and interpretation, the creative process. 

The current archetypal approach understands the creative process as a 

product of human expression and a response to life and the challenges that life 

presents to the individual. Myth and archetypal patterns as discussed in the 

present study are simply structures of narrative, structures enabling the 

expression and interpretation of individual feelings emd human responses to life. 

Archetypal examination provides a unique perspective of the continuing creative 

process as manifested in literature and interpretation of literature. In her short 

story collection. El Tiempo, the last chapter, "Cuentos vagabundos," Matute 

indicates that she has come to believe that there are probably only a half a dozen 

basic story models, but these basic stories are always boldly moving, traveling, 

evolving.2 The present study bases its premise on the use of myth and 

archetypes in literary criticism, which change and evolve as well. Furthermore, 

human participation in an evolutionary process is reflected not only in literature 

but also in the literary approach used to examine the text. 
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Jung's theories regarding myth and archetypes demonstrate an 

understanding of life as a process of evolution, both individual and collective, 

necessarily collective evolution because the individual does not live in a 

vacuum, but within an historical and cultural context. Archetypes facilitate 

examining the evolutionary process of the human race, helping to tell the story 

of individuals and representatives of collective groups. "For Jung, as for Freud, 

the actual meaning of myth is the depths of the self, in particular the contents of 

the unconscious viewed positively, even religiously" (Scarborough 24-25). Thus, 

myth may provide a method to resolve the conflicts experienced by society and 

the individual inner turmoil projected onto a society. The unconscious's being 

viewed positively, even religiously, could be explained by the function of the 

unconscious in resolving the conflict and moving towards harmony. 

From psychology, archetypal criticism in literature takes as its primary 

foundation the works of Carl Jung, the German psychologist, psychiatrist and 

mythologist. The theories of Jung that apply to this study include his work on 

myth and primordial patterns that he later termed archetypes (202). Jung began 

to study the work that Sigmund Freud had done in the field of human 

psychology, but later developed his own theories transcending Freud's 

understanding of the human psyche and Freud's theory of the unconscious. 

Jung differentiates the unconscious described by Freud from the collective 

unconscious that became such an important component to Jung's work. He 
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states that the unconscious that Freud discusses is of a more personal nature and 

in fact agrees that it exists. In volume eight of his collected works Carl Jung 

gives his own perspective of the collective unconscious as such, 

... everything of which I know, but of which 1 am not at the 
moment thinking; everything of which I was once conscious but 
have now forgotten; everything perceived by my senses, but not 
noted by my conscious mind; everything which, involuntarily, and 
without paying attention to it, I feel, tlmik, remember, want, and 
do; all the future things that are taking shape in me and will 
sometime come to consciousness: all this is the content of the 
unconscious. (185) 

However, this aspect of the psyche constitutes only the top layer of the whole of 

the unconscious that Jung believed to exist. The concept of the collective 

unconscious takes Freud's understanding a step further beyond the merely 

individual experience to a shared experience that connects all humans, past, 

present and future. 

In Symbols of Transformation, Carl Jung discusses ideas, their origins and 

the relative truth expressed. "When an idea is so old and so generally believed, 

it must be tiue in some way, by which I mean that it is psychologically true."^ 

The ideas Jung mentions have evolved into recognizable recurring figures or 

archetypes. Jung defines archetypes as images that are components of 

mythology, and these become manifested as motifs in literature because of their 

typical nature. He says that archetypes and instincts makeup the contents of the 

collective unconscious. Jung's theory of archetypes begs definition of the 

collective unconscious. 
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Jung explains the collective unconscious in this way: "The collective 

unconscious appears to consist of mythological motifs or primordial images: In 

fact, the whole of mythology could be taken as a sort of projection of the 

collective unconscious"!(Sugg 201). The mythological motifs and primordial 

images he speaks ot here he calls archetypes. Jung defines archetypes as the 

cultural perceptions that produce such images or recurring figures in various 

historical situations. Carl Jung maintains that archetypes are universal and 

tianscend cultures (Pearson xxvi). Archetypes, according to Jung, are symbols 

that originate from the collective unconscious. Jung states in The Archetypes 

and the Collective Unconscious that the unconscious tianscends the personal, 

being more universal in nature (3).* 

Joseph Campbell, well-known as an expert in the field of mythology, 

discusses myth and its function: "It has always been the prime function of 

mythology and rite to supply the symbols that carry the human spirit forward in 

counteraction to those other constant human fantasies that tend to tie it back" 

(11). Such symbols, then, must be embedded in the narratives and recognized as 

representing important aspects and figures of the society. The symbols to which 

Campbell alludes here constitute the literary manifestations of archetypes. 

When confronted with archetypal patterns in a narrative, the reader recognizes a 

familiar yet unknown and stiange notion (Harmon 334). Ana Maria Matute has 

demonstiated in her work the same power to cause readers intuitively to 
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recognize something that is understood on a logical level yet stirs a deeper 

recognition that is disconcerting (Gull6n X). 

James Hillman affirms that all rich images that continuously evoke 

recognition are archetypal. He portiays the archetypal images as precise and yet 

also a metaphorical copy of the original archetype. Hillman further describes 

the images depicted as experienced and necessary as well as an unfathomable 

and rich analogy. "We call something archetypal when we believe that it is 

basic, necessary, universal; the trouble comes when we begin to believe that 

what we value is the essence of what is real" (10). Any recurrent human 

experience can be represented in the form of archetypes. Archetypal patterns 

partake of the tendency to structure experience in certain ways. Important links 

exist between Jung's understanding of myth and the ways in which archetypes 

are manifested in myths, as explained in the following passage by Scarborough: 

"The archetypes are never directiy seen but are inferred from their 

manifestations—namely, the universal and typical symbols found in myth and 

other forms of literature" (25). 

Numerous studies of archetypes in literature have appeared. The first 

study of any notoriety is that of Maud Bodkin in Archetypal Patterns in Poetry, a 

pioneering statement of why analysis of literature can benefit from the field of 

psychology, specifically archetypes, myths and the collective unconscious. 

Bodkin examines various archetypal patterns and emotional symbolism found in 
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great literature, boldly asserting that intuitive analysis of literature is valid and 

necessary to systematic approaches to literary criticism. It is interesting that a 

woman writer should be the first to examine archetypes in literature, and that 

she considers an intuitive approach to literary criticism. In Feminist Archetypal 

Theory, Estella Lauter and Carol Schreier Rupprecht explain their choice of 

Jungian thought as a point of departure for a feminist tiieory. The archetypal 

theory resulting from Jung's studies is reviewed and reworked into concepts 

useful for fresh consideration as feminist theory. The autiiors describe Jung's 

psychology thus: "his psychology embodies a rich, suggestive, timely, and 

especially comprehensive approach to the psyche" (3). Richard P. Suggs states 

in, Jungian Literary Criticism, that 

whether or not every myth critic acknowledges Jung as a 
source, the fact remains that many readers and critics have felt that, 
to understand fully the mythic, archetypal approach to literature 
(particularly, how that approach related literature to an individual 
psyche, a specific culture, and to history), an important 
foundational source to draw upon is Jung's psychology. (4) 

Annis Pratt's Archetypal Patterns in Women's Fiction discusses the 

common archetypes appearing in women's work and suggests a buried 

tiadition, that Jung would term the unconscious, uniquely feminine in nature. 

This tiadition—ancient and primordial—functions to allow women to develop 

fully as authentic beings. Because the tiadition contiavenes norms in Western 

society, symbols that appear representing the unconscious are manifested in 

archetypal patterns and figures in women's fiction (168-69). Androgyny, 
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witchcraft and Grail legends are but a few tiaditions that transform to literary 

motifs through examination of women's fiction. Significantiy, the overwhelming 

majority of Matute's female protagonists display androgynous qualities.^ Pratt 

quotes Carl Jung to the effect that the purpose of participation in archetypal 

ritual is restoration of the fragmented and isolated soul to wholeness, or as Pratt 

would say, authenticity. 

Pratt further suggests that women's fiction acts as a tool for personal 

renewal, tiansformation, and rescue from the bonds of a society tiiat does not 

acknowledge the wholeness of women. The present study is based on the 

assumption that the renewal process to which Jung and Pratt refer to is 

essentially self-realization, a privilege allowed only to the dominant (i.e., 

traditionally masculine) culture of a society. Marginal members of any society 

either suppress their reaction to human experience or use symbols as a code to 

present their art and grow toward their full potential as human beings (Pratt 11). 

As with many social writers, Matute's characters tend to be marginal and 

schematic, so that the use of symbols helps to portray such figures accurately; 

thus, archetypes prove useful in order to write about such figures. Armis Pratt 

states that: 

The archetypal patterns that we have seen in women's 
fiction constitutes signals from a buried feminine tiadition that 
conflict with cultural norms and influence narrative 
structures... An author's normative values derive from tiie 
subconscious realm, where memories and dreams of day—to—day 
life are engendered. (368) 
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Carol Pearson (Ph.D.), a contemporary feminist Jungian psychologist, has 

presented a work that is integral to this study. The Hero within: Six Archetypes 

We Live By.^ Discussion of the six archetypes identified by Pearson illuminates 

how they help to understand one's life and growth process. According to Dr. 

Pearson (as understood from her studies on Jung), the collective unconscious 

functions to resolve the conflict stemming from opposing elements.' Paired 

opposites often appear in literature when the society experiences tiansformation 

or severe oppression. Such conditions existed during the period when Ana 

Maria Matute's works began to appear, during the oppressive dictatorship of 

Franco in Spain following the civil war of 1936-39. While growing up and 

maturing under these oppressive conditions, Matute put her thoughts and, most 

importantly, her imagination into written form. Intense desire for societal 

tiansformation constitutes a basic characteristic of Matute's works. Conditions 

were ripe for the collective unconscious to surface in the form of opposing forces, 

and logically therefore, the presence of paired opposites comes to constitute a 

well-known characteristic of Matute's style and techniques. 

Pearson's The Hero within: Six Archetypes We Live By, incorporates the 

insights of basic theories of Carl Jung and post-Jungian theorists such as James 

Hillman and Joseph Campbell. The archetypes employed in the present study 

are derivatives of those used by Jungian theoreticians in their psychological or 

literary discussions (Pearson xxvii). ̂  One similarity between Pearson's model 
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schema of archetypes and that of Jung is the common factor of duality moving to 

resolution that only the unconscious can provide. Pearson calls tiiis resolution a 

paradox, which does not really describe the concept accurately. Rather, it forms 

part of the process moving to resolution. The paradox Dr. Pearson mentions 

could be compared to how the process appears to the conscious mind before it 

can be understood as resolution. Pearson's archetypes do originate from the 

collective unconscious; however, as she states, the six archetypes she tieats have 

risen to the conscious mind at least partially because of having surfaced in 

literature. These archetypal figures present in the novels of Ana Maria Matute 

are the ones discussed in the study to follow. 

Pearson defines her six archetypes as stages in human psychological 

development. These include the Innocent, the Orphan, the Wanderer, the 

Warrior, the Martyr, and the Magician. These stages are conceived as part of the 

growth or individuation process integral to the journey of the hero within the 

human consciousness. The archetypes are quite recognizable as recurrent motifs 

in literature. Because literature represents human experience or varying 

interpretations of those experiences, the journey of the hero frequentiy finds 

expression in archetypal literary figures, prompting Pearson to demonstiate how 

they figure into women's literature. She discusses each of the six figures, 

offering numerous examples from women's writing. Necessarily then, these six 

archetypes are vital to understanding the following discussion and analyses. 
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The archetypes that Dr. Pearson describes represent stages in 

developmental progression in the growth process of human beings, but this 

progression is not necessarily or exclusively sequential or linear. The 

overlapping and cyclical nature of development must be understood to 

comprehend the nature of the archetypes. Nevertheless, the six archetypes will 

be presented sequentially to allow for a greater measure of order and 

cohesiveness in the investigation to follow. 

The Innocent, the first archetype discussed, represents the earliest state of 

human consciousness. The Innocent lives in a state of grace, part of the 

innocence of new life. That is, a life before confrontations with the difficulties of 

human existence. This is a state of being tieated most seriously in Matute's 

work. Jung explains the state of innocence as instinctive happiness without 

responsibility, existing as an appendage of his/her mother where everything 

went on around it without the intiusion of reason to commence the separation 

from the mother, and therefore zmimal instinct. 

So long as the child is in that state of imconscious identity 
with the mother, he is still one with tite animal psyche and is just 
as unconscious as it. The development of consciousness inevitably 
leads not only to separation from the mother, but to separation 
from the parents and the whole family circle and thus to a relative 
degree of detachment from the unconscious and the world of 
instinct.7 

Several studies have analyzed the child and the orphan as recurring 

figures in Matute's works. Important examples include Childhood as Theme 
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and Symbol in the Major Fiction of Ana Maria Matute, a dissertation by Teresa 

Emilie Cannon; The Literary World of Ana Maria Matute, the book authored by 

Margaret Jones; Literatura Espafiola del Ultimo Siglo, a study by Antonio Ferres 

and Jos6 Ortega; Women Writers of Contemporary Spain, by Joan Brown, and a 

dissertation by Mario A. Acevedo, La Creaci6n Literaria Infantil de Ana Maria 

Matute.8 Many more studies of this subject exist, but are too numerous to 

mention. I do not intend to duplicate these studies but rather will demonstiate 

how basic the figures do indeed fit into archetypal criticism as will be defined in 

this examination. 

The Orphan confronts the reality of pain and loneliness that humans 

experience when facing the loss of irmocence and such situations as 

abandonment, isolation and alienation. Painful reality is experienced when the 

self recognizes its own existence.! While solitude and suffering can occur 

throughout the life span of a person, the most intense and powerful experience 

occurs during adolescence.7 Annis Pratt discusses the novel of development or 

adolescence in relation to archetypes in women's literature. The feminine novel 

of development deals primarily with adolescence and the "growing down" that 

women experience. Significantiy, the majority of Matute's protagonists fall into 

this category (Jones 36). Matute's adolescents fit well into the paradigm 

presented by Pratt. The female adolescent loses her independence, her dreams, 

her world and herself in the passage from adolescence to maturation, resulting 
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in a feeling of isolation and alienation, characteristic of the Orphan Archetype as 

described by Pearson. 

The Martyr characteristically experiences the need to connect to other 

human beings, a desire which results in giving to others, making commitments 

and sacrificing for others (Pearson 4). The Martyr figure appears predominant 

in Matute's work, as one might expect from a writer with a social consciousness. 

The significance of social concerns tieated by Matute has been noted by 

numerous critics, as mentioned in the discussion of her adolescent characters. 

Many of Matute's Martyr figures are male characters, often appearing in the 

context of the Civil War, which provides one powerful underlying reason for 

portiaying men as martyrs and as idealists who fight for liberation, men who 

sacrifice for the sake of the cause. One prime example appears in the character 

Jeza in Los soldados lloran de noche; another is Manuel in the same novel. 

Obviously there are also woman portiayed via the Martyr figure, one of which is 

Marta, also from the same novel. 

The Warrior archetype is characterized as one who will slay the dragon, 

fight the enemy and stand up for the cause. The Warrior learns to fight not only 

in self-defense but also to change the world into something closer to one's own 

image. The Warrior Archetype, quite common in Western narrative, usually 

assumes the guise of hero in the typical story, as one who has fought to claim 

personal power and/or tine rights of a group of people; tiie hero fights to defend 
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self and others. The underlying message is that the individual can take charge of 

situations and make things better for the self and or the world. Warriors often 

find it necessary to slay others in order to defend themselves and or their cause 

(Pearson 74-5). Several examples of this archetype emerge as important 

characters in Matute's fiction. For example, Primera Memoria features young 

Borja who demonstrates the tendencies to claim personal power and to take 

charge of the situations that surround him. What is ironic is that he acts out the 

Warrior archetype with his peers due to underlying frustiation arising from his 

own impotence to change what is really hurting him (and behaves in ultimately 

urJieroic fashion). The Warrior archetype is likewise related to the social 

criticism tn Matute's works becoming especially prominent in wartime novels as 

well as the neo-chivalric novels. La Torre Vigia and Olvidado Rey Gudu). In the 

latter, especially, women stand out as Warrior Archetypes. In Los hijos muertos, 

the Corvo family's elder daughter Isabel demonstrates many characteristics of 

the Warrior. A prime example from the neo-chivalric novel is the protagonist, 

Ardid (Olvidado Rey Gudti). 

The Wanderer undertakes the task of finding his or her self apart from the 

other, that is, a solitary search for identity. The begiiming of the Wanderer's 

journey typically occurs in captivity. Captivity has numerous manifestations: 

jail, tower, convent, complacency, repressive family, dictatorship or the status 

quo. According to Pearson, the first act of the Wanderer is self-recognition, or as 
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she puts it, "The first job of the Wanderer is tiue sight to declare or 

acknowledge that the cage is a cage and the captor is a villain" (52). If the cage is 

the status quo, then the foundational act of the journey is non-conformity. The 

Wanderer constitutes one of the most recognizable Archetypes in Matute's 

works, for essential to being the Wanderer is being an outsider, one who is 

socially marginal or otherwise not integrated into the social setting. Again, 

concepts of alienation and isolation play key roles, and these are repeatedly cited 

as recurring motifs in the works of Matute.^ Numerous examples of this 

archetype appear among Matute's protagonists, one example being Manuel, a 

character who begins his journey as the Wanderer Archetype, from adolescence 

in Primera Memoria and then tiansforms to the Martyr figure as he matures and 

meets an early death in Los soldados lloran de noche. The Wanderer archetype 

represents the individual's search for a mythology, or in some cases in Matute's 

novels, a search for the lost mother. One manifestation of the Wanderer appears 

in various female protagonists that Janet Perez has described in her article, 

"Variantes del Arquetipo Femenino en la Narrativa de Ana Maria Matute," 

rebellious and unconventional women in Spanish society (38). A few examples 

include Zazu, from Pequefio teatro (29), Matia, from Primera memoria (29) and 

Sol, from Luci6magas (35). 

The Magician figure appears in several short stories and Matute's 

literature for children. Closer study is required to detect this Archetype in other 
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works of this author. Again, the protagonist, Ardid, from Olvidado Rey Gudu 

shows characteristics of yet another archetypal figure, the Magician. The final 

stage of archetypal progression as delineated by Pearson is the Magician, who 

follows the full circle back to the grace of the Irmocent, after having journeyed 

the road of heroic tiials. Pearson describes the Magician as one who lives in 

synchronicity with the energy of the universe, in a sort of state of grace in which 

tiust in the universe and in oneself is restored. The "ease of the Magician's 

interaction with the universe seems like magic" (5). This archetype exemplifies 

the resolution of the binary opposites as discussed in Jung and provides the 

bridges to bring unity to the paired opposites. In this study, paired opposites 

appear as opposing archetypes within the same work, such as the Irmocent and 

the Magician, the Orphan and the Wanderer, and the Warrior and the Martyr. 

These archetypes and the various characters in which they manifest will 

be further examined in the chapters that follow. Identification and analysis of 

characters demonstiating the novelist's use of archetypes provide the focus and 

purpose of the present study. The goal of this investigation is to delineate these 

archetypes as significant factors in the fiction of Matute. The thesis of the 

present study is that an archetypal analysis of Matute's fiction enhances 

significantiy critical perspective. This study proposes that just as archetypes 

provide a vehicle to express the evolutionary process of human existence or 

growth, Matute's archetypes shed light on the process of recovery and 
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rebuilding of a nation after the chaos of a civil war. Furthermore, her characters 

evolve and participate in the archetypal stages presented, revealing the journey 

forward for Matute's characters, for women and the woman. Ana Maria Matute. 
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Notes 

^ Just one example of oral tiadition in primitive cultures are tiie stories 
and legends passed down in Mesoamerica from those who lived in the ancient 
city of Teotihuacan, to the Mayans, Toltecs and finally the Aztecs. These oral 
traditions were recorded in codices by the Mexica peoples in the form of creation 
stories, very similar to the creation stories in the bible of the Judeo-Christian 
culture. 

2Ana Maria Matute. "Cuentos Vagabundos," El Tiempo. Barcelona: 
Ediciones Destino, 1963, 253-259. 

3 Carl Jung. Symbols of Transformation. Trans. R.F.C. Hull. Princeton: 
Princeton U P, 1989, 202. 

* "From the point of view taken in this essay, Jung's and Jungian's 
explanations of archetypes of the feminine and of the anima are descriptively, 
and also prescriptively, limiting images of women in a patiiarchal society. There 
is room, however, within the theory for a creative working-through of one's 
relationship to certain archetypal images." (Feminist Archetypal Theory, 44). 

5 "Archetypal images are really considered by Jung to be the stuff of 
which revelation is made. They also constitute the symbolic language of the 
unconscious. Jung is concerned with our increasing symbolic impoverishment 
and the consequences of this for human life and relationships; many feminists 
share this concern. The problem, then, lies in the divine status which is given in 
Jungian theory to certain symbolic expressions." 

^ a r o l Pearson. The Hero Within: Six Archetypes We Live By. San 
Francisco: Harper, 1989. 

7 The principal archetypes discussed by Carl Jung in The Archetypes and 
the Collective Unconscious, are the anima, animus, child, mother, father, 
tiickster, wise old man, maiden, self and shadow. 

sCarl G. Jung. "Symbols of the Mother and of Rebirth," Complete Works. 
Volume 5, 2n<' ed., Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1956, 351-52. 

9 The works listed are found in these notations. Teresa Emilie Caimon, 
Childhood as Theme and Symbol in the Major Fiction of Ana Maria Matute. 
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i"Among the numerous critics that observe the themes of alienation and 
isolation are Janet Diaz in "Techniques of Alienation in Recent Spanish Novels" 
(6), Margaret Jones in The Literary World of Ana Maria Matute, and Lee-
Boruiano in "Primera Memoria" (22). 
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CHAPTER III 

LIFE AND WORKS OF ANA MARIA MATUTE 

Ana Maria Matute figures among the most outstanding writers of the 

post-civil war period in Spain (Redondo 9). Her works span over a fifty-year 

period in the second half of the twentieth century, from her first publication in 

1948 through the present, as she continues to publish, although nearly eighty. 

Matute has won numerous prestigious literary awards throughout her writing 

career; consequentiy, her fiction has been well received by readers outside of 

Spain as well. The availability of many of Matute's works in twenty-three 

different languages attests to her status among internationally recognized writers 

of fiction. 

Her significant role in Spanish literature was demonsttated on June 

twenty-seventh of 1996, when she was inducted into the Royal Spanish 

Academy. The Royal Spanish Academy (Real Academia Espafiola de la Lengua) 

began in 1713, and since that time, only four women have earned this honor; 

Matute is the only female member living at present. Matute has made important 

contiibutions to Hispanic world literature. The fact that she stands alongside 

Jorge Luis Borges, Federico Garcia Lorca, Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Miguel de 

Unamuno as one of the five Spanish authors (and the only woman) used by the 
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United States College Board in its Advanced Placement Program for Uruversity 

credit in Spanish literature evinces the literary value of her contributions. 

Ana Maria Matute was born July twenty-sixth, 1926 in Barcelona, Spain. 

Her father was Catalan while her mother's family had roots in CastiUa. She grew 

up living in both Barcelona and Madrid because of her father's business. This 

situation produced in her the uneasy feeling of always being the outsider. When 

living in Madrid, she was the girl from Barcelona; while in Barcelona, Matute 

was the girl from Madrid. The cultural and political complications stemming 

from the association Matute had with Madrid were significant, as the stiong 

movement in favor of Catalan independence (both linguistic and political) 

resulted in Castilians being viewed not merely as outsiders but as potential 

antagonists. For similar reasons, some in Madrid regarded Catalans with 

suspicion. The protagonists in Matute's works reflect this concept of alienation 

(Jones, 2). 

Ana Maria Matute spent her summers at her grandparent's home in the 

country, a village called Mansilla de la Sierra in CastiUa la Vieja. Margaret Jones 

has noted the similarities between the countryside environment of CastiUa and 

the settings in several of Matute's novels (37). These novels include Los Abel 

(1948), Fiesta al noroeste (1963), and Los hiios muertos (1958). Many short story 

collections likewise reflect the author's childhood experiences. Algunos 

muchachos (1969) and Historias de la Artamila (1961) offer two examples. 
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Childhood experiences in the rural setting sigiuficantiy irifluenced Matute, as 

several novels and short stories reflect the life and people of tiiat area. 

Experiences living with her maternal grandparents in Mansilla provided 

Matute's first contact with impoverished and marginalized people. She 

describes a way of life in the rural regions of Spain that differs greatiy from 

upper-middle class existence experienced in Barcelona and Madrid. In the short 

stories and the short novel Fiesta al Noroeste, Artdmila is the fictitious name 

used to refer to the memorable summer place where she first observed peasant 

life in Spain. 

As a child. Ana Maria was delicate of health and suffered serious illnesses 

that brought her close to death at a very young age; consequentiy, she spent 

much time alone resting. The time alone provided her the opportunity to create 

her own fantasy world that would serve her as a writer for the rest of her life 

(Winecoff Diaz 19-20). Matute says of herself that her childhood and adolescence 

was a life of paper. She felt imprisoned and she was driven by a tiemendous 

sense of rebellion (Martinez y Lara 293). She was one of five children and her 

schooling was divided between private colegios for girls run by French nuns in 

Barcelona and Madrid. These institutions were extiemely conservative and 

confining especially for the precocious young writer (Diaz Ana Maria Matute 

25). Only in her final year at the colegio in Madrid did Matute find pleasure in 

her formal learning experience, thanks to a lay teacher who gave her the 
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opportunity to read contemporary Spanish literature, especially the works of 

Garcia Lorca (Roma 22). Following the hiatus in her schooling produced by the 

Civil War (when all schools were closed), Matute had littie additional education. 

Her works are a true product of self-expression, manifested in exquisite a r t The 

numerous honors and prizes awarded to Ana Maria Matute demonstiate the 

quality of writing produced by this woman. 

Her work is not confined to a single category; rather it has developed with 

the woman, reflecting changes in literary modes and changes in Spain. Matute, 

who was ten years old when tiie Spaiush civil war broke ou t lived through the 

devastating events not only of the war but also of the repressive regime that 

followed it. Writing provided her with both financial support and psychological 

support. The consistency of such themes as loss, alienation and the Cain and 

Abel paradigm demonstiate to what extent the Spanish civil war influenced Ana 

Maria Matute and the literature she wrote. Several critics have emphasized the 

autobiographical elements found in her work.^ 

Matute has written several short story collections and works for children. 

These include Los ninos tontos (1956), and El tiempo (1957). In 1961, she 

published three collections of short fiction including Historias de la Artamila, 

Tres V un suefio, and El arrepentido. The next several years saw continuing 

publications from Matute. In 1962, the children's books Caballito loco y 

Carnavalito appeared, followed by the collection of autobiographical vignettes, 
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Elrio, in 1963, and some of her most sophisticated short fiction, Algunos 

muchachos in 1964. Matute was awarded the Premio LazariUo (a prize for 

children's literature) for El polizon del "Ulises" in 1965. She subsequentiy won 

the Premio Nacional de Literatura for her collection, S6lo un pie descalzo, 

published in 1983. During the remainder of the 1980's, she published only two 

short stories and a single short story collection. La virgen de Antioquia y otios 

relatos, which appeared in 1990. Then in 1993, De ninguna parte and El 

verdadero final de la bella durmiente were published as separate fiction pieces 

(although considerably shorter than full-length novels). 

Historias de la Artamila, the first collection of short stories discussed, 

provides some good examples of Matute's recurring themes and character types. 

"Character exposition is not detailed, but through carefully selected tiaits, the 

people become interesting in their own way; they transcend the inevitable 

tragedy w^hich forms part of their existence" (McClain 13). In many cases, 

fantasy relieves the existential reality of the characters. For example in "El rey," 

a schoolmaster attempts to brighten the dull existence of a crippled boy that lives 

in a flat above the schoolroom. Don Fermin tells the boy of the Wise Men and 

assures the boy that he will not be forgotten. The schoolmaster decides to dress 

up as one of the Kings and bring a gift to the boy on the feast day. When don 

Fermin overhears Dino describing the upcoming event to the other children, he 

realizes that the imagination of the crippled boy, Dino, far exceeds what he can 
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offer the boy in real life. Similarly, in "Don Payasito" the death of the fantasy 

proves far worse than the death of a real person for the children in this story. 

Tres y un sueno continues the obsessive themes of fantasy and difficult reality 

and further emphasizes the characterizations of adolescents and innocents. (A 

term understood in Spain to refer to handicapped children or retarded children.) 

Matute's interest in theater and use of theater metaphor in her v^^orks are 

as constant in her work as her lyrical vein, which further supports the 

significance of Matute's early exposure to the works of Federico Garcia Lorca. 

During the war years when schooling was impossible, Matute's favorite 

childhood pastime served to distract and entertain her siblings. She would 

create stories and with her puppet theater present productions that would later 

provide motifs echoed in her novels, motifs especially visible in her first novel 

written at the age of eighteen. Pequefio teatro 1954, a sweeping analogy between 

theater and life, employs theater and puppet motifs at multiple levels of 

interpretation to narrate the story and develop the characters in the novel 

(Winecoff Diaz 143).2 

This novel, though not published until after she had written and 

published several other novels, earned Matute the Premio Editoral Planeta for 

her first literary effort. The story tells of several months near the end of the life 

of a young woman named Zazu. She is the only daughter of the wealthiest man 

in the small coastal village of Oiquixa. Like many of Matute's protagonists, she 
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is coming of age and has been "orphaned" by her mother's death (losing one 

parent makes a child an orphan in Spain). Zazu is betiothed to a sea captain 

many years her senior. She appears indifferent to the decisions made for her by 

her old-maid aunts. Yet, Zazu has a reputation for sleeping with the sailors of 

San Telmo and her seeming indifference extends to these escapades as well. She 

finds an abundance of men but never encounters love until she meets the 

maleficent Marco. Marco arrives to the village and intiigues the bored villagers 

with his strange looks and behavior. He befriends the orphan boy, 116, and 

deceives everyone into thinking he is rich and powerful with the exception of 

Zazu. Though she sees through his lies, Zazu nevertheless falls in love with this 

charming scoundrel. She wants to escape from him and from the spell, he has 

over her, but she says that it is impossible to flee from him as he is escaping itself 

(278). 

Early in her career, Matute produced an award-wiiming short novel. 

Fiesta al Noroeste (Winecoff Diaz 140).3 In 1952, the Cafe Gij6n Prize was 

awarded to Matute for this Uterary work. The novel deals with the psychological 

struggle of the main character, Juan Medinao, in the town of Artamila. His love 

and hate feelings toward his half-brother, Pablo are expressed in the framework 

of the novel, stiuctured as Juan Medinao's confession. The conflicting tensions 

suffered by Juan, reflected in grotesque imagery, surface repeatedly throughout 

the novel. 
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Matute has produced numerous novels of various lengths and varying 

intended audiences. She has to date some dozen full-length novels for adult 

readers, in addition to a similar number of novelettes and fiction for adolescents 

of different ages. Los Abel (1948), a finalist for the Nadal Prize, also reflects the 

influence of her summers in Mansilla de la Sierra, where the future writer first 

observed the difficulties of peasants in the countryside and most especially the 

pervasive poverty and its effect on the children (Roma 20-21). This work 

recreates the difficulties of many Spaniards living in the countryside, during not 

only harsh days of the Franco Dictatorship but since time immemorial. Although 

Matute did not directiy criticize, censorship by the regime prohibited any 

perceptible type of social comment. Rather than overt denunciation, Matute 

depicts the complacency of landlords and the well to do while showing the 

working-class sense of hopelessness through her characters and descriptions of 

popular life in both the country and the city. Francisca Lopez discusses this 

novel as a hildungsroman. The author's use of rebellious adolescents is viewed as 

functioning to denounce the limitations imposed upon women by the 

tiaditionalist, patiiarchal society (27). 

In 1955, Matute published a novel that would long be a thorn in her flesh: 

En Esta Tierra is a revised version of Las luci^rnagas; a novel censored by the 

Franco Regime, which could only be published in what Matute would call a 

mutilated form (Ennis 2). In a letter to Dr. James Alvis, Matute expresses her 
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sentiments concerning the publication of En esta tierra. She says that the theme 

of Dr. Alvis's dissertation, betiayal, describes the situation. "Ya que titula Ud. su 

disertaci6n, 'La traici6n en la obra de A.M.M.' aquf tiene Ud. un ejemplo practice 

de como traicione mis propios principios en un momento de mi vida y como 

intent^ rectificar tal tiaici6n."4 The story, set in Barcelona during the Civil War, 

concerns two young people brought together by the devastations of war. Sol, 

somewhat like Matute, comes from a very affluent family while Cristian comes 

from a humbler background (his father, an idealistic schoolteacher, stiuggles to 

survive). Sol and Cristian fall in love in spite of the national tiagedy that 

precipitates their acquaintance. The novel tieats very specifically the devastation 

caused by the Spanish Civil War, especially for children and adolescents. 

Glafyra Ennis notes an example of the characterization of adolescents: 

The recurrence of words like 'hunger,' 'do not think,' 'pinned butterflies, 
black beeties, silver wings... littie box of insects,' 'the earth returns 
everything,' 'But I am going to die without crossing my Jordan' serve as a 
leitmotif reverberating the preoccupations, the anguish experienced by the 
adolescents in Fireflies. (4) 

Las luci6rnagas finally appeared under its original titie in 1993 in a 

"revised" version that communicates the universality of Matute's impact on the 

reading public (Ennis 2). Las luciemagas features two additional parts not 

included in En esta tierra. These depict the postwar tiials of Sol, Cristian and 

their child, instead of ending (as in En esta tierra) with his death as Franco forces 
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entered Barcelona. The novel was published in an English tianslation under the 

titie Fireflies in 1998. 

Another novel that portiays the Civil War and its antecedents and 

aftermath with vast penetrating detail and social comment is Los hijos muertos. 

This novel was the longest of all Matute's works until 1996. The plot tiaces the 

lives of several generations of the Corvo family set in the fictitious village of 

Hegroz (another name for "Artamila," i.e., Mansilla de la Sierra), in the 

mountains of La Rioja and Logrono. It recreates the story of the fall of a dynasty, 

the Corvo family, focusing mainly on the last generation and the apparent 

protagonist, Daniel Corvo, whose life and point of view provide a focalizing 

perspective throughout the novel. Born the son of a Corvo and a mulatto woman 

from the Caribbean, he is regarded as less than a full-fledged member of the 

family, thus causing Daniel to identify himself with the injustices suffered by the 

peasant class. He falls in love with Veronica, the beautiful and rebellious 

daughter of Gerardo. Isabel, the older sister, is jealous of their love and has 

Daniel ejected from the family estate. Isabel represents the old hypocritical 

hereditary order full of false charity and deception while Daniel (who joins the 

Republican side in the Civil War) and Veronica represent the cry for change and 

social justice and "an idealistic commitment to defend 'los de abajo'" (Jones 19). 

Antonio Villanova comments on Daniel's character as representative of the cause 

itself: 
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Lo que confiere una autentica grandeza a Los hijos muertos 
de Ana Maria Matute es justamente que la historia de Daniel 
Corvo, no es tanto la tiagedia humana de su h^roe an6nimo 
destiozado por el fracaso y la derrota, como la epopeya colectiva de 
nuestia Guerra civil relatada por un hombre que militd en el bando 
de los vencidos.5 

Matute received the Critics Prize for Los hijos muertos in 1958 and was awarded 

the National Literature Prize in 1959. This well-received novel was tianslated 

into seven foreign languages. 

In 1959, Primera memoria, the first novel of Matute's trilogy, Los 

mercaderes was published and received the Nadal Prize after which it was 

translated into fourteen foreign languages. The novel relates the plight of a 

young girl caught in the conflict of the two opposing ideologies that were played 

out in the Spanish civil war and within her family circumstance. The plot takes 

place on an island that critics have agreed is Mallorca (Diaz 133). Although 

distant from the mainland and action of the war, the effects of the war are 

demonstiated in miniature in the lives of Matia and Borja. These two 

adolescents represent the products of the opposing ideologies, i.e., the conflict 

between the elite in the tiaditional Spanish social and political system and those 

who desire a revolution, as manifested by various factions. 

Los soldados lloran de noche, the second novel in the trilogy published in 

1964, was awarded the Fastenrath Prize by the Royal Academy of Spain in 1969 

and tianslated into lune foreign languages. This story relates events occurring 
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near the end of the Spanish Civil War. Manuel, who appeared in a minor role in 

the first novel of the tiilogy accepts the inheritance of his biological father, Jorge 

de Son Major, only after his mother reminds him that his brothers and sisters 

would starve if he rejected the inheritance money. He feels he has betiayed 

himself in symbolically joining the oppressors, and thus needs to seek out 

something to believe in, finding the heroics of Jeza (a leftist organizer) to be his 

inspiration. He sets about to find Marta, Jeza's widow, having promised to tell 

her of her husband's death. Together they plan to carry out the last wishes of 

Jeza, delivering certain critical documents to a contact named Esteban Martin. In 

their attempt to complete this task, they themselves are killed. 

The third novel of the tiilogy. La tiampa, published in 1969, was 

translated into English as recentiy as 1996. The action takes place (in part) on the 

same Balearic Island as the first novel in the tiilogy, Primera memoria, its cohesive 

motif being the supposed one-hundredth-birthday party of dona Pr^xedes, 

Matia's grandmother. Narrative perspective in La ttampa is divided between 

four voices; that of Matia in portions named "Diario en desorden". Bear, Matia's 

son in the portions called "Perder el tiempo", Isa in the chapters entitied "Tres 

dias de amor" and Mario in the sections called "En esta ciudad." 

Janet Diaz describes the narrative tendencies of Ana Maria Matute's 

novels up to and including the trilogy: 
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Despite certain changes or modification in her evolution as a 
writer, Matute's style has always been extiemely personal and 
subjective, dominated by a primarily lyrical vision of reality, or a 
deceptively childlike conception... While none of Matute's novels 
are autobiographical in the strictest sense, she has written almost 
nothing which is not directiy based upon personal experience and 
set in environments thoroughly familiar to her. (146) 

'. same The last three novels that Ana Maria Matute wrote embody the ; 

themes but differ from her previous novels about the spatial and temporal 

environment in which they are set. They take place in the Middle Ages, not in 

Spain but in some undetermined location, most likely in cential Europe. These 

latest novels include La torre vigia, published in 1971; the epic novel, Olvidado 

Rey Gudu, published twenty-five years later in 1996, and Aranmanoth (2000). 

Kathleen Glenn discusses La torre vigia as an apocalyptic vision. Very different 

fiom the Castilian peasants and countryside of Matute's previous novels, the 

setting of this novel is stiangely barbaric as befits its temporal "locus" in the 

tenth century. Political instability and barbaric violence reign throughout the 

story, offering anything but a romantic portiayal of the Middle Ages. The 

nameless protagonist-narrator, a young boy about the age of eight or ten as the 

novel begins, is sent to serve Baron Mohl as a page and then a squire before he is 

to be knighted when he turns fifteen. This hildungsroman does not follow the 

traditional quest-romance pattern of separation, initiation and reintegration into 

the society. The protagonist finds chivalric society to be only a mask of words 

that conceal the brutal degeneration of the knightiy order in this society. The 
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narrative consciousness therefore renounces knighthood on the very eve of the 

vigil of his arms and is then murdered by his jealous brothers. His disembodied 

spirit voices his narration of the story as he lies in his grave. 

Olvidado Rey Gudij is four times the length of its predecessor. While La 

torre vigia covers simply the life of the young squire, the more extensive epic 

novel spans the rise and fall of a dynasty over nine generations. Olvidkdo Rey 

Gudu is also set in cential Europe around the tenth century, in what is a chivalric 

society in name only. The eternal stiuggle between good and evil provides the 

cential theme although in the more extensive novel the distinction between Good 

and Evil is muddled. The latter novel's main character is the princess and later 

queen, Ardid, orphaned at an early age following the meaningless assassination 

of her father and the pillage and destiuction of her land and people at the hands 

of King Volodioso. Although only seven years old (about the same age as the 

young protagonist at the beginning of La torre vigia), Ardid is tutored by the 

Hechicero, a grand wizard. She acquires extraordinary powers and plots 

revenge on her father's murderer, becoming queen at the very tender age of nine 

following marriage to the king, Volodioso. Her plan for vengeance is 

complicated by the fact that she falls in love with the king and has a son, Gudu, 

who eventually becomes a very successful, cruel, and powerful king. The 

remainder of the plot tiaces the unfolding of a dynasty that runs the same course 
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of rise to greatness and decline as all great dynasties in history, ending in 

destruction and chaos. 

The latest novel by Matute, also set in the Middle Ages is Aranmanoth 

(published in 2000), a fantasy that resonates of fairy tales. It begins with the 

meeting of a young knight, Orso, and the smallest of water fairies. The child 

produced by their encounter is the protagonist, Aranmanoth, both human and 

supernatural. He befriends a young girl, Windumanoth, who has been entiusted 

to his care and falls in love with her, but their loved is ill fated because she is 

married to Aranmanoth's father. The two young lovers run away together to the 

south, toward a mythic land of happiness and joy where instead they encounter 

their destiny of suffering and death. The juxtaposition of paired opposites runs 

throughout the novel as do the common Matute themes of the elusive nature of 

happiness and the death of childhood irmocence. Magic and fantasy abound in 

this latest work, which can be considered as a fusion of Matute's mainstieam 

literature and her fiction for children. It incorporates many of the elements 

common to the children's literature. For example, Maria Del Mar Men6ndez 

Lorente states that the fantasy in these works appears to function as magic. The 

children are able to converse with animals, communicate with gnomes and 

understand the secret language of flowers, an example of fantasy connecting 

with nature, which remains a constant thread throughout the work. 

Aranmanoth and Windumanoth communicate with the magical creatures of the 
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forest, as a majority of the plot takes place in the forest and nature plays an 

important role in the elements of the narrative. 

Ana Maria Matute has participated in a narrative quest that I call the 

search for a personal mythology, since the era of her early childhood. One 

observer notes that further study of her candid recent interviews along with her 

works could facilitate understanding of Matute's thoughts and insight'even of 

the great mysteries of existence (Redondo 292). Her work represents the modern 

individual's dialogue with past myths and the individual's constant attempt to 

renew and reform the narrative myth with archetypes. The figures that become 

apparent via an archetypal perspective easily fit into Pearson's paradigm of six 

archetypes, the Innocent, the Orphan, the Wanderer, the Martyr, the Warrior, 

and the Magician. Noting that paired opposites stand out as a hallmark in 

Matute's fiction together with the significant role they play in Jung's archetypal 

theories, the current study offers the paradigm presented in paired-opposite 

format. The Orphan/Wanderer paired due to their contiary approach to 

perceived threat, the Orphan searches for rescue in an authority figure, whereas 

the Wanderer determines to flee the situation, only tiusting the self in order to 

secure safety. The Martyr and the Warrior demonstiate opposed approaches to 

perceived threat as the former offers himself/herself as a sacrifice passively 

without resistance for the sake of others. Whereas the hallmark of the latter is 

resistance and its goal is to conquer victoriously. Paired-opposites are just that, 
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pairs of an entity that function in contiary fashion, or they appear as opposites 

but share similar characteristics. Such is the case with the Magician and the 

Innocent, both exhibit opermess, vitality and curiosity toward life and its 

possibilities, however the Irmocent lacks the experience and wisdom of the 

Magician. The latter has journeyed through the tiials and tiibulations of the 

other archetypes and has learned their lessons resulting in seemingly magical 

powers and abilities compared to other approaches to life-stiategy. 

Matute's characters reflect many of these archetypal characteristics 

individually, singularly or in duality within the same character. In the course of 

Matute's novelistic chronology a progression emerges in which a character or 

character type tianscends from one archetype to another, some demonstiating 

qualities of all six. The current study attempts to demonstiate such a 

progression. 
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Notes 

lOne such autobiographical element is found in the country village of 
Mansilla de la Sierra in the region where Matute spent vacations with her 
grandparents. Janet Perez notes the "lasting mark upon her [Matute's] fiction (in 
which the names 'la Artamila' amd 'Hegroz' are substituted for that of Mansilla). 
("The Fictional World of Ana Maria Matute" in Women Writers of 
Contemporary Spain, pp. 93-115. Ed. Joem L. Brown, Newark: University of 
Delaware Press, 1991). The critic devoted an entire article to the 
autobiographical elements; archetypal characters such as the sick or dying child 
and the poor schoolmaster represent experiences in Matute's childhood. She 
herself suffered severe illnesses as a young girl; the realization of her own 
mortality may have influenced her tieatment of sick and dying children in her 
fiction. The article illustiates "tiie theme of dolls, puppets, the marionette theater 
and related motifs (the titiritero, the c6micos ambulantes, even gypsies and the 
circus). Janet Winecoff Diaz, "The Autobiographical Element in the Works of 
Ana Maria Matute" in Kentucky Romance Quarterly, 15, 2 (1968), 139-48. 

2 In Ana Maria Matute, Janet Diaz notes; "Her early acquaintance with 
and enthusiasm for the works of Lorca undoubtedly served to stiengthen the 
lyrical vein in Matute... While there is insufficient cause to speak of influence, 
Lorca appears to have been the only Spanish author whom she enjoyed as a 
child, and this, too, is significant" (27). 

3 In her article in the Kentucky Romance Quarterly, Janet Winecoff Diaz 
quotes Ana Maria Matute on the impact the visits to the country in the summers 
had on her works. 

4The letter is dated February 3,1975. It is a response to a request for a 
copy of the novel, En esta tierra by James Alvis. In tiie letter, Matute included a 
copy of the rejection notice by the Censor concerning the novel, Luciemagas. 

5 Antonio Villanova, Novela y sociedad en la Espana de la Postguerra, 
(Barcelona: Lumen, 1995). 
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CHAPTER IV 

REVIEW OF SELECTED CRITICISM ON THE WORKS 

OF ANA M A R I A M A T U T E 

Ana Maria Matute has increasingly been the subject of literary study in 

the latter part of the 20* century. This chapter will outiine the major 

perspectives of tiie most prominent critics on Matute. Naturally, criticism that 

suggests, discusses and justifies the archetypal approach will be discussed in 

more detail so to support the reader's understanding of analysis undertaken in 

the present study. Generally, most critics focus on Matute's themes that 

consistentiy appear in her work and her poetic, lyrical style that contiasts 

sharply with the bleak, seemingly pessimistic tone of much of her fiction. 

Eugenio G. Nora categorizes Matute's works as part of "La nueva oleada" in La 

novela espafiola contemporanea,^ taking note of three continual themes found in 

her fiction: solitude and lack of connection between people, the mixture of hate 

and love between siblings, lovers and friends, and the necessity to flee or 

tiansform the experience of everyday life (292). In his discussion of Matute's 

two lengthiest novels at that time, Los hijos muertos and En esta tierra, Nora 

mentions the inconsistency associated with the rebelliousness and need to escape 

experienced by her characters, "...si hay que rebelarse, ha de ser casi 

metafisicamente contia la vida, y sin saber por que ni para que; si hay que huir. 
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no se sabe de qu6 ni a d6nde; por lo dem^s ni la rebeldfa ni la huida son en rigor 

posibles" (293). This last observation concerns an important characteristic for 

the present study, as the need to flee is the cential characteristic for the 

Wanderer Archetype.2 The way in which Nora explains lack of 

communication in Matute's works proposes another tiait often noted by critics, 

paired opposites, found in personal relationships among the characters in her 

fiction. Love and hate are intense contiary emotions that when considered 

within a single relationship, suggest a lack of balance in relationships. 

Archetypes especially arise in written and oral tiadition when a society 

experiences chaos and searches for balance and order. Regarding Matute's 

earliest novel, Pequefio teatio, Nora suggests a lack of verisimilitude in his 

criticism of this work. He terms it, ".. .no enteramente fantastico, pero si 

inverosimil, confuso y de vagos contornos, vitalizado casi linicamente por lo que 

tiene de angustiada elegia erotica de la adolescencia" (293). Nora further 

describes the literary generation within which he places Matute's work in terms 

of oscillation between objective impersonal style and subjective lyricism, 

recognizing her as part of the generation that experienced the Spanish civil war 

as a young person, a generation collectively exhibiting the effect of what he calls 

"orientaci6n realista"(263). 

Nora thus coincides with the opinions of Antonio Ferres and Jose Ortega 

who include Ana Maria Matute as one of the group of writers whose works 
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surfaced in the 1950's and who shared the experience of having been children 

during the Spanish Civil War. ^ Ferres and Ortega note the tiemendous presence 

of Civil War themes and after-effects of wartime turmoil found in the literature 

produced by this generation of writers. Matute's writing at that time "constituye 

un excelente testimonio narrativo del dislocamiento moral producido por el 

conflicto civil a tiaves del personaje femenino que encama la frustiaci6n 

ideol6gica y metafisica de una mujer espafiola de la Generaci6n de la Guerra 

Civil" (98). Matute herself asserts a similar opinion as she calls her generation of 

writers, the "generacion herida."* 

Matute's work is characterized as comprising several motifs that 

demonstiate the significant role of the Spanish Civil War for the writers of the 

"wounded generation." Most critics have noted fratiicide and the world of 

children studied through the foci of solitude and imagination as major motifs 

found specifically in Matute's novels and short stories. Victor Fuentes discusses 

the novelistic world of Matute, suggesting that she uncovers the deep division 

within society, setting past time against the present, children and adolescents 

against adults, the middle class against the lower class and ultimately "us" 

against "them" as an eternal struggle, that must be confronted if Spain is to 

survive.5 xhe noveUstic world of Matute is the subject in an article by George 

Wythe in which he outiines what he considers Matutean philosophy and major 

themes; time passes but nothing seems to change; love is desired, yet when 
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attained it appears empty, without dignity; a simultaneous desire to be attached 

to the land as well as to flee i t nature's delight and its indifference to its victims; 

and the relentiess conflict that is manifested in the Cain and Abel motifs.^ 

Matute's fiction reveals her concern for humankind, not by means of testimonial 

narrative, but rather by her brilliant portiayal of humankind's stiuggle with the 

contradictions of existence, balancing between ideals and survival, within a 

decadent society oppressed and burdened down with tyrannical ideologies. 

Javier Martinez Palacio in 1966 notes, 

Matute evoca la realidad espafiola como un film en relieve, 
pero situa al lector en la pantalla porque quiere que se vea nacer en 
las im^genes de la proyeccion y que el escenario presentado no es 
exactamente el que vivi6 o recuerda de un mundo de acci6n sino el 
espectaculo de su alma y de su humanidad.^ 

Janet Winecoff designates solitude as most the stiiking sensation evoked 

by Matute's fiction, while magic and fantasy are basic elements in her style. 

Winecoff has noted the magic and fantasy found in the works of Ana Maria 

Matute, as she describes the style and content of Matute's novels: "The journeys 

of the juvenile protagonists from childhood to adulthood could well be called 

Odysseys of loss."8 The Wanderer thus emerges clearly as the archetype that 

best represents Matute's style and vision. Winecoff states tiie following: "One of 

the most consistentiy stiiking aspects of Ana Maria Matute's work-one which 

relates her to existentialist literature-is the vision of tiie estiangement and 

alienation of the individual. The stylistic aspects of her works harmonize witii 
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and support this vision" (62). The Wanderer by nature is an outsider and 

alienation is inevitable in the Wanderer's quest for self-identity. Loneliness, 

alienation and solitude, also congruent with the Orphan archetype, are noted by 

Winecoff as consistent concepts found in Matute's fiction: "The recurrent themes 

of solitude, lack of communication, and alienation of the individual, the 

numerous instances of life's meaninglessness and futility, and the apparent 

impossibility of escape are, of course, major topics of existentialism" (68). 

Another common thread found in the criticism on Matute is the stiong 

link between the author's life and her fiction. Most serious critics note the 

appearance of autobiographical elements. The above critic, now Winecoff Diaz, 

explores the existence, significance and extent of autobiographical elements in 

Matute's fiction.^ The Spain in which Matute came of age becomes apparent 

through the recurring images, themes and motifs employed throughout the 

works, evoking elements that could be perceived as autobiographical. "The 

dominating concern with the Civil War is definitely of autobiographical origin, 

and where descriptions of the war are offered, they often have an 

autobiographical basis, as the novelist experienced bombings, witnessed 

shootings and burnings and other horrors of war" (145). The Civil War, an 

obsessive theme, became synonymous with the Cain and Abel motif, which 

appears relentiessly from this author's earliest publications, explains Diaz; while 

reflecting Matute's own interpretation of the war, tiiis theme, however, does not 
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represent the novelist's personal family life experiences in the most literal sense. 

Another recurrent theme found in her fiction concerns children and adolescents 

in a hostile environment, reiterating Matute's social preoccupations. While 

social concerns result from the author's personal experiences, Diaz explains them 

as a natural outcome of Matute's interests and sensitivities. Furthermore, her 

insightful portrayal of the fantasy world associated with children, being in part a 

result of Matute's own childhood experiences, demonstrates the author's creative 

imagination and abilities to paint this imaginary world with her exquisite verbal 

talents (147). 

Margaret Jones discusses Matute's unique descriptive style in her essay on 

antipathetic fallacy in the novelist's works, using Fiesta al noroeste, Los hijos 

muertos, and Primera memoria as her prime examples.^^ Matute's nature 

descriptions suggest a violence that effectively communicates the devastations 

experienced by her characters. "Each of these descriptive phrases carefully 

avoids any of the natural associations which are usually connected with nature. 

Each imparts a negative allusion to life, for they are either the expressionistic 

results of the character's interpretation of his surroundings or portents of 

impending misfortune"(13). Jones emphasizes that this "technique of distortion 

of nature" reinforces the character's perceptions and perspective as well as the 

psychological aspect of the tension and conflict portiayed within Matute's 

novelistic world. In The Literary World of Ana Maria Matute, Jones considers 
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"Realism of situation" the point of departure for Matute's analysis of the 

characters, but further notes that "she [Matute] portiays from within, creating a 

psychological reality in which introspection may distort exterior reality."" In 

some instances, her works have been labeled tremendista, with some observers 

considering Fiesta al noroeste as an example that demonstiates characteristics 

associated with that literary movement, such as absurd, grotesque and repulsive 

elements in the narrative style.12 The world Matute creates is marked by the 

early experiences of the writer, according to Jones. At the tender age of eight, 

Matute became aware of the injustices existing in her country while spending a 

year in Mansilla de la Sierra, CastiUa la Vieja with her maternal grandparents. 

"Suddenly we were shown, with all its crudeness, that 'atiocious' world, that 

world which had been damned for us in advance" (2). Jones notes the many 

articles by critics up to this point in time that include the word 'world' in the 

titie, emphasizing the extiemely personal style that creates a world apart from 

reality, yet so representative of the reality experienced by many in an unjust 

society (3). 

The world created in the author's fiction distorts reality using repetition 

and rhythms of a stiong yet subtie lyrical nature, enhancing emotionally charged 

issues surfacing now and again between the lines of fiction addressing social 

injustices (108-09). When discussing the specifics of Matute's stiong personal 

style, Jones considers "(repetition, accumulation, and recurrent phrases or 
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symbols); variations on literary archetypes; realism of specific minor characters; 

pathetic fallacy and nature imagery; and colors used with symboUc import" as 

the most effective as well as the most common (104). Relevant to this study is 

Jones' assertion tiiat Matute's characters develop, yet at the same time represent 

type characters and can be associated with literary archetypes of a biblical 

nature. The three figures Jones points out in Matute's work are the Cain and 

Abel figures, the Christ figure and the figure of Moses. The Cain and Abel 

figures emerge in Fiesta al noroeste, as Juan Medinao (Cain), must somehow 

possess Pablo, the Abel figure, by raping his mother. In Primera memoria, Borja 

acts as the Cain figure, being instiumental in sending Manuel, the Abel in this 

novel, to reform school. The Warrior Archetype embodies some aspects of the 

Cain figure as Matute interprets it; the desire to possess, destioy and/or conquer 

the ideological opposite marks the similarities between the Cain figure and the 

Warrior. Jones suggests Moses as the model for Pablo in En esta tierra, noting 

not only the significance of the titie but also the quotation from Deuteronomy as 

a preface of sorts, "Veras de frente la tierra que yo dare a los hijos de Israel: Y 

no entiar^s en ella" (5). In this case, the Wanderer Archetype corresponds with 

the biblical figure, as one searching for a cause, an identity, a land to inhabit or 

even a name. Finally, the Christ figure, mentioned by Jones in the characters of 

Manuel, Primera memoria, and Jeza, Los soldados, embodies the Martyr 

Archetype. Self-sacrifice, redemptive motivations and an altiuistic spirit signify 
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botii the Christ figure and tiie Martyr Archetype as it is outlined by Carol 

Pearson (The Hero Witiiin 98). 

Janet Diaz notes archetypal figures, characteristic of the Comedia 

dell'arte, as appearing in Pequefio teatio. Diaz infers that Matute uses 

techniques from tiiis genre, such as tiie archetypes and sitiiations, in order to 

denounce the hypocrisy and false charity of Spanish society under the Franco 

regime, mixing fantasy and reality to create an atmosphere that would serve as a 

camouflage to protest the societal ills of the Franco dictatorship." In her 

extensive study on Matute, Janet Diaz points out that Matute, along with Miguel 

Delibes and Camilo Jose Cela, stands out as one of tiie most significant novelists 

to emerge in Spain between 1938 and 1968. Furthermore, she asserts (as of 1969) 

that Matute was considered "the most important female novelist of Spain" of the 

late 1960's and early 1970's (Ana Maria Matute 145)." The young Matute 

observed life in the Castilian countryside, which in turn influenced the themes 

and archetypal figures that would frequent her fiction. Diaz notes the many 

variations of the poor schoolmaster in Los Abel, Fiesta al noroeste, Los hijos 

muertos, and Historias de la Artamila, each arriving in the village with high 

expectations only to encounter severe poverty, ignorance and disdain, and losing 

their illusions, similar to the loss of innocence that Matute's adolescents 

experience (23). The schoolteacher figure embodies similar characteristics of the 

Martyr archetype, evoking more negative connotations than positive. In regard 
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to this theme, Diaz asserts that Matute focuses on personalities and human 

interactions within the context of the social, historical and political environment 

in which the characters function. Within this context, one encounters Matute's 

most common themes: alienation, solitude, despair, and failure or inability to 

communicate (48). The drama often occurs in archetypal settings, without 

specific time and place, although representative of the areas where Majtute has 

observed the real-life from which she draws her archetypal figures (56).^^ 

Archetypes often appear in literature when the society is undergoing transition 

or is experiencing severe repression, elements certainly present in Spain while 

Matute was producing the majority of her fiction. Diaz points how Matute 

describes the provincial town where Zazu is trying to survive in Pequefio teatio. 

La vida de Zazu tenia grandes lagunas de ocio, y en la casa 
de aquella tiiste e inhdspita Kale Nagusia, dentio de la poblaci6n 
sofocada de murmuraciones y recelos, bajo aquel cielo pesado y 
densamente gris, con particulos de hoUin, de niebla y de 
conversaciones malignas, Zazu se encerraba con su espejo. (32) 

Suffocation, heavy, dense gray sky and an atmosphere of malicious suspicion 

artfully convey the severe oppression observed and experienced by the novelist's 

characters. Diaz further discusses Matute's unhappy encounter with the 

censorship of the Franco Regime in the chapter on Las luciemagas and En esta 

tierra. The original manuscript. Las luci^rnagas, was censored and several years 

later, when the novelist found herself in need of funds, she was forced, very 

much to her own chagrin to rewrite and publish it, the result being the 
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"somewhat more restiained and less flamboyant" version. En esta tierra. Diaz 

quotes again from the original novel a description of the fireflies, 

Los hijos, la comida, ganar o perder guerras, todo era excesivo, 
atroz, no estaba preparada para ello, no era sino un debil embrion 
incomplete, dando tumbos en el vacio. Cayendo, cayendo siempre, 
sin chocar, siquiera, sin estrellarse, en un fial. Cayendo en el 
vertico, tias una parpadeante esperanza. «Luciernagas— 
recordaba—, pobres luciernagas.» (277) 

The human circumstance, being part spirit and part animal, can be perceived as 

a state of constant contiadiction or a continuous stiuggle for balance between the 

spirit, nourished from ideals, and the arumal, whose basic instinct is to survive. 

These two paired-opposites pervaded postwar Spain, and Matute, through her 

literature, asserts that it was almost impossible to survive in postwar Spain with 

any shred of idealism (68). Diaz hints that Matute used her own personal form 

of Objectivism to skirt the censorship in presenting her most forthright social 

protest to date in her epic length noveL Los hijos muertos (122). Diaz states that 

the opposition between idealism and materialism surfaces again in the trilogy 

that followed, Los mercaderes.^^ In Primera memoria, Diaz discusses Manuel as 

a Christ figure, one who is capable of self-sacrifice, or in archetypal terms, a 

martyr figure, and the opposite of the Warrior-like Borja, Matia's cousin. These 

two characters play out the broader drama between the idealism of the soldiers 

and the materialism of the merchants (134). Manuel provides the link that 

connects the second novel of the frilogy, Los soldados lloran de noche, to the 

first volume, and he ultimately sacrifices himself for a cause, an ideal that 
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rendered his life meaningful. He embodies the message, Diaz suggests, that to 

survive in post-war Spain it is necessary to sacrifice ideals or die, either literally 

or figuratively (136). With her opinion that the third volume of the tiilogy. La 

tiampa, is one of Matute's most significant and important works up to that point, 

Diaz highlights the psychological profile of Matia in the section, "Diario en 

desorden" as among her best work (143). Diaz concludes that altiiough Matute 

had reached the apparent peak of her literary career at that point, it would be 

wise for literary scholars to "reserve final judgment for some years longer" (147). 

In fact, her greatest popularity would come decades later. 

Critics such as Alfredo Gomez Gil have noted the alienation of Matute's 

characters as well as their ongoing search for self-identity. Focusing on the 

psychological aspect of Matute's fictional characters, Gomez describes Matute's 

characters as "seres solitaries, intiovertidos, incomprendidos, neurdticos, 

alienados, incapaces de comunicaci6n."^7 Furthermore, he makes the perceptive 

observation that rather than creating objective realism within the narrative, 

Matute evokes the essence of the reahty experienced by humankind, through her 

unique poetic style combined with a subjective deformation creating the 

melancholy, pessimistic and sometimes grotesque worldview that so many 

critics have observed in Matute's works. Finally, Gomez concludes that 

alongside the existentialist vision found encapsulated within Matute's fiction, 

lies also a Christian perspective of hfe; "No hay caridad sin amor...la caridad 
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es, o deberfa ser el principle y la base de todo cristianisme. Caridad es escuchar 

al pr6jimo con paciencia, o pronunciar una palabra de aliento, o dar una 

oportunidad, o tener indulgencia hacia las faltas ajenas, o no dar oidos a la 

malediciencia, y a veces, quiz6, no creer en la maldad humana" (251). Matute's 

work embodies tiie human condition of contiadiction, weaving paired opposites 

and juxtaposed contiadictions artistically, reveaUng significant insight into the 

psychology of human existence. James R. Stevens suggests that myth is one of 

several stiuctural elements that are insfrumental in the creation of Matute's 

novelistic world.i^ Stevens specifically mentions the significance of archetypal 

images evoked in Matute's novelistic world in her Primera memoria. As he 

considers the novel an account of the "rite of initiation," he enunciates that myth 

in this case stands as "a recurrent, cross-cultural pattern of behavior of 

significance to the relationship of man to his community, not excluding from 

community that level we may call divine, however variously defined" (198). He 

concludes that myth functions as an emotionally charged element, functioning 

beneath the level of consciousness of the reader and motivating the simple story 

of the rite of passage into adulthood. The loss of irmocence and the pain and 

desolation that accompany the experience evoke a basic and primal human 

experience that is universal and applicable across the ages and cultures of 

humankind (203). 
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Robert C. Spires discusses the effect that poetic language, distorted 

chronology of events, and multi-perspective narration create for Matute's 

readers in Fiesta al noroeste. Employing examples of synaesthesia and 

syneciosis. Spires examines Matute's use of language and technique to reproduce 

for the reader the sensation and the experience of alienation. "El latigo de Dingo 

hablaba seco, como un relampago negro."!^ The images created disturb the 

reader enough to enable him or her to participate in the anxiety of the character 

without actually identifying with him or her (21). 

Numerous critics have examined the world of children in Matute's fiction, 

in articles, monographs and dissertations, noting the previously mentioned 

themes of solitude, alienation and inability to communicate; along with the 

continuous concern for social problems. Emilie Teresa Cannon has narrowed 

her discussion of these themes to include only Fiesta al noroeste, Primera 

memoria, and Los nifios tontos. Her conclusions regarding Fiesta al noroeste 

point to the unhappy circumstances of Juan Medinao's childhood and the 

accompanying loneliness, sadness and alienation that are communicated 

through his character. In Primera memoria, Matia constitutes the focus of the 

narrative perspective as her tiansition from adolescence to adult is tieated. 

Cannon notes the evidence of environmental influences on the children of the 

island and the indirect impact of the civil war on them. The fantasy world plays 

a significant role in the world of the children tieated in Los nifios tontos, but the 
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message according to Cannon is that there is no hope for the yoxmg protagonists, 

as death, either literal or figurative, is imminent for all.20 Raquel G. Flores-

Jenkins examines the world of children in Matute's fiction, noting specifically the 

role that fantasy plays in the portrayal of the child protagonists as well as how 

Matute manipulates it as an escape mechanism that elucidates the gap between 

children and adults. "Los nifios de ficci6n de Matute viven inmersos en un 

mundo hechura de su fantasia que los protege y aisla de la realidad temida. En 

efecto a trav6s de su obra los personajes infantiles discurren por el paisaje 

siempre encerrados dentio de un circulo magico creado por ellos."^! The 

adolescent need to escape and rejection of reality initiate the journey into the 

world of fantasy; however, Flores-Jenkins notes that inevitably a confrontation 

occurs witii the events causing the flight to fantasy. Confrontation with reality 

results in several scenarios: the dehumanization of the adult figures surrounding 

the child protagonist, the objectification of abstiact feelings and ideas into 

concrete symbols and finally death (187). 

Jose Ortega describes the difficulties Spanish women experienced during 

the dictatorship, noting how Matute demonstiates these experiences through her 

female characters in Los mercaderes. Ortega specifically emphasizes the female 

characters in Primera memoria as best demonsfrating the ideology and obstacles 

with which women were faced, ".. .desde los afios de la Guerra hasta la d^cada 
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de los sesenta y muestia los obstaculos que esta representante del sexo femenino 

sufre bajo el sistema cultural de la 'casta dominante.'"22 

Elizabeth Ord6fiez discusses various forms of alienation in the third 

volume of tiie tiilogy. La ti-ampa. pointing out tiiat stiuctiire and form contiibute 

to the sense of fragmentation and separation in the work as well as tiie thematic 

content. The chapters, equally divided between four different narrators in the 

guise of memoirs, do not relate a storyline. Ordonez asserts that Matute portiays 

her characters more by means of internal action rather than external 

circumstances.23 Alienation defines an integral step in the initiation rite that 

Michael D. Thomas suggests that Primera memoria parallels.^^ Seven stages of 

the initiation process have been distinguished as follows: separation, education, 

symbolic death, physical changes, variation of behavior, encounter with a 

supernatural being, and finally entiance into the group or tiibe. For Matia, the 

result is being "initiated involuntarily into the world she most abhors" (153). 

Elements of the initiation process appear in later works, notably the last three 

novels. La torre vigia, Olvidado Rey Gudu, and Aranmanoth. The fragmented 

family, using Primera memoria to represent Matute's novels, is the topic of Sara 

E. Schyfter's discussion of novels by contemporary Spanish women. The 

collapse of the family as a support system for the individual members of a 

patiiarchal society is the subject Schyfter studies. Primera memoria embodies 

the fragmented family model, alienating the individual members within the 
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family who are looking to the family system for a sense of belonging since the 

society has been torn apart by civil stiife. Primera memoria, then, along with 

novels by other Spanish women writers of the same generation, exposes the 

family as a "metaphor for a Spain that is constiicting, old, decadent, and 

intolerant" and thus "must be abandoned or rejected in order to safeguard the 

integrity of one's identity and soul."25 

The discussion of Spain and the legacy left to the survivors of the civil 

war acquires relevant meaning to the present study concerning specifically the 

Wanderer archetype in J. Townsend Shelby's "Retiospection as a Technique in 

Matute's Los hijos muertos and En esta tierra."^^ Generally, Shelby states that 

most of Matute's fictional characters are lonely and do not fit into their society, 

emphasizing that the most common response of a Matute character is to flee the 

situation, even if only as a temporary remedy. Shelby further notes that a retreat 

into the past is one of the preferred modes of escape for those who people her 

fictional world. Unbearable circumstances in the present cause the characters to 

take flight into the past in order to search for the origin of the character's 

problems, to search for a lost identity or to recreate a new identity (82-83). 

Shelby concludes that Matute's characters that have played a more active role in 

the past, are those who suffer the most from the past. The individual and his or 

her relation to society significantiy influence role in the themes, motifs, and 

characters in Matute's novelistic world. 
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Until the decade of the seventies criticism on Matute concentiated on tiie 

obsessive themes of the civil war in Spain, the solitude and alienation of the 

individual and the outcast adolescents that populate the fictional world of 

Matute. With the publication of La torre vigia and with it an entirely different 

environment within the novel came some new perspectives on Matute's 

literature. One of the first studies, by Jos6 Kubayanda, uncovers the existence of 

narrative allegory within the 1971 novel and suggests the notion of allegorical 

material in some of the author's other works.^^ He calls it an allegory because of 

the repeated usage of images and symbols that seem to confuse the reader, but in 

the end enclose a hidden meaning within the text itself. "En un sentido la 

novela saca a la luz el pensamiento radical de su autora: es decir, una 

perspectiva vigorosa, moral, intelectual y realista-humana que duda de la 

eficacia de la realidad org^nica" (341). Behind the story of a young adolescent 

boy in the process of becoming a knight is the larger, more profound tale of 

diametiically opposed entities vying for power in a system where if either wins, 

they both lose and die. 

In "Variantes del Arquetipo Femenino en la Narrativa de Ana Maria 

Matute," Janet P6rez notes that the themes and motifs most commonly observed 

by critics can be better understood if examined via the study of her [Matute's] 

tieatment of feminine archetypes.^s P6rez reviews the most common 

characteristics of the female protagonists: physical descriptions limited to just a 
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few characteristics, concentiating on the eyes, hands, hair and shape of the body, 

usually slender, and somewhat androgynous. Feminine characterization 

abounds in littie girls, female adolescents and women who are not particularly 

feminine; do not use make-up or dress to please others. Perez considers many of 

Matute's characterizations to resemble caricature in their schematization, being 

sometimes expressionistic, usually allegorically or symbolic, and used to 

indicate mysterious subjectivity or some psychological aspect previously 

mentioned. Perez concludes that the majority of Matute's female characters 

demonsfrate rebelliousness and reject the tiaditional female role that society 

reserves for Spanish mothers and wives, in direct opposition to the role of the 

woman as required by the Franco dictatorship, the regime under which the 

works were written. 

The characters in Matute's work are recurring types throughout the span 

of her publication, over fifty years. These intriguing character types are 

universal in nature, as well as timeless, fitting most ages and cultures. The 

archetype as described by archetypal literary critics is just that; universal, 

timeless and applicable to most if not all ages and cultures. The littie girl as the 

Innocent or the Orphan archetypes, the adolescent as the Wanderer, tiie mother 

or adult woman as the Martyr and the grandmother or older woman as the 

Warrior are the stages represented. Carol Pearson describes these stages of 

evolution in the human experience addressing both the stages of evolution as 
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well as various stiategies used to negotiate each growth experience, portiayed in 

literature often as figures, stereotypes or archetypes. 

The abundance and varied tieatment of adolescents constitutes the subject 

of A.F. Michael Atiee's discussion in "El enigma de Ana Maria Matute."29 This 

critic relates events of the author's personal life and the societal progression of 

Spain to the development of Matute's adolescents. He concludes that in the 

signing of the manifesto of Monserrat, Matute along with her compafriots 

demonstiated an emotional maturity for the nation as well as for the individuals 

(42). Berta Savariego has concentiated on how Matute's adolescent characters 

relate to elements and aspects of nature, thus lending their own feelings and 

characteristics to the natural elements.^" This critic suggests that due to the 

loneliness and alienation felt by the majority of Matute's protagonists, the 

characters thus turn to elements in the forest or the countryside and find some 

relatedness within the natural world, apart from the society within which they 

are trying to survive (64). 

The world of childhood, innocence, and the transition to adolescence and 

adulthood are just a iew key aspects examined in an interview with Ana Maria 

Matute by Michael Scott Doyle.^^ Solo un pie descalzo was the stimulus for the 

interview and provides the point of departure of the conversation. Matute 

addresses the fantastic and its persistence within her fiction: "Entonces, pues, me 

dije a mi misma con una severidad « N o , Ana Maria, frena tu fantasia, 6stas son 
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cosas que pertenecen a tu infancia y a tu mundo secreto.» Y me aguantaba. 

Pero sali6 porque yo no me podia aguantar, porque yo era asi y yo escribia asi" 

("Recuperar otia vez" 241). Matute explains the stage that followed, social 

realism, and how it relates to what motivates the author from a place of deep 

pain, injustice and returns to fantasy: 

Una de las cosas que m^s me han dolido y danado desde nina es la 
injusticia. Y la injusticia est6 siempre en todos mis libros. Sale por 
alii como una herida incurable. Entonces creo que me inspiro en la 
injusticia, la angustia de vivir en un mundo donde se da valor a 
unas cosas que son falsas y se desprecian otias que son autenticas. 
O bien en el abuso de la fuerza confra la debilidad, de la astucia 
contra la inocencia, de la zorreria corifra la inteligencia. Porque la 
inteligencia no suele ser lista, pero el astuto, jcomo se come al 
inteligente a veces! Y todo esto est6 junto con lo que llamas mi 
fantasia. (241) 

Doyle discusses the life story of Matia in Matute's trilogy, employing the trace-

reading method. He concludes that the existence of La tiampa is informed only 

by Primera memoria, however, the text of the first novel is judged to be part of 

Matia's "Diario en desorden" from the latter novel.^^ Matia represents the 

possessive female adolescent's stiuggle to develop and escape from the 

entiapment of imposed gender roles assigned by patiiarchal society according to 

Lucy Lee-Bonarmo.33 The quest for self in this hildungsroman and the resulting 

rebellion and stiuggle to escape the enclosure that becoming a woman signifies 

to Matia, as described by Lee-Bonanno, evidences the Wanderer as the archetype 

that best befits Matia's character. The grandmother, Dofia Pr^xedes, 

representing "the aristocracy and tiaditional patiiarchal confrol/' becomes the 
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captor from whom Matia attempts to flee or escape, even if just for a short while 

(21). Lee-Bonanno calls the failed attempt to find identity in the quest for self in 

Matia's case, a "growing-down from..." adolescence to adulthood (24-25). 

Critics have continually focused attention on Matute's first novel of the 

tiilogy, Los mercaderes. Eunice D. Myers has noted this concentiation and 

asserts that Los hijos muertos calls for equal recognition together with Ithe well-

known Primera memoria. In 1958, Los hijos muertos won the Premio de la 

Crftica and in 1959 was awarded the Premio Nacional de Literatura.^* The dead 

children to which the titie refers, according to Myers, are not only the victims of 

the war itself, but also the survivors who suffered psychological death as well as 

the generation remaining who suffered the death of hope for Spanish society 

(85). The critic demonstiates how the lives and deaths of the characters function 

as a microcosm of a Spain oppressed even more after a war that some had hoped 

would correct the social and economic problems that existed in the pre-war 

nation (93). 

Janet Perez discusses portiaits of single women in the novels of several 

post-Franco era women writers, one of whom is Ana Maria Matute.^s Noting 

Matute's predilection for contiasting pairs, P6rez cites the old maid aunts in 

Pequefio teatio as one example of the single woman portiaits (59). lUustiating 

that single women characters exhibit unattractive physical and personality tiaits, 

Perez cites the characteristics bestowed upon Eskarne and Mirentxu. "The two 
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sisters seem to have been conceived as positive and negative poles of a single 

whole, the younger Mirentxu is tiie opposite of her tall, wiry, frigid and 

dictatorial sister...While Eskarne is tall, bony and authoritarian, Miren is short, 

pudgy and submissive" (60). She concludes tiiat tiie characterizations of tiie 

single females of Matute and several women writers of her generation reflect a 

woman who "is flawed in one or more significant ways, most often exhibiting 

fraits of the stereotypical old maid, and at the negative extieme, is littie more 

than a caricature: ludicrous, frustiated, benighted" (76). Such porfraits may 

unconsciously reflect the negative perceptions by a patiiarchal society of women 

who have failed in the societally assigned gender roles or rejected them. 

Maria del Carmen Riddle addresses Matute's fiction from a different 

perspective. "La novela femenina de formaci6n en la postguerra espafiola" 

discusses Primera memoria as a hildungsroman of a young woman.3^ Riddle 

suggests that writing the novel constituted a process of self-exploration and 

depicts the search for authenticity characterizing the maturation experience of 

women—not only the experiences of women during the post civil-war period but 

also the experiences of women during the time that the novel was written, the 

decade of the 1960s (283). According to Riddle, Matute reveals such experiences 

emblematically through the growth and development of Matia. In the 

paradigmatic tiansition from the irmocence of childhood through adolescence to 

maturity, the character loses the positive nature tiiat growth and development 
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ideally produce. "Puesto que el aprendizaje de Matia es negative, la pauta de 

desarroUo del relate tambi6n lo es. La p^rdida de la inocencia y virtud de la 

infancia se apoya y culmina el tono desencantado de una narraci6n hecha desde 

el tiempo, ya sin ilusiones, de la madurez"(282). Christopher Anderson and 

Lyrme Sheay essentially assert the same opinion in their discussion comparing 

the novel to Hans Christian Andersen's "The Littie Mermaid."37 These,critics 

maintain that the novel imitates the stiucture, motifs, theme and standards of the 

fairy tale, but departs from the successful outcome of a tiiumphant and happy 

adult protagonist. Matute provides Matia an opportunity to follow the example 

of Andersen's young heroine. "Matia's catalyst for positive growth is the 

murder of Jos6 Taronji, which gives her the impetus to console Manuel after 

someone throws a dead dog into his family's well...Matia immediately 

recognizes the significance of her act of compassion..."(11). Despite the chance 

to demonstiate her heroic character, however, Matia is unable to follow through 

and risk her own safety for the sake of another, and in the end she betiays 

Manuel as well as the model of Andersen's heroine, consequentiy finding herself 

alone in her alienating and frusfrating world. Seven years later, Anderson 

presents another example of Matute's subversive use of fairy tale parallelism 

using the "Snow Queen" in Primera memoria. He summarizes the essential plot 

of the tale and juxtaposes the characters of Gerda and Matia, again 
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demonsfrating the contiasts and showing how Matia's character "serves as a 

depressing counterpoint to Andersen's uplifting finale" (21).38 

Kathleen Glerm has examined the apocalyptic vision found in the novel. 

La torre vigia, in an article in which she states that apocalyptic fradition consists 

of a concept of time that is linear and not cyclical.39 Glerm describes several 

characteristics of apocalyptic writing: animal symbolism, dualism, setting in an 

alien place during a period of political instability, mass destiuction, sigiuficance 

of numerology within the text, and finally the appearance of a messianic 

deliverer, and the ultimate judgment that brings salvation. Matute incorporates 

all essential elements except for tiie last two, a messianic deliverer, and the final 

judgment and salvation that come after a period of chaos, crisis and destiuction. 

"Apocalypses are written in periods of crisis...Matute writing in post-Civil War 

Spain, sees all too many analogies between her age, that of John writer of the 

biblical apocalypse, and the 'alien scene' of her novel" (26-27). La torre vigia 

paved the way for Olvidado Rey Gudu and Aranmanoth, the latter of which 

does incorporate redemptive elements through the character of Aranmanoth 

who exhibits the purest qualities of the Martyr archetype. 

Geraldine Cleary Nichols discusses fantasy in women's fiction, stating 

that subversive undertones abound in the works of several Spanish writers 

among whom Matute is included.*« Nichols affirms tiiat fantasy by nature erases 

the limits set out in tiie text, thereby blurring borders and boundaries and 
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upsetting the standards and norms, challenging readers to reassess their values, 

attitudes and judgments (123-24). "Matute's fantasy fictions explore, test, and 

repeatedly deconstiuct the limit between life and death" (115). Nichols 

demonstiates her assertion using "El rey de los zermos," " Estiella en la piel," 

"No tocar," and "La isla" as examples. Matute does not tieat death as a radical 

change or with great finality, but rather as something within the nature of the 

protagonist (116). 

Janet Perez addresses the subject of the female hero in Spanish Women's 

Fiction, choosing Matute, among others, as a mirror of the stiuggle set before 

female heroes to realize authenticity and identity." The male hero in tiaditional 

quest romances tiaverses the stages beginning with the rite of initiation usually 

entailing adventure, battie, and the hunt, and then passes through several tiials 

and tests, arriving to the stage of exaltation and successful conquest. The female 

heroine is subjugated to the place of the helpmate of the male hero or prize 

awarded to the male hero. Romanticism converted the quest to an internalized 

journey, however, the female quest for self-realization and self-sufficiency, 

finding itself in direct conflict with ttaditional society's masculine norms, often 

produced narratives "ending with illness, suicide, madness or other psychic 

deterioration" (39). In Spanish fiction by women, the female finds herself 

enclosed and confined. This phenomenon appears clearly in Matute's Primera 

memoria, as Matia finds herself abandoned and orphaned. The quest is destined 
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for failure, not once but also again thirty years later in La frampa. In the second 

volume of the frilogy, Los soldados lloran de noche, Marta escapes enclosure by 

her mother to journey towards freedom, tiaveling with Manuel to fight for a 

cause, but her quest joumey also ends in death (42). P6rez elucidates Matute's 

most significant themes as variants of solitude, injustice and dreams in a 

thorough sketch of the author's life and work from the perspective of the end of 

the twentieth century.42 Childhood, alien to the adult sense of reahty, exists in a 

magical realm within Matute's major fiction works. Adolescence, the period of 

tiansition to adulthood, becomes in Matute's work a revelation of the Orphan 

archetype witii all the accompanying feelings of estiangement and alienation. 

P6rez emphasizes the obsessive theme of the Civil War as depicted through 

symbolic themes like the Cain and Abel motif, or the recounting of the effects of 

the war on individuals. However, it is the underlying exploration of the various 

forms of injustice and how these forms manifest themselves within the 

"dichotomy between idealism and materialism" (112). 

War's effects on individuals surfaces again as the topic of Joseph 

Schraibman's examination of two novels of similar theme.*^ Schraibman 

discusses Matute's Primera memoria and more specifically the group of Jews 

called "chuetas" that represent the long history of Spaniard fighting against 

Spaniard. Francisca L6pez examines myth in Spanish novels by women 

mentioning Matute's fiction as one example.*^ She demonstiates how women 
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writers challenge fraditional feminine roles within the context of the official 

discourse by the Franco Dictatorship, subverting regime values and goals 

through the ironic use of the gothic romance, the literature of social realism and 

the development novel. C. Cristofer Soufas investigates the female protagonists 

of Matute's Primera memoria, among others, in relation to feminine discourse in 

Spanish fiction.*^ "These novels are feminist because their narrators...adopt a 

critical attitude toward their female characters whose consciousness of 

themselves as females, and as full human beings, is deficient to a significant 

degree" (155). The net result, Soufas argues, is that the novel becomes the 

vehicle, through its narration, by which significant life experiences can be 

perceived apart from the barriers imposed by societal norms. In Primera 

memoria, Matia is the narrator who recounts her experiences of early 

adolescence. Memory allows for self-examination, evaluation, and subsequent 

action, or self-flagellation, in response to the dawning awareness of her 

acquiescence to the status quo. With the recognition that Matia has yielded to 

the will of her elders along with the memory of her cowardice with regard to 

Manuel, emerges the possibility of a new beginning (160). 

Perez discusses gothic aspects in Matute's fiction citing Los Abel, Fiesta al 

noroeste, and Los hijos muertos as primary examples of the initial gothic 

characteristics freated. The common foundation of gothic elements found in 

these novels are "el paisaje abrupto, el lugar aislado, la lejania de lo 'civihzado,' 
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los personajes primitives y brutales que chocan con otios m^s educados, las 

pasiones fuertes y con frecuencia obscuras, los instintos desatados, la mezcla de 

amor y odio en relaciones familiar es. . ." (35-36) .̂ ^ Most notable and apphcable to 

tiie present study are the elements of imprisonment or confinement due to the 

resulting desire to flee or escape, "el encierro o prisi6n, enfermedades fatales o 

misteriosas, locura, desaparici6n, y muerte" (36). As the Wanderer archetype's 

primary goal is to escape the prison, danger or threat that surrounds him or her, 

the character must recognize and identify the restiaint or prison. P^rez 

concludes, however, that although gothic elements abound in Matute's fiction, 

her works carmot be classified as gothic in and of themselves (50). 

In her intioduction to a journal issue devoted completely to the now icon

like figure that Ana Maria Matute has become, Alicia Redondo Goicoechea 

discusses the unique personality of the author's work, noting that Matute has 

written with imagination, style, lyricism and a distinctiy baroque linguistic 

fashion during a literary period that practiced very contiary modes and tiends.*^ 

Redondo notes that Matute has always been in search of a very personal and 

authentic style (10). The present study concurs with this opinion and further 

suggests that Matute's unique fiction represents her search for identity as a 

writer, as a woman, as a human being. The Wanderer Archetype discussed in 

the following chapters similarly searches for authentic identity and reflects many 

characteristics of Matute's protagonists. 
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Stefka Vassileva Kojouharova notes the singularity of category and 

originality of style in Matute's fiction, making it difficult to place her works 

within any of the Hterary schools or frends of her contemporaries in "La dificil 

ubicaci6n de Ana Maria Matute en la narrativa espafiola de postguerra."** The 

difficulty for this critic comes from the fact that Matute has won awards that 

thrust her into tiie same category as Cela, Laforet, and Delibes, among others. 

These authors charted the direction of the Spanish novel in tiie decade of the 

forties. Yet, Matute belongs equally or more to tiie following group comprising 

the "nueva oleada" that appeared in the fifties and early sixties. Kojouharva 

states, however, that period is only part of the difficulty in classification for this 

critic. Matute's unique style, including her use of fantasy and lyrical expression 

that Nora considered excessive, sets her apart from the rest (39-41). 

Alicia Redondo Goicoechea discusses Matute's narrative works 

chronologically in Compas, in order to discover how her writing has evolved 

throughout her career.*^ Beginning with Pequefio teatro, Redondo identifies the 

principal characteristics of each of Matute's novels. Though considered by the 

author as inferior, Matute's first narrative endeavor "expresa la vision 

desencantada y critica de una adolescente envejecitada prematuramente por la 

Guerra" (57). Redondo discusses Los Abel as a portiayal of the moral ruin of a 

family in post-war Spain, examining the idea that, "el espacio sigue siendo un 

elemento clave y, en esta occasion, es la metdfora del quehacer humano" (60). 
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Fiesta al noroeste demonsfrates a circular orgaruzation, beginning with tiie deatii 

of a child, whose funeral is the fiesta mentioned in the titie. The tone of the 

novelette, according to Redondo, borders on the grotesquely tiagic, marking the 

non-existence of a future, no possibility of happiness in the present and a past 

tiiat has sealed the doom of the characters (61). Redondo recognizes Los hijos 

muertos as the first of Matute's novels that directly tieats the Spanish Civil War, 

presenting the horrors committed by sides and the resulting suffering, as well as 

the similarities of the family to families in earlier works. "Desde sus primeras 

pdginas la novela aparece entioncada con esas viejas familias de caciques 

venidas a menos que protagonizan sus obras anteriores. Los Corvos (apellido 

foneticamente relacionable con cuervo y torvo) recuerdan a los Abel, al los Antia, 

o a los Medinao, pero las raices antiopol6gicas de su decadencia y cainismo se 

abren en esta obra hacia las circunstancias historicas concretas de la Guerra Civil 

espafiola" (64). Tres y un suefio marks the reintroduction of fantasy into 

Matute's fiction, narrating three different variations of lost childhood, due to the 

fact that the child has grown up "La razon," or dies "La isla," or (in "La oveja 

negra") has matured outwardly but not internally (65). The loss of childhood, 

according to Redondo is one of the cential themes of Primera memoria, where 

growing up is nothing more than the loss of irmocence and paradise lost. Los 

soldados lloran de noche relates the horrors of growing up in wartime, through 

the eyes of the adolescents, Marta and Manuel, who are trying to make sense of 
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tiieir lives. The narrative voice, asserts the critic, echoes the author's own 

childhood experiences, "...relatan los hechos desde sus perspectives infantiles, y 

son, en realidad la voz de Ana Maria Matute, la autora que vivi6 de nifia una 

Guerra que no entendia" (69). La tiampa treats the postwar experience witii all 

of tiie disillusionment brought about by broken dreams, broken nation, broken 

economy and broken hearts. "Esta obra es la expresi6n de un profundp 

desengafio ante la vida, mas que de una decepcion social o hist6rica" (70). La 

torre vigia reintroduces the Cain and Abel motif, as his brothers murder the 

adolescent protagonist. Another of Matute's predilections appears in the fate of 

this protagonist who does not reach to maturity with any shred of ideals intact, 

and chooses to die rather than compromise himself (72). The last novel that 

Redondo discusses. La luci6rnagas, counts as probably the most controversial of 

Matute's works in as much as it is the published version of the original 

manuscript prohibited four decades earlier following censorship by Franco's 

regime. In its place in 1955, Matute published the self-censored version of 

Luciernagas, En esta tierra (73). Redondo calls attention to the human suffering 

recorded within the pages of this Spanish Civil War novel, "El lema existencial 

de la obra parece confirmar e intensificar el del justo Job: la vida del hombre 

sobre la tierra no es sino dolor" (75). Redondo concludes that throughout her 

works, Matute has freated the full range of human suffering as inseparable from 

existence in this world, creating worlds within her fiction that demonstiate to 
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what extent imagination is called upon to cope with harsh realities. Redondo 

finally praises the literary excellence and brilliant flare with which Matute has 

undertaken this task. 

The next group of articles in the special number of Compas examines 

Matute's novels more closely. Maria del Mar Sanz Cuena, notes the importance 

of details and description in Los Abel, focusing especially on the use of 

prepositions. "Todo ello contiibuye a crear un ritmo lento y fuertemente 

descriptivo."5o JQS^ Mas analyzes the element of vitality in Matute's fiction, 

stating that. Fiesta al Noroeste and Los hijos muertos evoke an energetically 

charged environment fraught with terror, surprise and intensity.^^ Miguel 

Zamora notes the presence of war in Matute's fiction as a constant element, 

arguing that the stiongest evidence is found in Luciernagas and Los hijos 

muertos.52 The underlying theme found in these two narratives is that the loss of 

irmocence equals the loss of hope (110). Zamora notes that despite the 

pessimistic tone of Matute's novels, a flicker of hope glimmers within certain 

characters. The child or adolescent, usually female, possesses irmocence not yet 

corrupted by society. 

Eugenio Garcia de Nora returns to comment once more on the abundant 

criticism concerning the now renowned author after a period of some thirty 

years, having written a small piece on Primera memoria at its appearance.53 The 

critic's discussion centers on the tiilogy of which Primera memoria is the first 
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volume. The first issue he addresses is how the works should be perceived, as 

one work, divided into three volumes, or three separate novels, he chooses the 

latter (126). Nora concludes that due to the lapse of time and the consequent 

events experienced by Matute between the appearance of the first work and the 

latest, major shifts occur in themes, styles, and even the characters. After 

considerable discussion of the three individual works, Nora affirms that these 

are in effect, "ties extiaordinarias novelas lirias que forman, juntas, un intense 

poema narrativo" (137). Anthony N. Zahareas stiesses in his study of Primera 

memoria the urunasking of perceived appearances in Spanish society.^* He 

concludes that through her narrative Matute exposes the fagade projected by the 

Franco regime's political propaganda (166). This causes the reading public to 

think critically and reflect on Spanish society and the individual within it. 

Damaso Santos praises Matute's literary efforts as balanced, characterizing her 

work as populated by engaging characters, crisp landscapes, and fantasy that 

exceed the limits of the expected .̂ s Santos sees prose as rich and overflowing 

with fantasy, containing a balance of themes and rhythm (167). 

The next section of Compos examines Matute's short stories. Michele 

Ramond observes concerning El Tiempo, "Todos esos cuentos (13) son 

concentiicos a una inquietud indefinible que a pesar de no ser ninguno de ellos, 

propiamente dicho, autobiografico, est^ relacionada con la persona.^^ The 

evoked restiessness found in these thirteen short stories resounds with bitterness 
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and humor, projecting the illusion of the eternal child not of this world. 

Ramond concludes that Matute has created her own eternal child through the 

realm of the fantasy within the stories of El Tiempo. Another critic, Covadonga 

L6pez Alonso, points out the recognition process in her discussion of a Matute 

short-story collection, "Ana Maria Matute constiuye y despierta uno de los 

paradigmas mds persistentes del universo de sus recuerdos: la peregrinaci6n 

hacia el pasado como una retiospecci6n contemplativa de un paralso perdido al 

que se quiere y ya no se puede volver."^^ Matute's archetypal figures stir the 

awakening of notions, at once remembered and not remembered. Geraldine 

Nichols examines a common vein which links three stories from the collection, 

Algunos muchachos, asserting that Matute has codified the world that children 

must enter when leaving their wondrous childhood .̂ s Nichols reveals how 

Matute employs the science of numbers and schedules to signify the onset of 

adulthood in "Algunos muchachos," "Muy contento," and "Cuaderno para 

cuentas." Matute spoke of her sense of repulsion concerning mathematics. "jLas 

aborrecfa! Ademas, llenaba de historias mis cuadernos de cuentas para asi 

dominar a los ntimeros" (223).^^ 

Jaime Garcia Padrino joins the ranks of critics analyzing the characteristics 

of Matute's literature for children.^o Matute creates a unique world in her 

children's fiction in which she adheres to her classic themes: 

desde el proposito de recrear y renovar elementos o 
situaciones propias de obras cl^sicas o populares, hasta el 
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fratamiento de la tiansicibn a la adolescencia, tema combinado aqui 
con la huida de la realidad a tiav§s del suefio o de la busqueda de 
ofros lugares y, sobre todo, el valor de la amistad. (246) 

The desire to escape reality by means of dreams and journeys to places faraway 

befits the Wanderer Archetype. Maria Del Mar Menendez Lorente investigates 

fantasy in Matute's fiction for children, "La fantasia es tambien, a veces, estar en 

posesi6n de lo magico." The Magician Archetype appears in Men6nde;z's 

discussion of fantasy and magic in Matute's work. She emphasizes the fact that 

Matute refers to ceertain magical elements as "el lenguaje de los p^jaros."*^ 

Lorente observes that Matute employs magic through its connection with nature, 

as her characters communicate with the animals, the flowers and small creatures 

that inhabit the forests, such as gnomes. 

Maria Elena L6pez directs her attention to archetypes employed by 

Matute, examining the short story, "No tocar."62 Claudia, the protagonist, a 

child of destiuctive tendencies, spends her time consuming or destioying that, 

which surrounds her, and what she cannot consume, she devours with her eyes. 

Subsequentiy, at the age of twenty, she marries and moves to Africa with her 

new husband, where she disappears, being reported as having been consumed 

by a tiibe of cannibals. The tiibe converts Claudia into a goddess, building a 

totem in her honor for all to worship. L6pez proposes that Matute has chosen to 

expose the code of dominant male values that inform women's roles in society. 

By contiasting the monsfrous protagonist with the angeUc or "supernatural" 
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dead adult woman protagonist, Matute makes use of the silence of her character 

as a protest and means to resist the power of tiie dominant culture (38). 

German Gull6n stiesses the disconcerting effect that Matute's texts have 

on the reader in his intioduction to Primera Memoria.63 Gull6n asserts that 

reading Matute's fiction causes readers to reflect on themselves and thus to 

penefrate universal aspects of human experience. The reading of her work stirs 

disquieting feelings within the reader. 

La lectura de las novelas de Matute invita a la autorreflexion. 
Resultan, en mi opini6n, inquietantes, porque invitan al lector a 
penetrar por caminos con frecuencia orillados, planteando historias 
universales del sentir humano. Si se tiatase de un mero relato, no 
habria problema, puesto que una vez leido se dice, ahi te dejo, pero 
las p^ginas de Matute, todavia cuando las pasamos parecen seguir 
abiertas en nosotios. La inquietud suscitada toca el hond6n. (x) 

Rich images that continuously evoke recognition, as do those in Matute's 

work, are considered archetypal. Any recurrent human experience can be 

represented in the form of archetypes, and archetypal patterns form an integral 

part of the tendency to structure experience in certain ways. Such stiucture often 

takes the form of an oral or written narrative. The archetypal patterns, therefore, 

provide the foundations for most Matute narratives. In a 1997 tianslation of 

Fiesta, Phoebe Arm Porter asserts that Matute employed archetypal imagery in 

her fiction to express her sentiments of protest, which she could not directiy 

approach due to the restiictions of censorship. "Matute was forced to take an 
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indirect approach to subjects such as the civil war, social injustice, and the role of 

the Spanish Church."^ 

In a dissertation comparing post-war novellas by Miguel Delibes, Carmen 

Laforet, Elena Quiroga and Matute, Ling Wu concludes that the alienation of the 

human being results in a series of motives and tiaits of the characters in Matute's 

Fiesta al Noroeste.^s vVu asserts that Matute's characters employ deception and 

masks in order to evade confrontation and to hide from reality, pairing 

characters with the respective cages within which they are incarcerated: Dingo's 

mute companion tiapped inside his inability to communicate with others, Juan's 

mother who feels as though she is buried alive in the remote village of Artamila, 

and Juan's father who, despite his brutality and infidelity, finds himself 

emotionally impotent and frapped within his own inability to communicate 

(119-20). The Wanderer Archetype emerges in this critic's analysis of Matute's 

characters, "The first job of the Wanderer is tiue sight: to declare or 

acknowledge that the cage is a cage and the captor is a villain."*^ The beginning 

of the Wanderer's journey is in captivity, captive within one's own inability to 

communicate or captive within a life that is alien and hostile. "Los personajes de 

Fiesta al Noroeste, consciente o inconscientemente, anhelan liberarse de la vida 

que les toca vivir" (120). 

Janet Perez delves further into the analysis of Matute's most recent fiction 

in "Apocalipsis y milenio, cuentos de hadas y caballerias en las ultimas obras de 
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Ana Maria Matiite," by stiidying not only fairy tale motifs in Matiite's work, but 

also incorporating into her analysis Matiite's use of apocalyptic literahire, 

millennial tiiemes and chivalric fiction.67 The article in question examines La 

torre vigia and Olvidado Rev Gudu.^s While Anderson compares tiie actiial 

storyline of Matiite's novel to a fairy tale, Perez identifies specific details and 

motifs in the two novels, aspects congruent with fairy tales. 

Son multiples las semejanzas entie las narraciones de hadas y las 
de caballerias: ambos generos ofrecen dragones, magos, princesas, 
hechizos, hadas, ondinas, ogros, brujas, y medios fantasticos de 
fransporte, dentio de un mundo atemporal, lejano y ex6tico, un 
mundo donde lo fantastico existe, funciona, y es aceptado como 
normal. (7) 

However, while P6rez recognizes the fairy-tale motifs in these two recent novels 

of Matute, points of similarity between the neo-chivalric novels and apocalyptic 

literature as well as their incorporation of social criticism becomes the focus of 

her analysis in the discussion. In presenting the extiemes of poverty and 

privilege, P^rez brings social issues to the forefront, while foregrounding the 

similarities between the novels and apocalyptic literature. The sense of a 

beginning and a final sense of ending or closure are decisive qualities for a text 

to be considered apocalyptic. Per6z states, "...como en el caso de Matute, 

comparten un prop6sito de comparaci6n implicita entie la 6poca descrita y el 

tiempo actual, muy visibles en el paralelismo entie los finales de dos milenios 

con su proliferaci6n de guerras, catastiofes, destiucci6n y sucesos realmente 

apocalipticos" (17). Both in La torre vigia and in Olvidado Rey Gudu, the vision 
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of a dragon coincides witii otiier significant and essential symbolism (10). "Pero 

en Olvidado Rey Gudu, no existe tan clara identificaci6n entie el rey o caballero 

y las fuerzas del Bien como la asociacion que se encuentia en las ficciones 

caballerias y de hadas"(10). According to Ciriot, in tiie Middle Ages tiie dragon 

signified "tiie fusion and confusion of tiie respective potentialities of tiie 

component parts: tiie eagle standing for its celestial potential, tiie serpent for its 

secret and subterranean characteristic, tiie wings for intellectiial elevation, and 

tiie tail (because tiie form is that of tiie zodiacal sign for Leo) for submission to 

reason" (88). He furtiier states tiiat it represents tiie "primordial enemy with 

whom combat is the supreme test" (86).̂ ^ Udo Becker delineates the dragon as 

representing a powerful entity that reconciles dualities (114).7o Perez concludes 

that Olvidado Rey Gudu begins to erase the boundaries between good and evil, 

considering the dragon symbolism, the fusion of two opposites begins to appear 

within Matute's world, allowing confusion to occur, thus causing the reader to 

think, which Matute has stated is one of her goals in writing.^i 

The most recent commentary by Janet Perez examines Aranmanoth, 

Matute's latest novel, which although lacking in fairy tale motifs, presents more 

of a fairy tale atmosphere than most of her other novels (7).72 However, Perez 

considers it more a morality tale of a tianscendent nature, because of the Martyr 

figure that the protagonist represents. 

Less than a novel, perhaps, Aranmanoth is a parable whose 
function is to exalt life, love, youth, and idealism; a harvest myth, 
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replete with temporal and zodiacal symbology, coordinated with 
sacramental allegory, a sacramental myth, a fairy tale which—like 
a very large percentage of such tales—tieats of good and evil, and 
intioduces tianscendent, supernatural, and metaphysical motifs." 
(16) 

P6rez concludes that this novel sfraddles the boundaries of the redemptive myth 

and the fairy tale in that both include the tianscendent motifs of redemption, 

though this novel employs martyrdom as its means of salvation. 

In conclusion, most critics agree on the basic themes, motifs and stylistics 

presented in Matute's fiction: loss of innocence, solitude, necessity to flee reality 

via refreating to the past or escape to a fantasy world replete with magical 

elements, contiasting pairs seeking resolution, autobiographical elements, and 

concern for social injustice. Several critics have recognized archetypal imagery, 

settings and character types present in Matute's works, some suggesting the use 

of these mechanisms to underskirt the censorship and express her protests 

against social injustices. Matute's lyrical style contiasts with her sometimes 

grotesque and repulsive character portiaits, again, emphasizing contiasting 

dualities. One of these paired opposites stands out as the focal point of Matute's 

message, the contiast between idealism and materialism, idealism expressed 

most often in the earlier novels by young characters seeking answers, identity, 

and authenticity, unfortunately the manifestations of materiaUsm, greed for 

power and money, most often defeated tiie young idealists, producing defeated 

Martyrs. However, Aranmanoth allows a glimmer of hope in tiie sense of 
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sacrifice for redemption, as P6rez explained so well on her presentation of that 

novel in context with the rest of Matute's works. One final note regarding the 

new contiibution by Matute via her latest novel, to quote P^rez again from her 

last paper, "Aranmanoth might perhaps be termed post-feminist in its implicit 

advocacy of equality, its refusal to condemn the male while seeing love as 

potential salvation, but that likewise is a subject for another investigatipn" (19). 
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CHAPTER V 

THE ORPHAN AND THE WANDERER ARCHETYPES 

The Orphan begins the cycle of human maturation. "The Irmocent lives in 

the prefallen state of grace; the Orphan confronts the reality of the Fall" (Pearson, 

51). The Orphan searches for safety, fears abandonment and exploitatidn, and 

waits for some sort of rescue (Pearson 9-21). The goal of this stage in the 

development of the archetype is to find hope. The Orphan has experienced the 

loss of innocence and has some awareness of danger, fear and circumstances that 

cause tiauma. At times, the Orphan wants some authority figure to come to the 

rescue. However, because of the nature of the circumstances and the character of 

the archetype, the authority figure appears unreliable and dangerous to the 

Orphan, causing the latter take refuge in denial of his/her circumstances, and 

indirectiy, denial of the pain and fear that typifies the existence of the Orphan. 

The Orphan perceives himself/herself as being out of contiol and often emotions 

are numbed. The Orphan "wants a deity that will rescue and religious counselor 

for permission" (Pearson 20-21).^ 

The Orphan figure in Ana Maria Matute's w o r k s - s o often mentioned by 

investigators of her fiction-typically emerges as misunderstood, solitary, and 

estianged from society and family.2 Many times Matute's adult characters 

demonstiate more Orphan fraits than the children in her works. For instance, in 
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Primera memoria. Aunt Emilia repeatedly reveals her own uncertainty, 

vulnerability and helplessness throughout tiie course of the novel. Her image 

contiasts stiongly witii tiiat of Matia, who literally is an orphan, and does 

demonstiate Orphan characteristics, but likewise begins to demonstiate 

attributes of the Wanderer archetype throughout the novel. 

The character of He Eroriak in Pequefio teatio is an orphaned adolescent, a 

common motif in Matute's fiction. His frightening circumstances appear to 

coincide with the Orphan archetype. He has nowhere to live, no one to look 

after him and littie means of support. Maria del Mar Menendez Lorente 

describes the state of many of the author's fictional orphans as being the victims 

of social injustice, with the result that most orphans must learn to lie as a form of 

survival.3 Whereas death is an escape for Matute's adult characters, her orphans 

reach for fantasy as their protective weapon, their defense against a painful 

reality. Among other variations, fantasy in He's world allows him to possess 

magic manifested in a special language with the birds, the sea, the flowers and 

the gnomes and fairies that inhabit the natural world. One of the basic features 

of the special language is that it contains many secrets unknown to the hopeless 

world of adults (Menendez 261-62). 116 talks with the sea, the marionettes and 

the sea gulls. lie's character starts in complete innocence despite already being 

an orphan; nevertheless. He does not display the typical characteristics of the 

Orphan archetype. He does not feel out of contiol, dread abandonment, or fear 
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exploitation, tiiough tiiat is exactiy what happens to him in his relationship witii 

tiie rogue, Marco. l i e -unaware of otiiers' malevolent intentions-has not 

experienced self-awareness and is still living in tiie state of innocence by otiiers 

nor does he ponder his own situation in life. He has not experienced tiie 

hopeless self-awareness of tiie adult worid, yet he seems to live in harmony witii 

his surroundings. While partiaUy living in tiie state of innocence, lie 

nevertiieless more closely approaches tiie definition of the Magician archetype. 

Matute contiasts the irmocence of He with the worldly-wise figure of 

Zazu. It has been noted that paired opposites constitute a common device in 

Matute's fiction, with the most common examples coming from descriptions of 

nature as opposed to presentation of action in the story or the behavior of the 

characters.4 In the case of the latter, paired-opposites appear many times in 

descriptions of two different characters but also in the conflicts within the same 

character. A character may embody internal contradiction having demonstiated 

two opposite tiaits within the same personalit}^ One example of contiadiction 

surfaces in Matute's characterization of Zazu, the female protagonist in Pequefio 

teatro. Although she is motherless and therefore considered orphaned in Spanish 

society, Zazu's circumstances in no way resemble those of the orphan boy, lie. 

The daughter of the wealthiest and most powerful man in town, Zazu has no 

mother but does have aunts who assume responsibility for her. Although she 

shares some characteristics of the Orphan type, her personality also displays 
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qualities of the Wanderer Archetype, the paired opposite archetype of the 

Orphan (defined later in this chapter). 

Matia in Primera memoria offers anotiier exceUent example of the Orphan 

archetype, tiansitioning to the Wanderer Archetype. As already noted, tiie 

Orphan and the Wanderer can be seen as paired opposites when examined 

closely. The Orphan types run toward those who may relieve them of their pain, 

loneliness and sorrow, searching for some outside figure to rescue him or her. 

Contiarily the Wanderer flees anyone who might try to change characteristic or 

essential circumstances or relationships of that archetype, searching for his/her 

own answers, and thus does not tiust authority figures to help to provide life 

stiategies for the Wanderer. 

The Wanderer archetype pursues the task of self-encounter or defining the 

self apart from others, stiiving for independence, with self-identity, vocation and 

autonomy as major goals. "The archetype of the Wanderer is exemplified by 

stories of the knight, the cowboy, and the explorer who set off alone to see the 

world. During their tiavels they find a tieasure that symbolically represents the 

gift of their tiue selves."^ This archetype distiusts experts and authority figures 

of any sort, preferring to explore new ideas, situations and environments in a 

very personal and unique manner. The Wanderer-alone in the search for tiuth-

seeks answers and God. Where the Orphan denies the existence of the dragon, 

the Wanderer recognizes that the dragon represents peril and so will flee rather 
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tiian confront danger or threat embodied in a person or sensed in a situation. 

Many of Matute's characters reflect this tendency to escape from the reality in 

which they find themselves.^ Fearing conformity and entiapment, as is 

characteristic of Matute's adolescent protagonists, the Wanderer prefers to go it 

alone seeking to find his/her tiue identity. "Whether Wanderers journey only 

inward or also outward, they make a leap of faith to discard the old social roles" 

(Pearson 51). The Wanderer would sacrifice money, health, and even life itself 

for the independence, so intensely desired that relationships and communication 

with others are forsaken. Rather than share feelings with anyone or become 

dependent upon the comfort, company or approval of another person. 

Wanderers deal with their emotions in stoic silence, preferring not to express 

them to others and sometimes not even admitting them to the self. 

Pearson describes the lifestyle of the archetype as non-conformist thus: 

"Wanderers may be self-made men or women of business, or hippies living on 

the edge of society, but they definitely wHl define themselves in direct opposition 

to a conformist norm" (51). The non-conformist Wanderer figure informs most 

of Matute's female characters, as female adolescents stiuggle especially in tiie 

individual's search for self, symbolized by tiiis archetypal constiuct. Wanderers 

appear often among tiie female characters portiayed by Matute. Janet Perez has 

identified many characteristics of tiiese protagonists in her article, "Variantes del 

Arquetipo Femenino en la Narrativa de Ana Maria Matute" which examines the 
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novelist's depiction of rebelhous and unconventional women in Spanish society 

(38). In Perez's exploration of tiie character of Zazu, the protagonist in Pequefio 

teafro, one detects the Wanderer's disregard of powerful, social expectations 

concerriing woman's repressive role in Franco Spain. 

La reiteracion de que la consideraban 'el escandalo 
constante' del pueblo, la referenda a sus 'bajos instintos de 
arrabalera,' la mencion de que 'Entiegaba su cuerpo facil, iba 
defr^s de su cuerpo facil, con su alma dificH y distante,' todos son 
indicios de una patologia sexual, mucho mas enajenante en la 
puritanica Espana franquista de los afios cuarenta que en los 
tiempos progresivos de la democracia. Sin tener idea del 
femenismo, Zazu se atieve a tiatar de conseguir los propios deseos, 
con el consiguiente ostiacismo. (32-33) 

In "Contemporary Spanish Writers and the Feminized Quest Romance," 

Janet Perez examines attempts to fulfill the desire for self-realization, typically 

stymied by the cultural expectations of what constitutes a good woman, resulting 

in an "accumulation of stories wherein the female quest often ends with illness, 

suicide, madness or other psychic deterioration" (38). Perez cites the case of 

Zazu to illustiate this phenomenon: "Given the reactionary context of Francoist 

Spain, some postwar women writers also utilize this variant whereby the quest 

ends in disaster, as in Matute's Pequefio teatio: Zazu's quest for self-definition, 

existential authenticity and escape from solitude leads instead to self-

destiuction" (38). The search for self-definition and the need to escape from the 

threat (to one's chosen mode of) existence constitutes a cornerstone of the 

Wanderer Archetype. 
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The Wanderer archetype manifests itself in varied and sundry the non

conformists and revolutionary figures in Matute's fiction. Self-encounter figures 

among defining actions of this archetype. The Wanderer identifies her/himself 

as separate, feeling somewhat alien to the persons surrounding them and tiie 

society in which they live and function. Pearson further emphasizes that the 

"Wanderer's identity comes from being the outsider" (52-53). Because 

adolescence marks the first period where the search for identity becomes a 

primary motivating element, the Wanderer coincides substantially with the 

majority of adolescents as well as some older characters found in Matute's 

fiction. Not yet an adult, a solitary and marginalized seeker, Zazu, brings 

together mutiple criteria of the Wanderer, as depicted in Matute's Pequefio 

teafro. The hostility of her environment emerges vividly in the following 

passage. 

La vida de Zazu tenia grandes lagunas de ocio y en la 
casa de aquella tiiste e inh6spita Kale Nagusia, dentio 
de la poblaci6n sofocada de murmuraciones y recelos, 
bajo aquel cielo pesado y densamente gris, con 
particulas de hollm, de niebla y de conversaciones 
malignas, Zazu se encerraba con su espejo. (PT 32) 

Seeking to encounter herself via her mirror, she contemplates her face, 

most especially her asymmefrical eyes. The mirror provides for Zazu the same 

momentary respite from external hostility as tiie chimney sweep doll for Matia 

(Primera memoria). When Zazu gazes into tiie mirror, she is witii herself and 
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thus not completely alone, as her reflection reassures her that she is tiuly 

different from those around her. The realization of her alienation both comforts 

and disturbs her. The duality of her feelings aptiy represents conflicts 

experienced by the Wanderer Archetype. The pain of loneliness cannot be 

assuaged by any relationship with others, yet intense needs for autonomy and 

tiemendous fear of entiapment constantiy keep the Wanderer apart from those 

around them, forever on the move. Zazu—alone and tiapped in the village of 

Oiquixa—definitely does not fit into societal expectations of her conservative 

relatives and upper-class associates, given her position as daughter of the richest 

man in town. She dresses rebelliously, rejecting the "uniform" of her social class, 

and she associates with "forbidden" men of the lower class. Zazu more or less 

openly flaunts the conservative moral standards of the community. "Desde 

hacia tiempo [Zazu] era considerada por las gentes de Kale Nagusia como 

'escandalo constante de Oiquixa'" (PT 31). Upon recognizing the strong 

attraction she feels for Marco, Zazu denies and rejects her emotions with 

hostility, telling herself that she hates this man and everything he says, 

eventually choosing to end her life ratiier than find herself entangled in an 

emotional involvement. Zazu's father, Kepa, feels sometiiing tiie loneliness and 

frustiated desires of tiie Wanderer, resulting from tiie deatii of his young and, 

possibly unfulfilled wife. As a young man, Kepa was restiess and anxious to 

explore. "Kepa se revolvia inquieto, desvelado Kepa no queria vivir asi. No 
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queria vivir alii . . . Kepa deseaba irse de alii, mar adentio, detids el sol. Kepa 

queria ir lejos, al mundo desconocido....La vida es otia cosa que anda huyendo, 

delante de mi" (PT 214). 

Alienation, a common thread in her work, appears also in numerous 

adolescents portiayed in Matute's stories and longer fiction. Such characters 

frequentiy exhibit the loneliness and solitude besetting the Wanderer's joumey. 

Some characters remain fixated at the stage of alienation and solitude while 

others journey on to explore their self-identity. In Los Abel, the elder daughter 

Valba similarly embodies the duality of the Orphan and the Wanderer 

archetypes, demonsfrating intense loneliness and estiangement from her 

surroundings, while at the same time defining her preference for personal 

autonomy over companionship. Janet Winecoff notes concerning Matute's 

development of Valba's character that "her egoism is more powerful than her 

loneliness" ("Style and Solitude" 66). The tiiought of sharing any friendship or 

intimacy with the young doctor who pursues a romantic relationship with Valba, 

suffices to make her hate him, thereby avoiding emotional ties that might 

interfere with her obsessive need for autonomy and independence. Self-

encounter and discovery of identity emerge as two issues crucial to Valba who 

sees herself not as a static entity, but ratiier a being in tiie process of evolution. 

"Es extiano-me dije-. Esta manana era aiin una nina que recortaba estiellas de 
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papel.... Y sin embargo estaban muriendo y naciendo muchas cosas dentio de 

mi. Me queme en mis sentimientos y creel en aquella Nochebuena."7 

Luciernagas, the titie of the original manuscript of En esta tierra (1955), 

clashed with the narrow guidelines of publication censorship. This study will 

use the 1993 edition of the original manuscript. The female protagonist, Sol and 

her mother, Elena, once more exemplify the Orphan/Wanderer archetype 

duality respectively in Matute's wartime novel. Sol's full given name, Soledad, 

represents the feeling of alienation and loneliness experienced by the character. 

The Orphan feels abandoned by her absent parents and her environment. In this 

case, the assassination of Sol's father due to the war, causes her helpless mother 

Elena, to figuratively become an Orphan herself. After the death of Elena's 

husband, her son, Eduardo abandoned her emotionally as well, leaving Sol's 

mother alone and without financial security at the onset of the war. Elena would 

desperately try to remember secure days while holding Sol's hand—the mother 

looking for a parent in her own daughter. Elena had never had to take care of 

herself, always depending on others for support. "Es grato, c6modo, depender 

siempre de alguien, aunque sea renunciando a la libertad" (LG 51). Elena's 

worldview contiasts markedly with that of the Wanderer, who willingly 

relinquishes survival for freedom. 

Sol represents the Wanderer, and thus an archetype opposite to her 

mother. Sol's mother might as well have been absent from her life after tiie deatii 
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of her father, however, though she experiences the Orphan's characteristic 

feelings of alienation, Sol is hungry to know who she is. The Wanderer searches 

to define his/her idealism, not yet developed, as his/her identity continues the 

process of being molded and shaped. Without tiie stability of personal identity 

providing the necessary elements to form values and ideals, the Wanderer not 

only feels alone but also (either consciously or unconsciously) avoids 

communicative relationships with others for fear of outside influence while the 

inner-self is still under constiuction. Hence while Sol is curious and feels interest 

concerning Cloti, the daughter of the lower class family that was assigned to live 

in Sol's house. She continues to keep her distance emotionally despite the close 

circumstances w^ithin which they are living. In revolutionary Barcelona, two, 

almost three families share in the apartment inhabited originally only by Sol, her 

brother, Eduardo, and their parents. With her father dead, Sol —relating with 

difficulty to her widowed mother and estranged brother—finds that her closest 

relationship in the house is with Cloti. 

The Wanderer's most powerful ideal requires finding his/her own 

identity independent of class or social stiuctures, and in this context Cristidn and 

Sol exhibit well the idealism of the Wanderer. Sol from the bourgeois class, only 

wants to be with Cristian, a poor boy from the working class, and Cristian only 

wants to live an honest conventional bourgeois life, to be able to support his wife 
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and son. Both were reared to want sometiiing different, but tiieir circumstances 

forced them to wander outside social expectation. Janet Perez has stated: 

Cristi^n's ideals are comparatively modest he wants only to 
live honestiy, in peace and decency, independentiy, to work 
without favors or favoritism, but with hope of progress. 
Significantiy, both he and Soledad have remained essentially 
uncommitted during the war, despite their own (opposing) class 
origins and the involvements of members of their families in 
partisan sentiment or activity.^ 

Los hijos muertos (1958), containing a myriad of characters, produces two 

sets of Wanderers that appear to shadow each other's journeys. Ver6nica and 

Daniel, chronologically the first pair of Wanderers, are ill-fated lovers, a theme 

that will emerge time and again both in Los hijos muertos and later novels as 

well. Isabel, the Warrior older sister, determined to hold on to the family estate, 

arranges a marriage between her younger sister and a much older but wealthy 

man. Characteristic of her rebelliousness, Veronica refuses the entrapment of the 

arranged marriage, instead falling in love with a cousin of suspect parentage, 

Daniel, the wolf, who would destioy iron chains and shackles in order to be free. 

Daniel, after his return to Encrucijada, pondering his need for peace, muses that 

if being awakened to life meant that great, fierce unrest, that discontent and 

emptiness, he would prefer the peace of absence from self, from his past and his 

future years, a life of loneliness rather than fear or entiapment, the worst fear of 

the Wanderer. Ver6nica, and later her sister M6nica, escapes Isabel's 

domineering confrol by running away to meet her lover, Daniel. (M6nica escapes 
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to meet with Miguel, her lover.) Eunice Myers comments on the similarities 

between the two rebellious sisters. 

M6nica es described as a modem version of her half-sister 
Ver6nica. ...Their appearance is similar—Ver6nica is taU, with 
black eyes, long and briUiantiy blond hair (rubio segador) whereas 
M6nica has long legs, eyes so dark blue they are nearly black, short 
curls, and dark blond hair. She, like Veronica, temporarily escapes 
from the contiol of her sister Isabel in order to meet her lover. Both 
rebeUious sisters plan to follow tiieir escaping lovers {J7, 248) 
though only Ver6nica is able to leave. (87) 

Miguel represented freedom for Monica, though she did not succeed in escaping 

Isabel's world of sins and ghosts of the past. Miguel represented a new life, 

unknown, frightening at times, but exciting all the same. Miguel wanted 

freedom and had an insatiable desire to live life to the fullest, and to explore. 

A Miguel le consumian nostalgias y pecados ajenos, ni recuerdos ni 
fantasmas de padres o madres, ni de hijos. Miguel era como ella, 
nuevo, empujado por el deseo de vivir, de atiavesar muros. Ella 
[M6nica] comprendia. Aquel voraz deseo de todo, de conocerlo 
todo, de morirse satisfecho reventando de saberlo y disfrutarlo 
todo. (HM 324) 

Miguel exemplifies the Wanderer in his energy and desire to be alive and free, no 

matter what the consequences. Miguel's fiery personality attiacts M6nica, who 

also shares in the desire for escape; she seeks to live free from the 

incomprehensible sins and dust of the past that Isabel and La Encrucijada 

represent for her (323). Like so many of Matiite's idealistic Wanderers, Miguel 
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and M6nica do not find their dreams: Miguel dies violentiy, like a wolf, and 

M6nica remains tiapped in her half-sister Ver6nica's room, guarded by Isabel. 

In Fiesta al noroeste, Juan Medinao and Pablo Zacaro demonstiate the 

archetypal duality of Orphan and Wanderer, the elder half-brother Juan being 

the Orphan figure who tiansforms into a perverted Martyr figure. His mother 

committed suicide when Juan was just five years old, leaving him emotionally 

alone with a drunken father, embarrassed by his deformed legitimate heir, 

preferring his illegitimate son, Pablo Zdcaro. Juan, like many of Matute's 

juvenile characters is deformed and odd, not able to fit into the fabric of his social 

surroundings. 

Vio el zapato en el suelo, con la boca abierta y deformada. 
Se sinti6 terriblemente ajeno a las paredes, al suelo y al techo. Era 
como si toda la habitacidn le escupiera hacia Dios. ... Tenia una 
cabeza muy grande, desproporcionada. Parecla, al mirarle, que 
hubiera de tambalearse sobre los hombros. En cambio, su cuerpo 
era casi raquitico, con el pecho hundido y las piernas torcidas. (FN 
21, 23) 

Even as an adult, he felt frighteningly childlike, an Orphan witiiout his 

own personal empowerment, upon remembering how Dingo had betrayed him 

and left him. Dingo had been his only human contact or relationship, the only 

one that did not mock him or throw mud at him. His childhood friend had run 

away leaving him alone in a town that despised him as much as his father 

ignored him. Juan, in his continual search for sometiiing lost, even after tiiirty 

years, still inwardly feels like tiie Orphan child desperately seeking someone else 
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to rescue him from his loneliness and alienation. "The stage is so painful that 

people often escape from it using various opiates: drugs, alcohol, work, 

consumerism, mindless pleasure. Or they may addictively misuse relationships, 

work, and /or religion as means to dull tiie pain and provide a spurious sense of 

safety"(Pearson 27). Juan's religious practices and beliefs demonstiate weH the 

Orphan's need to escape from the pain of his reality. 

En realidad, se sabia tan diferente, tan distante, que ya ni 
siquiera las bromas a prop6sito de su cabeza lograban afectarle. El 
era una criatura especial, que rezaba a Dios para que lo apartara 
pronto de los hombres, con los que no le unla ningun lazo. 
...Durante las vacaciones del verano, iba a la Artamila. Pero 
permenecia tambien recluido en la casa, jugando en el granero con 
cajitas de cerillas, cuentas de cristal, estampas y rosarios. Armo un 
pequefio altar con pedacitos de vela, y enterraba a los pajaros 
muertos. (FN 47) 

Juan, obsessed with his half-brother, Pablo Zacaro, tiies desperately to 

convince Pablo to come back and work on the land for him. Pablo, in character 

with the Wanderer archetype, aspires to own his own land, to build his own 

house and, most of all, desires autonomy and complete independence from the 

wealthy landowner, his half-brother, Juan. He organizes a stiike with the 

workers in Juan's section of Artamila in order to gain an increase of wages for all. 

Juan refuses to aid the workers on his own fields, wanting them to be completely 

dependent on him for all their needs, upon which Pablo went to the city to work. 

Alone after other workers (including his own family) have returned to Juan 

Medinao's fields, Pablo depends only on himself for survival. Upon realizing 
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that Pablo will not return, Juan desperately fries to keep Pablo from leaving, 

Juan's response to the rejection demonstiates his search for hope and rescue, his 

fears of abandonment and his emptiness: "Huyo de alii, porque sabia que si se 

quedaba iba a arrastiarse hasta la choza y suplicarle como un perro que no se 

fuera, que le tuviera a su lado. Que iba a pedirle que no se separara nunca de el, 

y no se fuera como todas las cosas. Ah, si hubiera podido reducirle, fundirle a 

er'(FN 109-110). Matute contiasts Juan's lack of peace with Pablo's authentic 

serenity. "Juan Medinao notaba lentamente como su paz se hacia tiizas en el 

alma; que su paz era una mentira agusanada, muerta. No habia silencio mds 

que en su casa y en su tierra, porque tenia el alma llena de gritos. Pablo Zacaro, 

en cambio, existia con autentica serenidad, sin arrebatos" (FN 107). Pablo 

responds to Juan's plea very simply, saying that he does not intend ever to go 

back and work for Juan or with anyone else that works for him. 

—No pienso volver a tu tierra, Juan Medinao. No puedo ir a 
mezclarme con los que vuelven a frabajar para ti. 
—^Por que les odias? Tu aun no sabes que hermoso es perdonar. 
—Si yo no les odio. Es que no podria vivir, por ejemplo, en el fondo 
del rio. No me queda nada que hacer en esta aldea, y me ire cuanto 
antes pueda. No te preocupes mas de mi, Juan Medinao. Tampoco 
te odio a ti. Ni a ti ni a nadie. Yo no puedo odiar ni querer del 
mismo modo vuesfro. Todo es mucho m^s sencillo y mds f^cil en 
mi. (FN 107) 

It is at this point that Pablo departs on his quest to search for his own livelihood 

always in touch with his authentic self, showing that he has successfully learned 
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the lesson of the Wander, making him a positive model of the Wanderer and his 

entiance into the Magician archetype with all of his sincerity, tiuth and 

authenticity. 

Initially, identifying and later fleeing the captor or viUain causes certain 

characters to become outsiders—marginalized, perhaps victimized—if only 

within tiie mind of the character. Matute's Wanderers find themselves Within a 

social context that is alien if not hostile. Matia (PM) exemplifies this aspect of the 

Wanderer archetype, describing her surroundings and those persons around her 

as alien and hostile. She carries her precious black chimney-sweep doll, Gorog6, 

with her everywhere, not only to give her comfort, but apparentiy to assure her 

that she does not belong on the island with the exaggerated tyranny of the 

grandmother, her martyr-like aunt and faintly malevolent cousin Borja, a warrior 

of sorts. Primera memoria, also considered a truncated Bildungsronian, utilizes an 

autobiographical format and metaphorically recreates Matia's discovery of 

herself. Matia considers herself to be defiant and her grandmother sees her as a 

misguided child. "Pero no desaprovechaba ocasion para demostrar a mi abuela 

que estaba all! contia mi voluntad. Y quien no hay a sido, desde los nueve a los 

catorce afios, afraido y Uevado de un lugar a ofro, de unas a otias manos, como 

un objeto, no podr6 entender mi desamor y rebeldia de aquel tiempo" (PM 12). 

Dofia Praxedes would say to her gossip-mates from Son Lluch that Matia was "la 

discola y mal aconsejada criatura, expulsada de Nuestia Sefiora de los Angeles 
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por haber dado una patada a la subdirectora" (PM 13). The Warrior 

grandmother threatened to tame Matia, which only reinforced her rebellious 

spirit. After arriving at the Catholic boarding school, Matia surprises herself in 

what she felt 

Sin saber por que ni como, alll me senti maievola y rebelde; 
como si se me hubiera clavado en el coraz6n el cristalito que 
tambien tiansformo en una mafiana, al pequefio Kay. Y sentia un 
gran placer en eso, y en esconder (junto con mis recuerdos y mi 
vago, confuso amor por un tiempo perdido) todo lo que pudiera 
mosfrar debilidad, o al menos me lo pareciese. Nunca llore. (PM 
17) 

Marta and Manuel (Los soldados lloran de noche) demonstiate many 

qualities of the Wanderer archetype. According to Pearson, the Wanderer's 

genesis occurs with self-recognition, "Consciously taking one's joumey, setting 

out to confront the unknown, marks the beginning of life lived at a new level" 

(51). After Manuel was released from prison at the beginning of the novel, he 

experiences an epiphany of self-awareness in response to the priest that taught 

him the ways of the Church in his adolescence. 

Por primera vez, Manuel le miro. -No tengo nada que decir. 
Su propia voz le sorprendid. Comprendia que estaba libre, que en 
todo lo que le rodeaba habia una belleza remota: algo olvidado, 
podrido, como las caidas hojas de los Arboles. Era el monasterio de 
siempre, el de su infancia, el abad era el de entonces, y, all! afuera, 
palidecia el mismo cielo. (SL 11) 

Janet Diaz alludes to this new life and the search for unknown mysteries 

in Los soldados lloran de noche. "In quest of understanding tiie mystery of Jeza 
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and carrying on his mission, Marta and Manuel personify a symbolic, mystic 

search for an ideal: modern youth's desperate stiiving toward something to 

believe in, sometiiing still untarnished and beautiful, even if wrong" (AMM 136). 

As previously noted, Pearson situates the beginnings of the Wanderer's 

journey in captivity, whether jail, tower, complacency, dictatorship, the status 

quo or any of numerous other forms of enclosure or entiapment Pearson's 

affirmation, already cited, that "The first job of the Wanderer is tiue sight to 

declare or acknowledge that the cage is a cage and the captor is a villain" (52) is 

especially applicable to Marta and Manuel. Marta recognizes that her mother is 

the captor and she is in the "cage," obliged to remain forever a littie girl in order 

to perpetuate her mother's illusions of youth and love affair with Raul, a young 

man closer in age to Marta, the daughter. Marta must flee her mother in order to 

find out who she really is, apart from her imposed role as the eternal young 

daughter. Marta, however, decides to follow Raul's brother, Jeza, instead, 

seeking a life with some sense of meaning, as Jeza is an idealist fighting for a 

cause.^ 

If enclosure, real or figurative, is the status quo, tiien the "joumey" is tiie 

act of rebellious non-conformity. Via an interior monologue Manuel presents 

himself as a non-conformist one who does not follow the rules, or ascribe to the 

same values as everyone else: 
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No soy un buen muchacho que no sigue las leyes, ni las 
honras, ni los lutos, ni la alegrla, ni la logica y decente cobertura de 
los intachables que viven aqui. No soy un buen muchacho, soy un 
rebelde a la violencia y a la mentira que bondadosamente cubren 
las culpas, la vergiienza y el malestar de la tierra. No soy un buen 
muhacho, soy un indecente adepto de la verdad, soy un inmoral 
desfripador. (SL 15) 

Manuel begins to see himself as a captive of the status quo, which he subtiy 

labels as the villain while implicitiy rejecting those who observe social norms, are 

irreproachable, and wear a mask of deceny. 

Janet Diaz, examining Matia's now middle-aged character in La tiampa, 

notes that she still seeks her identity, searching for love and meaning in life after 

she has abandoned her son, thus rejecting the accepted pattern of motherhood.^o 

Matia opposes socially-accepted norms of marriage as well as motherhood. 

Maria del Carmen Riddel concurs, upon examining Matia's controversial views 

on mafrimony and maternity: "Matia por el contiario se despoja de ello y la 

maternidad le interesa como experiencia de vida y no como institucion" (142). 

After Matia states her disHlusionment with the role of mother, she expresses her 

unique feelings toward her son, 

Pero yo quiero a Bear, pense. Como no voy a quererle? Y 
ademas, quiero a la tierra, a los ^rboles. Y aun tengo miedo. Aun. 
Temo a Bear. Tambien la tierra, y los arboles, y el agua vivian, se 
extendian y crecian, sin que yo esperara nada de ellos; y menos 
aun, les exigiera algo. (LT 71) 

For Matia, being a motiier is an experience, not a role to fulfill. Riddel further 

notes that the chapters that relate Isa's experiences and perspective which 
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Matia's narration has already covered establish a comparison between the two 

female experiences and self-definition: 

Las secciones de Isa presentan una definicibn del ser 
femenino que se apoya en lo general establecido mientias que 
Matia frata de definirse actuando individualmente, es decir, 
escribiendo, articulando y reesfructiuando el pasado para 
franscender las normas en la biisqueda incesante de autenticidad 
personal. (142) 

The Wanderer journeys to discover tiie self, the identity, and in the end 

approaches the authentic self (Pearson 62). Matia does not follow expected 

feminine behavior, rather she seeks in every frustiating action to discover her 

inner self and continue to seek her own authentic nature. 

La torre vigia (1971) marks a significant change in theme and style in 

Matute's fiction. This chivalric novel tells the story of a young boy in the process 

of becoming a knight, behind which is the more profound tale of two opposing 

powers sfruggling to friumph. The knight usually signifies a Warrior archetype; 

however, the nameless protagonist in this tale tiaverses through three archetypal 

stages in the course of events narrated. "Lentamente, fui desprendiendome de 

mis atisbos y visiones infantiles, de mis precoces presagios y vagas esperanzas. 

Y lleg6 un dia en que s61o pense en la lanza y la fuerza. Y llegue a creer que en el 

mundo solo existia una ley, y que esta la dictaban los guerreros. E imaginaba 

que el mundo era un grito de Guerra" (TV 38-39). In this passage the youth 

leaves the Innocent archetype, and in a manner uncharacteristic of Matute's 
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protagonists, bypasses tiie Orphan archetype, tiansitioning dfrectiy into tiie 

Warrior. The youtii subsuquentiy ends his Ufe as a tiue Martyr, sacrificing 

himself ratiier tiian follow in tiie patii of tiiose who preceded him, wreaking so 

much violence and desfruction. 

Olvidado rey Gudu (1996) presents tiie most clearly-defined and complex 

group of archetypes to date in Matiite's works. This novel of fantasy, dynasty, 

and evolution takes place during the Middle Ages in an obscure part of Europe, 

somewhere nortii of a beautiful southern sea and south of a cold, gray northem 

sea. Several minor characters demonstiate stiong tendencies toward the 

archetypes presented thus far while at the same time, the main characters 

develop from stage to stage tiansitioning from one archetype to another. Due to 

the multitude of characters that populate the mammoth epic novel, only the most 

significant will be tieated. 

This chapter will address the Orphan and Wanderer archetypes as with 

other novels examined thus far, beginning with Volodioso, son of Sikrosio, 

Conde del Reino de Olar. Volodioso demonstrated a curiosity inherited from his 

father, although his father was afraid to seek after the unknown, which 

paralyzed him. Contiarily, Volodioso as a youth was thirsty for knowledge, that 

especially not yet enunciated but only glimpsed as he heard the tiaveling 

merchants' tales of the mysterious land to the south: 
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Alguna vez, el joven Volodioso se pregunt6 por que raz6n 
ningun olarense se decidia -o al menos sentia curiosidad — por 
atiavesar y conocer el mundo de mds alia de las montanas Lisias. 
Esta falta de curiosidad era, para el, incomprensible. Segun 
contaban vagabundos y caminantes—y m^s de una noche 
Volodioso fue a escucharles, a escondidas, bajo las escaleras del 
Torre6n donde solian cobijarse—, tias aquellas montafias, en zona 
Sur, el sol brillaba sobre extensos y bien cultivados campos, 
abundaban las frutas y, sobre todo, las vifias: que daban un 
exfraordinario vino, muy superior, y sin possible comparaci6n, a la 
cerveza que se bebia en Olar. (Gudu 52) 

However, his Warrior characteristics inherited from his ancestors, as well as 

developed from stiong determination, taint his Wanderer characteristics. While 

Volodioso is growing to be a young man, his half-brother, Almibar, conveys the 

message, revealed to him by the birds, that Volodioso will become King of Olar. 

Thenceforth, Volodioso makes deliberate decisions based upon the advice and 

other-worldly sensitivities of Almibar. Almibar's gifts result from his being the 

son of Sikrosio and a fairy who renounced her fairy essence to marry a human, 

although he was not Sikrosio. After the baby's birth, the mother and her 

husband fled the land, leaving Almibar to grow up in the watchtower witiiout 

much human contact. Consequentiy, tiie half-human half-fairy welcomes 

Volodioso's attention. The latter has found his identity and autonomy after 

becoming King, at which point he begins tiie tiansition to Warrior, realizing his 

dream of going south-not in search of knowledge, but rather to conquer tiie 

territory and add it to his holdings. 
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Now the first major Orphan appears in the chronicle: Ardid, daughter of 

Anseiico, ruler of the southern kingdom coveted by Volodioso. Ardid lost her 

mother at birth, and the child is prematurely astute, adored, and the center of 

tenderness and affection of her father and older brothers (Gudu 92). The five 

year old girl loses her father and brothers in the battie with Volodioso, which 

leaves her completely alone and in danger herself as heir to the conquered 

Kingdom. Having become a Warrior, Volodioso demonstiates with extieme 

cruelty that no threat to his power will be tolerated. After decapitating King 

Anseiico and his youngest son, Volodioso ordered that their heads be mounted 

on the two highest points of the castie tower. 

Ardid, now fully an Orphan, without hope, sought someone to rescue her. 

The court magician. El Hechicero, assumed charge of her, realizing the imminent 

danger that Volodioso represented for the littie kingdom. Ardid was astute, 

beautiful, with an unquenchable thirst for learning, and an intense curiosity. The 

Court Magician recognized in her unheard-of abilities for a child of five years. 

Y al fin lleg6 al descubrimiento maravilloso: en el fondo de sus 
redondas y bellas pupilas, aquella nina poseia la luz especial y muy 
raramente concedida — de milenio en milenio — a ciertos seres: la 
luz secreta y prodigiosa que proviene del ardiente Goteo Estelar. Y 
asi, el anciano ador6 a la nifia, y la nifia a el. Solian refugiarse en la 
c^mara del anciano, y alli, mordisqueando frutas y dulces, pasaban 
largos ratos, tiansidos de infinita curiosidad o encandilados en 
atisbos de sabidurla. (Gudu 98) 
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Ardid did not remain long in the archetypal Orphan stage after witnessing 

the extent of cruelty and desfruction that Volodioso brought upon her homeland, 

people and family. Armed with intense determination, Ardid tiansforms herself 

into the Warrior stage, becoming more coldly calculating than Volodioso and 

swearing vengeance for what he did to her land, her family and her life. Her first 

act as a Warrior was to order her tutor and guardian, el Hechicero, to remove her 

father's and her brother's decapitated heads from the towers and bury them in 

the grotto where she and the Magician hid during the attack and the aftermath of 

the pillaging of the Kingdom (Gudu 102). 

Matute's latest novel, Aranmanoth (2000) has as its protagonist a 

representative of the Wanderer archetype, whose characteristics are revealed 

through its plot and the main character, Aranmanoth himself. This illegitimate 

son of the Baron, Orso, and "la mas pequena de las hadas del agua" represents 

metamorphosis. Aranmanoth is half human and half fairy—the fairy half 

representing imagination, creativity and idealism. The youthful hero journeys to 

the "south" with his father's married bride, Windumanoth. The realization that 

tiie princess must behave as the Baron's wife, her nostalgia for her beloved 

homeland in the south, and her desire to be with Aranmanoth combine to 

produce their perilous journey. The journey represents a search for meaning in 

life as well as a search for identity. It is also clearly an effort to regain lost 
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childhood, reclaim her past, and so return to a former state of "grace," irmocence, 

bliss. 

Most of Matute's Orphans either die or tiansform into Wanderers, and 

these Wanderers do not remain so for long; they either give up hope and die a 

broken Martyr or they tiansform into Warriors, usually dying in the process of 

the quest for their cause or quest for power. 
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Notes 

1 Pearson demonstiates the approaches and characteristics of each 
archetype in chart form on these pages, with respective characteristics under the 
following categories: Goal, Worst Fear, Response to Dragon, Spirituality, 
Intellect/Education, Relationships, Emotions, Physical Health, Work, Material 
World, Task/Achievement. The quote summarizes the Orphan's characteristic 
approach to Spirituality (20-21). 

2 Janet Wincoff, "Style and Solitude in the Works of Ana Maria Matute," 
Hispania 69.1 (1962): 62. 

3 Maria del Mar Menendez Lorente, "Cuentos de nifios y cuentos para los 
nifios en Ana Maria Matute," Compos de Letias (261-62). 

4 Janet Perez discusses some various manifestations of paired opposites in 
Ana Maria Matute. 

5 In his article in Compas de letias, Jaime Garcia Padrino discusses 
Matute's literature for children citing a quotation by the author describing the 
use of fantasy as a mechanism of escape from reality for her adolescent 
characters (246). 

^ Janet Perez illuminates the idealism of Jeza "Jeza came to symbolize for 
Manuel uncompromising idealism (he is the first of the 'soldiers,' or heroes of 
the titie). Manuel seeks out Jeza's widow, Marta, satisfying a deep 
psychological need to learn more of this lay martyr (another Christ figure of 
the tiilogy). " "The Fictional World of Ana Maria Matute," Women Writers 
of Contemporary Spain, ed. Joan L. Brown, Newark: U of Delaware P, 1991, 
108. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE MARTYR AND THE WARRIOR ARCHETYPES 

The Martyr learns to give, to commit and to sacrifice for others according 

to Carol Pearson's afore-mentioned paradigm for the six archetypes discussed. 

The Martyr wants goodness to abound, and stiives to be caring and responsible 

for the needs of others, even if it requires self-sacrifice. The belief that one must 

suffer to please God and others constitutes the motivating factor behind many 

behaviors of the Martyr. Along with the belief in the virtue of being poor comes 

the belief that one can only justify efforts or actions by their benefits for others. 

The Martyr will repress negative emotions to avoid disturbing or hurting others. 

Self-deprivation and the need to suffer to be beautiful characterize this 

archetypal figure in its initial stages. For example, the neo-Martyr would 

consider learning for the sake of learning, or work that is self-gratifying as 

unjustifiable and selfish, and selfishness figures among the greatest fears of the 

Martyr. However, Pearson considers the ultimate goal of this stage of 

psychological growth to be relinquishing a certain amount of contiol, being able 

to "let go" of situations beyond one's contiol, and to learn to tiuly care for others. 

This letting go is in direct confrast with the Warrior's desire and need to contiol 

his/her environment. When the boundaries begin to blur and become fuzzy, the 

Warrior rushes in to restore order to tiie chaos by reaffirming uncertain 
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boundaries. By contiast the Martyr allows the chaotic forces to exist permitting 

him/her/self to be sacrificed for the sake of those that could otherwise be hurt in 

the ensuing chaos. During initial stages of this archetypal process, the Martyr 

behaves in an apparentiy altiuistic fashion, largely to confirm self-worth. 

Subsequentiy, as tiue learning develops, the Martyr begins to understand on 

deeper levels of consciousness what it means to care sincerely for others, namely 

that most of the time there is no need to sacrifice oneself for the good of others. 

Pearson concludes that authentic love for another that requires sacrifice of the 

self, is the unusual exfreme experience of the Martyr, whereas authentic love for 

the sake of others that contiibutes to the growth and benefit of all involved 

demonsfrates the more common possibility of the archetype (108). 

Prior to her last three novels, Matute's Martyr figures included numerous 

schoolmasters — a profession frequent in her fiction, both novels and short 

stories. Two examples from Luciemagas are Pablo and his father, both poor 

schoolteachers, who ultimately die without realizing their initial dreams. The 

narrator describes the father as eccentiic, on the brink of madness in his loft 

surrounded by his books, and quite unaware of the war being waged outside on 

the stieets. Pablo describes his chHdhood and his memories of his father: "... su 

padre inutilmente sabio, entie suefios de mundos muertos, deshechos como 

polvo de alas plateadas" (LUC 195). Later in tiie same passage, tiie narrator 

describes Pablo's circumstances: "Su sueldo era escaso, su vida insuficiente, su 
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sed, sin principio ni fin" (LUC 195). J. Townsend Shelby discusses retiospection 

in Los hijos muertos and Luciernagas, stating that both Daniel and Pablo have 

lost their idealistic illusions by the time they reach the realization of tiieir 

respective imminent deaths. "Daniel and Pablo believe that their lives are nearly 

over, and they think only of the past. Neither man considers any possible future 

action" (85). Pablo carried his ideals with him to tiie remote villages where he 

fulfilled the function as the resident educator to the poor, uninterested peasant 

children. After observing the lack of concerji from the parents and students for 

the challenge of broadening the horizons of the pupils or the village mindset, 

Pablo grew increasingly bitter, resentful, and determined to create other ways in 

which to find meaning in life. At this point, he embodies qualities of the Warrior 

archetype. Pablo begins to take interest in the anarchist movement that had 

surfaced during the ensuing political instability of Spain. He met Ant6n who 

spoke to him of liberty and freedom, who also yearned for these ideals. 

"Hablaban de Italia , del hombre, de la libertad. Un dia oyo un nombre casi 

prohibido en su ninez: Mateo Morral. De eso y de frases sueltas, dedujo que 

eran anarquistas. La cosa le intereso. El tambien creia en el hombre, en la 

libertad; tambien sofiaba en romper moldes, en una vida nueva" (LUC 197). 

Pablo, encouraged by the starving eyes and ears of the men and women who 

Ustened to him sermonize on the deeds that were waiting to be completed in the 

name of justice, and freedom, claimed his Warrior persona. He led a group of 
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fervent angry, and desperate women and men to the prison, where the Civil 

Guard held twelve men for initiating a stiike at the preserves factory. Pablo 

broke into the prison to free them, and ultimately himself, from the chaos, from 

the starvation, from the cruelty that life held for them. Pablo succeeded in 

setting the prisoners free, but instead of sharing the joy and exhilaration of the 

released prisoners and their families, he experienced guilt for not having paid a 

higher price himself for the deed as others had died in their attempts. Pablo 

could not see hope, believing he would never be allowed to enter the "promised 

land." Previously, while in the last village where he would fulfill his role as 

schoolmaster, he realized this terrible tiuth. 

Una tarde encontio una Biblia. La tenia el droguero de la aldea, 
manchado de grasa. Se la llev6 a su habitacion y la cogia a veces, 
con manos temblorosas. 
—Verds la tierra que yo dare a los hijos de Israel, y no entiaras en 
ella—. Pablo cerraba el libro, lo guardaba debajo de su almohada, 
donde no pudiera verlo. 
—Y no entiaras en ella—. Iba, con el corazon quemado, hacia la 
herrerla. No sentia asco. No sentia desprecio. No sentia nada. 
Solo a veces, de noche, se encendia una luz lejana, en alguna parte. 
Una luz absurda que se filtiaba por las rendijas de la puerta y venia 
a despertarle con un sobresalto de angustia. Se sentaba en la cama. 
Escuchaba. —Y no entiaras en ella-. -^Hasta cuando, Sefior, hasta 
cuando? (LUC 192-93) 

Daniel Corvo begins his life as a Wanderer, but after the death of Veronica 

and his son he fights for the Republican army and is expelled to France toward 

the end of the sfruggle. He represents a fight for freedom from oppression, but 

after years of debilitating work in the mines, his body no longer functions. He 
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sends word to Isabel asking permission to return and work as a forester near the 

family estate. He is a broken Warrior/Martyr. He fought, but lost everything 

including his desire to live, or any hope for anyone's future. The only glimmer 

of futurity arrives in the tiue protagonist of the novel, Miguel.^ 

Como si de pronto se viera joven, igual que aquella criatura que 
esta alli, herida, saludando al jefe con sus ojos inexpresivos, 
redondos y claros. —Tuve amigos. Tuve amigos—. Sinti6 una 
absurda y stibita indignacion hacia aquel muchacho preso. —Ese 
crio asqueroso, condenado por quien sabe que estupidez. Por lo 
menos, en juventud. Yo me salve—. Necesitaba saberlo, de pronto. 
Daniel vovi6 a mirar al chico. Mir6 su pelo rubio, cortado al rape, 
que empezaba a crecerle, hirsuto, los pomulos anchos, los ojos con 
algo como de lefia quemada. —Ojos como piedras, pensando 
siempre en ofra cosa. Ofra cosa que esta lejos, pero presente, 
terriblemente concreta—. Darnel dej6 de mirarle, porrque dentio de 
si volvian cosas que dollcui. —Ahora debo ser solo un hombre 
callado. Un hombre que mire con cara de idiota a los seres y a las 
cosas. Cosas, viejas cosas se agolpan y galopcui dentio. No, no es 
desesperaci6n. Quizas es mis: ausencia total de esperanza. 
Bueno, tal vez asi esti bien —.(HM 175) 

Daniel saw everything that he once was in Miguel, and that thought both pained 

him and attracted him. Miguel also made Daniel see himself as he tiuly was 

now, a broken idealist a broken Warrior/Martyr. 

Another Martyr figure, in Primera memoria, is the tutor hired by the 

grandmother to teach Matia and Borja who, because of the war, cannot attend 

school. Dofia Prdxedes decides to resolve the situation by hiring a tutor. The ex-

seminarian named Lauro suffers torment at the hands of his two rebeUious 

pupils who refer to him as "Chino" in a derogatory manner. Descriptions of 
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Lauro's appearance as well as his behavior clearly identify him as Martyr 

throughout the novel. 

El Chino se callaba de pronto y se pasaba el pafiuelo por la 
frente. Parecla que al hablarnos de los mercaderes lo hiciera con la 
tinica furia permitida a su cintura doblada de sirviente. Borja se 
impacientaba: "Sigue, Chino". El se limpiaba los lentes de cristal 
verde, y al quitirselos apareclan sus ojos mong61icos, de pirpados 
anchos a medio entornar. (PM 21) 

Eugenio de Nora notes Lauro's servility to Borja, and emphasizes that "Chino" is 

sent to the front only to die just a month before the end of the war (PM 128). 

Chino's final act is that of one who dies a martyr for someone else's cause, but in 

Lauro's case, not by his choice—he is sacrificed by Dofia Prdxedes—, which is the 

case with many of Matute's Martyrs. 

The Martyr figure abounds in Matute's work, as one might expect from a 

writer with a social consciousness. Janet Perez has recentiy commented on the 

presence of some very significant hero figures found in Matute's fiction. 

Matute has created few heroic figures: most of her 
protagonists are flawed, many of them badly so; others lose their 
youthful idealism and end rather pitiably (the case of Daniel Corvo 
in Los hijos muertos) or die before the reader ever "sees" them 
(Jeza in Los soldados lloran). The possible exceptions are all quasi 
martyrs: ... All archetypes are innocent victims who give up their 
lives without the consolation of faith, with no expectation or 
reward or happiness ever after.2 

Perez lists the heroic figures: Manuel (Los soldados), the adolescent protagonist 

of La torre, and the protagonist from Matute's most recent success, Aranmanoth, 

all demonstiate qualities of the positive Martyr archetype. They offer themselves 
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as a sacrifice for the sake of others, desire that no harm come to anyone, have 

committed themselves to a cause greater than themselves, have sacrificed, and 

have accepted their mortality as a part of the cycle of life and death (Pearson 98-

115). 

Characters that display less-evolved Martyr qualities in fiction generally 

tend to be mostiy women, but not so witii those of Matute. Her female 

characters, with few exceptions, eschew the model of the Martyr archetype. 

Often, Matute presents Orphans disguised as false Martyrs. One example is Juan 

Medinao of Fiesta al noroeste, who demonstiates pseudo-Martyr behavior 

prefacing his hypocritical confession of every deliberate act with an excruciating 

appearance of piety in order to enhance or exalt his own existence, all the while 

searching for self-justification and possibly someone to rescue him (Pablo), a 

need common to the Orphan archetype. 

Another false Martyr in Matute's fiction appears in the character of Emilia 

(PM). She has no life of her own, existing in self-imposed misery because of 

internalized notions of duty. The only relief from her pathetic repression and 

solitude comes from her fantasy world and her covert alcoholism. The Martyr 

archetype's response to the danger or threat of the dragon is often compliance, 

"DecIa, de cuando en cuando: 'Si mamd, no mamd. Como tii quieres, mama'" 

(PM 11). However, she is not tiuly sacrificing herself. She simply cannot see 

beyond her own pitiful life while searching for something or someone to rescue 
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her from the painful monotony of her existence, demonstiating again the Orphan 

needs and characteristics of false Martyrs. Contiarily, Borja demonsfrates 

characteristics of the Warrior archetype with his desire to contiol the actions of 

others and impose his own belief system on the world around him. Rather than 

a heroic figure, a positive Warrior, however, Borja exemplifies the negative 

Warrior archetype in Primera memoria. An opportunist who lies, cheats, and 

steals from his grandmother, he maintains a mask of excessive courtesy and 

respect towards dona Praxedes, annoying Matia who harbors absolutely no 

pretense in her personality. Borja creates stiategies and connives for his own 

benefit and entertainment. After Guiem's gang burned a rag doll representing 

Borja in the plaza bonfires, Borja followed them into the forest. He retiieved the 

scorched stiaw doll from the fire, waving it tiiumphantiy. He boasted that he 

had won even though he was hurt (PM 165). Borja's Warrior selfishly conceives 

and executes his "exploits" at the expense of others. Beneath his aggressive 

attitude lies cowardice. Borja further demonstiates the pattern of Juan Medinao, 

an Orphan disguised as a Martyr. In Borja's case the false Warrior figure is the 

disguise for the Orphan. 

Los soldados lloran de noche offers several characters that fit the genuine 

Martyr archetype: Jeza, Manuel and Marta. Jeza, one who exercises a stiong 

presence in the novel even tiiough he is dead before the action of the story 

begins, represents the quintessential, self-sacrificing Martyr who dies in service 
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of his cause. Janet Perez concludes that Jeza represents "uncompromising 

idealism" and is tiuly a martyr (Fictional World 108). Standing alongside this 

Martyr figure within the same character, Jeza demonstiates the noblest qualities 

of the Warrior, the willingness to die for a cause. 

Manuel, a young idealist without a firm notion of what his ideals are, 

adopts Jeza's cause as his own and fries to emulate Jeza by swearing to carry out 

the mission Jeza was unable to complete before his assassination. Manuel is an 

innocent that makes a decision to sacrifice self for a cause which he believes is for 

the good of others. Matute reiterates Manuel's innocence throughout tiie novel, 

mostly in the words and thoughts of Marta. "Contempl6 el brillo de su pelo 

rojo, sus manos enlazadas. Era casi un nifio. ... los ojos negros de Manuel, 

contiastaban en su rostio dorado. Algo nacia de el, tiiste y extiafio" (SL 146-47). 

When Marta, Jeza's widowed wife meets and speaks with Manuel, she 

experiences a stiange compassion for this stranger who comes in the name of her 

dead husband. "En su voz habia algo dolorido, que la conmovi6. Le puso la 

mano en la cabeza, le acaricio el cabello. El miraba al suelo, como si no se 

atieviera a levanter los ojos" (SL 152-53). "Marta asintio, pero quizd no entendia. 

El adivind de que no le entendia. A pesar de todo, le tendia la mano; y entonces 

se dio cuenta de la simplicidad, casi inocencia, de aquellos ojos" (SL 154). Aside 

from the innocence he represents, there are numerous allusions to his role as a 

sacrificial lamb, a Christ figure. As Manuel speaks of tiie period when he lived in 
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the monastery and his mother would bring him fruit she mentions a reference to 

his sacrifice, "...para mifrailecito, solia decir coii su extiafio lenguaje, que me 

desconcertaba, lavard las culpas del mundo, con su bondad" (SL 20). The reference 

made by Manuel himself as to how the other boys perceived him was more 

direct " • • • mientias yo, nifio en say al, iba recogiendo la fruta del huerto, junto al 

hermano hortelano, y me decia: nadie es malo. Muchacho torpe, pelirrojo como el 

Diablo, como Jesucristo, tal como me quisieran mirar ... "(SL 23). Throughout the 

recounting of his past experiences, Manuel demonstiates youthful, irmocent 

exuberance while defining his cause to himself in his conversations with Marta. 

At the very end of the work, Manuel tiansforms into a Warrior, and takes charge 

for the final act of sacrifice. He and Marta rush out to show resistance against the 

arrival of Nationalist forces, and die immediately from gunfire, leaving the 

reader unsure of the necessity of their deaths. 

Un grito, dos, alguna orden no conocida resonaba. Los cristales de 
las ventanas saltaron, en pedazos, hacia el aire. El ultimo soldado 
recogia su fulgor. Tres soldados avanzaron, disparando atin. 
Unicamente el silencio respondia. Sortearon el seto. Pero de alli, 
solo nacia el humo. Los cristales roros crujieron, bajo las suelas de 
las botas. El primer soldado se acerco al mont6n de piedras, bajo la 
verja hundida. Se agach6. 'Un hombre y una mujer' se dijo. 'Hay 
que estar loco.' Refrocedio, levanto la mano y la movio en el aire. 
Luego con su antebrazo sucio, cansado, se sec6 el sudor de la 
frente. (SL 226-27) 

Matia's father in La frampa is another example of the Martyr figure, as 

weU as another schoolteacher. In later Hfe, he appears as a professor in an 
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American university. He is a victim of the Civil War as are the majority of 

Matute's characters. Archetypal distinctions result from how the characters 

respond to the horrific circumstances in which tiiey find themselves. The Martyr 

chooses to give meaning to his/her suffering by serving others. Matia's father 

fought for the Repubhcans in the Spanish CivH War, Hving in exile after the war. 

He chooses a profession of service, but even his work can not erase the bitterness, 

alienation, and self-pitying passivity he experiences due to his war service and 

exile which he expresses. "Oferta y demanda han marchitado la bondad, la 

inteligencia, incluso podrian ajar la ciencia si fuera marchitable. (Al menos, la 

han envilecido)" (LT 130). 

The young protagonist of La torre vigia embodies the best of the Martyr 

archetype. Janet Perez describes him in her discussion on apocalyptic themes in 

Matute's recent medieval fiction. "El protagonista de La torre vigia, por 

confraste, se identifica con conceptos como pureza del alma, generosidad, 

sacrificio, martirio."3 The young squire is brought before Mohl, the Lord of the 

castie, who interrogates the boy as to why he killed three of his unarmed 

soldiers. The boy admits to killing them but justifies his actions as bringing to 

justice those tiiat would abuse power over the weak and humble. 

... si es cierto que un dia ostentare el titulo de caballero, y como tal 
me insfruyen en la defensa del debil confra el abuso de la fuerza, la 
cobardfa y el deshonor, eso me limite tan solo hacer; y castigue 
como creo merecen quienes de tan injusta y humillante forma 
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dieron muerte al que me ensefi6 a admirar el valor y a creer en la 
Gloria. (TV 164) 

Finally, during the night of his pre-knighthood vigil, he decides that he does not 

want to participate in the life of a warrior in that dark and chaotic environment. 

He allows himself unresistingly to be killed by his brothers as an act of ultimate 

sacrifice. 

In the quest for power, motivating factors behind the Warrior archetype 

may take a wide variety of routes. The desire and need for power are attributes 

of this archetype manifested in the personality of fictional characters. "The 

Warrior consciousness includes self-defense, a willingness and ability to fight to 

defend oneself" (Pearson, 75). The Warrior's purpose is to fight and defend 

himself /herself from threatening persons, events or ideas that imperil the 

Warrior or his/her group or cause. Numerous tiaditional narratives employed 

dragons to represent evil, danger, or temptation, among numerous difficulties 

that the characters encounter. The Warrior typically seeks out and fights the 

dragon, defending self and community.4 The Warrior exerts self-discipline in 

order to achieve the desired goals, competition being second nature to this 

archetype, the figure demonstiates a tiemendous amount of self-motivation. 

Other characteristics of the Warrior include assertiveness, confidence, courage 

and self-respect. Whereas tiie Martyr represses negative emotions so as not to 

hurt others, the Warrior contiols or represses sentiment to ensure victory and 
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prevail, being wiUing to exert fremendous energy and effort to achieve the 

desired goal, which may include changing the world to resemble tiie Warrior's 

desired image. Warriors stiive to mold others into their own image and shape 

their v^orld according to their standards and beHefs. The archetypal Warrior 

appears in Dofia Praxedes who resembles to some extent Jung's Horrible Mother 

archetype, in both Primera memoria and La tiampa. Devouring greedy eyes tiiat 

consume everything in her sight symbolize all-consuming desire for power. 

Because the Warrior tends to focus on power (over others, situations, territory or 

nature) s /he exerts fremendous energy directed toward achieving that goal, 

frequentiy ending tragically, or Hving a lonely old age as seen in the example of 

Dona Praxedes—a negative embodiment of this figure (Matia's grandmother in 

Primera memoria and La tiampa). Matia describes her perception of dofia 

Praxedes upon returning to Mallorca for her grandmother's supposed one-

hundredth birthday: "Aseptica, implacable, soez y olimpica. La recuerdo, en 

ristie el cuchillo, gastado y afilado por el uso, mds sutil que una navaja; la 

recuerdo contiaviniendo sus codigos, sus amonestaciones, su ley. La vuelvo a 

ver, ahora, y sigue pareciendome, igual que entonces, delincuente y ejemplar" 

(LT 11). Janet Diaz points out this warlike characteristic in Matia's grandmother. 

"The war of Dofia Praxedes, Matia's grandmother, is to preserve the status quo."^ 

Unlike more positive exemplars of the Warrior archetype who seek to use power 

for the benefit of the community and worthy causes, the unscrupulous old 
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aristocrat pursues only her own selfish goals without regard for those aroxmd 

her. Typically, in the early development of this archetype, the focus is on power 

over situations or other people and over nature or the earth. Emphasizing power 

above all generally leads to a tiagic and lonely life in tiie end. The positive side 

of the Warrior archetype is that this developmental stage teaches the individual 

to stand up for self and others and to fight for what is important Effort, energy 

and discipline are learned and utilized for the benefit of the individual and the 

community at the same time. 

Several characteristics of the Warrior Archetype are mentioned by Jose 

Mas in his description of two of Matute's protagonists. 

Ver6nica en Los hijos muertos y Pablo Zacaro en Fiesta al Noroeste 
son los representantes de este vitalismo elemental. Vitalismo que 
consiste en los siguientes rasgos: conocimiento intuitivo de los 
propios limites, ausencia de suefios y de reflexion, autoafirmaci6n 
sobre la tierra, elecci6n de un objetivo concreto, bien delimitado, y 
lanzarse en su prosecuci6n con la seguridad rectilinea de la flecha; 
seguridad que dimana de la pureza salvaje de los personajes.^ 

Recognition of one's own limitations underlies the power behind the 

Warrior. This Archetype knows his or her own weaknesses and consequentiy 

has a deeper understanding of its stiengths. The Warrior archetype remains 

focused on realistic and concrete goals, demonstiating significant self-confidence 

in his or her endeavors. Veronica recognizes her society's repression and her 

family's role in enforcing and behaving more like a Wanderer than a Warrior, 

runs away. More recognizable as a Warrior, Isabel emerges in Los hijos muertos, 
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and embodies even more fully the characteristics of this archetype. Janet Perez 

discusses Matute's spinster characters and emphasizes Isabel's uniquely 

interesting portiayal: "Stiong, decisive, vigorous, hard-working and 

authoritarian, Isabel dominates her weak and sickly father and the entire family. 

Religious, demanding, rigid and stiict, she is well on her way to becoming a beata 

(another stereotypical attribute of the spinster). Isabel gains in breadth and 

interest, however, thanks to her concealed, potentially sinful love for her yourlg 

cousin (whom she has raised almost as a son or youngest brother), a boy who 

loves and is loved by Isabel's younger sister, Veronica."^ Gerardo Corvo 

describes his daughter thus: 

Gerardo Corvo vio como su hija se alejaba hacia las montanas. Su 
cuerpo aiin era esbelto, delgado. Vestia a la moda pasada, a la 
moda de un tiempo que ya no existia. Tenia algo extiafio, de nina 
envejecida. Gerardo Corvo baj6 la cabeza, se miro las munecas, 
que poco a poco se volvian temblorosas, con un temblor que ya no 
podia dominar. 'Condenada, se va a los bosques...Ya se yo por que 
va alli, a quien busca.' Ha manejado a todos, solo para dar suelta a 
sus sentimientos, no su razon. Ha dispuesto de la felicidad de los 
otios por dar de comer a sus sentimientos. Isabel, hija mia, 
seguramente no vas a confesarte de esas cosas antes de la 
comuni6n. De esas cosas: de las ligrimas ajenas. Porque tienes un 
Dios para ti sola, un Dios tuyo, fabricado por ti. Isabel, hija mia, a 
pesar de todo estds m i s cerca de ml que nadie; a pesar de todo tii 
eres como yo, tu estis en mi tiempo, en el tiempo que no ha huido 
de mi. Y eres valiente; ahora vas a los bosques.... (HM 192) 

Olvidado Rey Gudii presents a multitude of Warrior and Martyr 

archetypes begirming with Volodioso as the first significant Warrior. He is the 

second son of Sikrosio, not the rightful heir to the power held by his father. He 
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demonstiates early on his intelligence—seriously lacking in his brothers—and 

battie skills: 

Junto a la fortaleza fisica y pericia en el arte de las armas, que le 
igualaban a sus hermanos, el segundon poseia cualidades que le 
distinguian de ellos: ademis de ser excelente jinete—era el tinico 
hijo de Sikrosio que, exceptando a Almibar, no nacio paticorto—, 
alentaba en su persona una inteligiencia que, si bien tosca y sin 
cultivo, adivinabase despierta y vivaz. A los doce afios, era el mas 
arriesgado y audaz galopador de las Colinas y, a menudo, atiaido 
por un oscuro impulso, lleg6 a adentiarse en las praderas. Alli, en 
los claros dias de verano, atisbaba la lejania, hacia las estepas. En 
esos momentos, sentia una rara angustia, amarga y dulce a un 
tiempo: una afracci6n y un escalofrio que le dejaban, por muchos 
dias, turbado y pensativo. (Gudu 51) 

As stated earlier, the Warrior recognizes his/her stiengths and limitations, 

employing this knowledge in his/her stiategies for future battie. The Warrior, 

being self-disciplined, waits for the appropriate opportunity before announcing 

his attack. Volodioso, very much aware of his stiengths, calculates his actions 

according to his ultimate goals of contiol and conquest 

Volodioso era consciente de los propios valores tanto como de los 
de los demis. Apreciaba de si mismo varias cosas: su gran 
estatura—hereditaria en toda aquella estirpe y que se prolongb 
hasta el ultimo de su rama—y astucia unidas a una oscura intuicion 
para adentiarse en los deseos de los hombres y sus moviles, le 
haclan en todo superior a sus hermanos. Esa intuicion le impelia a 
reflexionar sobre las conductas, los gustos y sentimientos humanos 
y, en suma, sobre el mundo que le habia tocado en suerte. (Gudu 
57) 

As stated in tiie Orphan/Wanderer chapter, Volodioso began to embody the 

Warrior characteristics even before Almibar revealed that Volodioso would be 
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king. This would-be king became even more astute and calculating, considering 

every opportunity for advantage. He regarded his half-brother's stiange talents 

as something from which he could benefit. "Tal vez por eso, contiariamente a 

sus hermanos, mostiaba predilecci6n por Almibar. Adivinaba en el pequefio 

algtin oculto don o poder, que sospecho podia serle de utilidad en el futuro" 

(Gudu 57). After having decapitated Anseiico and his son, respectively (Ardid's 

father and brother), Volodioso demonstiates the extiemes of the negative 

Warrior archetype: 

Despues, Volodioso ordend clavar las dos cabezas en sendas lanzas 
y exponerlas en lo alto del torre6n mis alto del Castillo de 
Anseiico —reducido ya a puras ruinas—, para escarmiento de los 
que aiin se imaginaran capaces de oponer fuerza o 
argumentaciones a sus deseos. (Gudii 93) 

His cruelty earned the vengeance of Ardid, the young, bright, beautiful child 

princess and daughter of the murdered King. In her own way, Ardid becomes a 

Warrior in the instance of her first glimpse of the devastation that Volodioso 

brought upon her homeland. "No llores mis Maestio —dijo, al fin—. Yo te juro 

que, un dia u otio, nos vengaremos de Volodioso" (Gudii 102). When she sees 

and begins to understand the destiuction, she becomes the Warrior, more 

calculating than Volodioso. She swears vengeance for what he did to her land, to 

her family and to her life, her resolve coming from her need to contiol her 

environment, a common tiait typical of the Warrior. She is just a littie girl 
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according to the Hechicero, her guardian, who lists her qualities along with the 

reasons for her to give attention to his counsel: 

Pero tan solo eres una nifia y tan solo en una mujer te convertiris 
(si vives, como espero, para ello). Por tanto, debes ocultar cuanto 
sabes y conoces, si deseas salir con bien de tanta maldad y 
estupidez como reinan en el mundo. Debo velar por ti, como me 
encomend6 tu padre. [...]Yya que, segun veo, tanto conoceis de 
mis habilidades ocultas, podre dedicarme al estudio de esos 
conocimientos y pricticas sin necesidad de ocultarme, y gracias a 
ellos, de una manera u otia, quizi podamos sobrevivir hasta que 
tengas edad de valerte por ti misma. (Gudti 102-3) 

Ardid listens and simply tells him to do as she orders and take down the heads 

of her father and brother from the castie tower. Her guardian responds to tiie 

stiength of her resolve and creates a cloud to veil his appearance to afford him 

safety in carrying out the orders of his misfress. This resolve is a cornerstone of 

the Warrior archetype. It is present in Isabel (HM), in Pablo (LUC), in Dofia 

Prixedes (PM), in Ardid (Gudu), and her son. Ardid develops a plan to become 

the youngest queen of Olar via fricking Volodioso to marry her when she was 

only seven years old. Volodioso, even after discovering the age of his bride, 

decides to retain her as his wife in the south tower of the castie because, being an 

astute Warrior, he sees her seemingly magic abilities (which she asserts are 

nothing more than science) as possibly being useful in his future endeavors. 

Volodioso returns from battle gravely wounded, and needing solitary respite, he 

commands his servants to take him to the wooded area just outside the walls of 

the castie, coincidentally near the southern tower where the young queen's 
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living-quarters are located. Ardid takes the opportunity to approach the object 

of her revenge. King Volodioso. She easily lures him with her sturming beauty 

and brilliant conversation. She cares for him so well that he heals rapidly from 

his battie injuries and finaUy takes her as a husband takes a wife. Ardid becomes 

pregnemt auid in timely fashion, Volodioso, tiring quickly of his new conquest 

(Ardid), returns to his batties. Unfortunately the queen has fallen in love with 

Volodioso, realizing the lamentable fact too late. In her advcmced pregnancy, the 

king returns bringing his war frophy—a young savage warrior woman—back to 

the castie. When Ardid confronts Volodioso, not only with his behavior with the 

savage woman, but also how he has blindly allowed his kingdom to decay, 

Volodioso simply tells his guards to imprison the young queen in the east tower 

for the rest of her life. He further commands that he does not want to see his 

child unless it is a boy and, if the queen does bear him a son, they are not to bring 

the boy to him until the child is old enough to be of service to Volodioso. 

Ardid learns a difficult lesson and decides to secure the future for her son. At his 

birth, Ardid in fairy-tale fashion bestows a gift upon Gudii, her son fathered by 

Volodioso. The gift is that he wiH never fall victim to love, and therefore never be 

vulnerable to deceit sorrow, or freachery as she was, falling in love with the man 

against whom she had sworn vengeance. She does not want her son to suffer as 

she has because of love. Once again, Ardid exhibits her stiong Warrior tendency 
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to confrol, her only desire being to secure her son's role as the new king, and 

thus complete her revenge upon Volodioso. 

La ciencia era lo tinico que le interesaba por aquellos tiempos, y, 
despues, su venganza. Mis tarde, el amor borr6 todas estas cosas, 
y, en la actualidad, solo llenaba sus pensamientos el pequefio 
Principe, en quien habia reunido toda la capacidad de amor y 
esperanza de que era capaz. Hacerlo Rey era, pues, su linica 
ambicion y anhelo en este mundo. Y por ello, se vela capaz de 
cualquier cosa. Sabia ya que los encantos femeninos no eran anhas 
desdefiables en la lucha que se proponia Hbrar, y cuidaba con 
esmero de que la frescura de sus mejillas y las temura de su rostio 
no se marchitasen. (Gud6 197) 

How^ever, in doing so Ardid creates more than she could have ever imagined 

because she did not keep her son from falling victim to greed for power. Gudu— 

without the capacity to love, resulting from his mother's hopes to spare him from 

sorrow and possible defeat—does in fact become a powerful Warrior. At the very 

tender age of thirteen, the young king decides to take a woman and informs his 

half-brother, Predilecto, of his intentions. Predilecto, the king's advisor and 

companion since Gudu was five or six years old, offers to make arrangements for 

him but also proffers counsel, which Gudti plainly dismisses as unnecessary: 

'Tonterias' dijo el Rey, 'tanto me da una como otta, con tal que sea 
bonita y no muy vieja. Y no os preocupeis: ya me las arreglar6 y 
solo sin consejos ni ayuda de nadie.' Con lo que, una vez mis, 
Predilecto pudo comprobar la gran seguridad en si mismo que 
animaba todos los actos y decisiones de tan joven Rey. 'Lo tinico 
que deseo' dijo al cabo el muchacho 'es que no se tiate de una de 
esas mujeres de la Corte. No es conveniente que ninguna me 
pierda el respeto en ningun sentido ni se tome la mis minima 
libertad hacia mi. Por tanto, y como se lo que hacen mis hermanos 
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AnciO, Bancio, Cancio y el repugnate Furcio, creo que ese es el 
camino mi s adecuado.' (Gudti 254) 

Gudii decides that he and Predilecto should go out into the surrounding villages 

disguised so that no one would recognize them and explore the delights of the 

opposite sex. Predilecto, tender-hearted and modest, felt compelled to advise the 

queen mother of Gudti's plan for the two of them. While the king's advisor 

waited for Ardid to arrive to a solution, Gudu went out into the village by 

himself and found that indeed the opposite sex was an activity worth his time 

and effort. Predilecto finally began to understand the intensity of the king's 

resolve. "Entendid, de una vez para todas, que cuando Gudii pensaba Uevar algo 

a cabo, nada en el mundo podia impedirselo. Y asi lo acept6" (Gudii 257). Gudu 

demonstiates Warrior tiaits in every aspect of his life, not just on the battlefield. 

Gudti's Warrior tiaits appear in his astute, careful and calculating 

approaches to every endeavor he undertakes as prince £tnd as the King of Olar. 

"Pero el era, a su vez, hijo de Ardid, y la asutcia de la madre habia arraigado en 

su ser con la misma pujanza que la ambici6n y el espiritu combative, dominador 

y poderoso de su padre y su madre unidos" (418). He has his mother's thirst for 

knowledge, although Gudti's desire is not tempered by the wisdom and maturity 

of Ardid. "No puedo soportar la sensaci6n de ignorancia" (418). Gudu's tiaits 

appear as an almost exaggerated distortion of the qualities of his mother. His 

single-mindedness in regard to his tioops and his mission becomes more evident 
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as he matures, so much so that matters of the kingdom and tiie court become 

minor aruioycmces for the king: 

Gudii no regres6 de inmediato a Olar. A pesar de que Ardid envio 
un emisario con la noticia del nacimiento de Gudulin, el Rey no 
mosti6 excesivos deseos por conocer a su hijo. Antes bien, ya 
sabedor del hecho, se mostio satisfecho: especialmente porque 
fratibase de var6n. Con tal noticia pareci6 conformarse. Como su 
padre, si bien no llegaba en su exageraci6n a confundir los ninos 
antes de los doce afios con conejos o gallinas, lo cierto es que las' 
criaturas de tan corta edad no excitaban ni su curiosidad ni su 
entusiasmo; aunque se tiatara de su propio hijo. Mucho mis le 
atialan las andanzas y progresos de sus Cachorros—en quienes 
depositar m i s esperanzas que en su propia dinastia, al menos 
mienfras no advirtiera que los miembros de 6sta estuvieran 
capacitados para desengafiarle, enorgullecerle o decepcionarle. 
(Gudti 615) 

Volodioso's brother has special gifts, and as Almibar's name suggests, he 

is sweet-mannered and docile. He is fiercely loyal to Ardid, to the point of 

falling hopelessly in love with her. It is not entirely an unrequited love as Ardid 

does respect him and finds comfort in his presence as she matures, as well as 

being in need of comfort. He sacrifices everything first for Volodioso and then 

for Ardid. He acts for the sake of others without regard to personal reward or 

comfort. 

Aunque la Reina le tenia al corriente de cuanto ocurria, lo cierto es 
que Almibar no habia llegado a integrarse plenamente en el meollo 
de todas las cuestiones que se debatian en la camarilla de los 
Intimos. Su amor hacia Ardid lo llenaba todo, y fuera de ese amor 
y de su belleza no atinaba a ver cosa alguna: mucho menos al 
Trasgo. (Gudii 278) 
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His sacrifice is not completely unselfish, as his concern for Ardid manifests itself 

more as obsession through the course of the novel, and they become lovers, 

Ardid later rejects him. His innocence and seemingly magic talents are discussed 

further in the Innocent/Magician chapter. 

Aranmanoth represents probably the most highly-evolved Martyr figure 

of aU, as the protagonist's sacrifice becomes obvious as the tale unfolds. He is the 

son of a fairy—a supernatural female being—and Orso—a very human male; the 

association with a Jesus figure by reason of his more-than-human parentage 

frames the plot His dual nature could be understood as part human and part 

divine. Janet Perez addresses Aranmanoth's physical characteristics and thefr 

association with a future sacrifice: 

Aranmanoth's name, explained as signifying 'mes de las 
espigas,' prefigures his sacrificial nature, repeatedly insinuated by 
mentions that his golden hair resembles the golden heads of grain. 
Reiterated physical descriptions of Aranmanoth stiess his golden 
hair and extiaordinary beauty, serving to connect him implicitiy 
with Virgo (the zodiacal sign for the time of grain and month of 
harvest from mid-August to mid-September). ("More than" 9) 

Perez discusses the "repeated references to bread and wine, implying their 

symbolic equivalence with the sacraments" (i.e., the sacrificial nature of 

Aranmanoth and Windumanotii) (11). After Aranmanoth witnesses tiie 

assassination of his beloved Windumanoth by an arrow in the river, he dies 

willingly giving himself up to the guards. "Cuando llegaron los hombres que , 

desde hacia dias les buscaban por todas partes, encontiaron a Aranmanoth 
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quieto y con la mirada aparentemente perdida en el rio. No opuso ninguna 

resistencia, ni pregunt6, ni siquiera miro los rostios de aquellos que lo apresaban 

y lo conduclan hacia la muerte" (188-89). The imagery parallels Jesus's arrest in 

the Garden of Eden, Aranmanoth in his fairy forest communing with the 

creatures of the other world. As the story ends, a legend begins to arise 

surrounding "el nifio sagrado que habia redimido a su padre de sus pe'cados" 

(190). In summation, Aranmanoth represents sacrifice, martyrdom, redemption, 

and not the least, he represents the ideal that love will one day conquer. 

In conclusion, both the Martyr and the Warrior archetypes evolve through 

the course of Matute's novelistic career, and her characters exhibit progressively 

more defined fraits of these archetypes with each novel. EarHer novels provide 

characters, such as Juan (Fiesta), Emilia (PM), and Matia's father (LT), that 

despite some similarities, fall short of the positive Martyr that Aranmanoth 

exemplifies. Antecedents of Aranmanoth emerge in a few unsuccessful Martyrs: 

Pablo (LUC), Lauro (PM), Manuel (LS), Jeza (LS) and Matia's fatiier (LT). The 

young, unnamed chivalric protagonist (TV) comes closer to a fuUer manifestation 

of tiie Martyr. Additionally, Ardid and Almibar (Gudii) present fairly convincing 

Martyr prototypes. Several Martyrs tiansform into Warriors, and vice versa. 

Juan Medinao (FN), being a false Martyr, stiaddles tiie lines between tiie Orphan 

and the Warrior, not succeedmg in any of the roles he assumes. Pablo (LUC) 

tianscends the Martyr for a short time into a Warrior, but passively gives up tiie 
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fight, losing hope for any real change in the conditions for himself or for others. 

Jeza provides one of the earliest examples of a Martyr/Warrior who believes that 

he made a difference and succeeded in inspiring Manuel and Marta, among 

others, to try to continue his work. Isabel (HM) demonstiates a stiong female 

Warrior, perhaps being the antecedent of Ardid (Gudu). The fiercest Warriors 

appear in Matute's two most recent novels in the characters of Volodioso, Gudti 

and Ardid, although Orso (ARAN) projects a formidable Warrior type himself. 

Matute has refined her characters, as each novel produces further seeds of hope 

causing the readers anticipation for what lay ahead. 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE INNOCENT AND THE MAGICIAN ARCHETYPES 

Pearson describes the pre-falien state of the Irmocent as "a green Eden 

where life is sweet and all one's needs are met in an atmosphere of care and 

love" (25). Authenticity, sincerity, wholeness and balance are the goals of the 

Magician archetype, whereas the Innocent has no goals, neither perceiving evil, 

danger nor peril. The Magician archetype not only recognizes that dangerous 

evil exists; he/she accepts peril and danger (the dragon), affirming its existence 

and incorporating threatening realities into the individual's worldview, or 

Weltansclmung. In touch with the metaphysical, the Magician celebrates (and 

experiences in everyone) the presence of God, respecting the many diverse ways 

peoples and cultures experience the sacred. Hierarchy has no place in 

relationships, neither for the Irmocent nor for the Magician, and therefore each 

seeks peer relationships with other people. The Innocent seeks peer 

relationships simply for the sake of the experience, and the Magician seeks 

relationships of this nature as a vehicle for learning and growing, willingly 

experiences emotions, validating his or her own feelings as well as those of 

others. In brief, the Innocent is the parallel and opposite archetype of the 

Magician, but has neither the wisdom nor experience of its counterpart whereas, 

the Magician, having journeyed the road of heroic tiials, comes full circle back to 
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the grace of the Innocent. Pearson characterizes the Magician as oiie who lives in 

synchronicity with the energy of the universe. The Innocent has not suffered 

betiayal and loss, and thus does not fully comprehend the concept of tiust 

However, after having journeyed successfully through archetypal stages such as 

the Warrior/Martyr and Orphan/Wanderer, tiust in the universe and in oneself 

is restored, and the "ease of the Magician's interaction with the univers'e seems 

like magic" (5). Pearson discusses mainly the positive facets of the Magician, 

though she suggests that there is a danger of the Magician becoming arrogant 

and prideful (121-22). Jung speaks of a negative extieme of the Magician 

archetype, the Trickster, who is the Shape-Shifter, the Joker, the exaggeration and 

obscene caricature of a savior.^ The Trickster exists in myths of most cultures; 

Matute's fiction no is exception. The Magician figure first appears in Matute's 

prose as a minor figure, harmless, and does not exercise a great abundance of 

power. Through the course of Matute's literary career, the Magician evolves to a 

more powerful figure, first in the form of the Trickster, and in the last three 

works in a more positive and powerful form. Matute's three most recent novels 

reveal a change in aspect wielding a more positive form of power, as exhibited 

by the young squire in La torre vigia, the Hechicero in Olvidado Rey Gudu and 

the protagonist in Aranmanoth. 

Pequefio teatio offers tiie twin or dual archetypes of lie Eroriak, tiie 

chHdlike adolescent as tiie Innocent and old Anderea as tiie Magician, lie 
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Eroriak, an orphaned waif and a common motif in Matute's fiction, endures 

frightening circumstances that appear to coincide with the Orphan archetype. 

He has nowhere definite to live, no one to look after him and littie means of 

support. Nevertheless, He does not display most of the typical characteristics of 

the Orphan archetype. He does not feel out of confrol, dread abandonment nor 

does he fear exploitation, even though that is exactiy what happens in his 

relationship with the rogue, Marco. He—unaware of others' evil intentions—has 

not reached the stage of the self-awareness embodied in the Magician, because he 

is still living in the state of innocence; the adolescent does not ponder his own 

situation in life. His lack of self-awareness means that He is still living in a state 

of innocence. Marco, a Trickster himself, arrives to town as a stianger, intending 

to cheat, lie and steal from whoever he could con, and as part of his devious 

plans, either consciously or unconsciously, decides to befriend lie: 

'Oye muchachos,' dijo el forastero, inclinindose hacia el. 
Hablaba ahora con voz llena de dulzura, tal vez de una extiana 
tiisteza que, realmente, resultaba fuera del lugar. 'Yo solo deseo 
ser tu amigo. No quisiera hacerte dano. jOh, no! Nada mis lejos 
de mi que hacerte dano.' lie Eroriak le mir6 de reojo. El forastero 
hablaba seriamente, como nadie le habia hablado nunca, a lo que 
no estaba acostumbrado. 'Esto se acabari mal' se dijo. 'Deseo ser 
tu amigo' repitio el hombre rubio. Asinti6 varias veces con la 
cabeza, como deseando convencerse a si mismo. Y anadio 
reflexivamente: 'SI, eso es. Tii eres libre, eres feliz. Solamente el 
que es como tii, ei que nada desea, es autenticamente duefio de su 
vida. Bueno, eso esti bien claro.' He Eroriak le mir6 con 
curiosidad. 'Acabari mal. Seguro. Va a pegarme o querri que 
robe algo para el. Bueno. A lo mejor todo va bien'. (PT 52-53) 
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lie senses danger, although not having the experience or wisdom, he is not sure 

what to believe, so he chooses to believe in the stianger. Marco recognizes the 

sincerity, authenticity and gullible innocence of He, and takes advantage of his 

lack of worldliness. lie exhibits sincerity in his desire to prove himself a faithful 

friend to someone who has appeared to tieat him as an equal, demonstiating 

He's aspiration to enter into a peer relationship. Matute has created a complex 

character in this seemingly simple individual. He's desire for connection with 

another human being, the need to feel validated by another and valued by an 

apparently powerful person, can easily be perceived as a lonely Orphan's 

craving for a rescue from an otherwise solitary life. However, He talks to the 

birds, he creates his own world, and is content and genuinely happy in his 

communing with natural surroundings, the ocean, the waves, the birds, and the 

wind, suggesting He's Magician aspect. With this in mind. He desires a peer 

relationship with Marco (the peer relationship of the Magician). He enters into 

the relationship with caution with the hope that something positive will result 

from the interaction. 

In Pequefio teatio the old puppeteer, Anderea, a minor character, exhibits 

numerous characteristics of the Magician Archetype. He lives alone with his 

worn-out marionettes on tiie beach of the Basque fishing village, Oiquixa. The 

omniscient narrator describes Anderea's physical appearance as somewhat 

abnormal, resembling a hunchback, evoking images of an old elf, gnome, or 
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hobbi t tiiereby suggesting magical powers. "El anciano era jorobado y deforme, 

y en Oiquixa llamibanle Anderea" (PT 12). He considers him a wizard or creator 

of magic, "Por un instante, en la imaginacion de lie Eroriak, se fundieron Arbaces, 

las historias de aparecidos y los hechiceros de las comedietas de Anderea" (46). 

Anderea was benevolent to the poor stieet boy. In the words of Carl G. Jung, 

"The frequency with which the spirit type [Magician] appears as an old man is 

about the same in fairytales as in dreams. The old man always appears when the 

hero is in a hopeless and desperate situation."2 Jung further comments that the 

appearance of the old wizard, wise old man or magician occurs at times when "a 

great error deflects society from the right path. For when people go astiay they 

feel the need of a guide or teacher, and even of a physician."3 Anderea's 

relationship with the orphan boy. He Eroriak, a kindred soul insofar as he is one 

of Matute's fantastic personalities, demonstiates a lack of hierarchy, perhaps 

appropriate in a relationship between the lonely old puppeteer and the rag-tag 

vagabond, orphaned adolescent, a village laughing-stock considered by many to 

be deranged. Anderea tieats lie as an equal, sharing rare insights and sensitivity 

with the solitary boy. Anderea shares the tales he creates for his puppets with lie 

and interjects words of comfort and wisdom to nourish the boy's heart. When 

lie's own imagination approaches the edge of an abyss of chaos, he reaches for 

those comforting reassurances that Anderea has imparted to him. 
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'Ya viene el caballo,' cuando miraba atentamente el borde bianco de 
las olas que se encrespaban en torno al faro. Nadie hubiera visto 
tampoco aquella multitud de seres, parecidos todos a los mufiecos 
de Anderea, parecidos todos a las historias que Anderea desHzaba 
suavemente en su imaginacion. El no los temla, porque Anderea, 
su buen amigo, le dijo que eran amigos suyos. 'Orgulloso cabaUo, 
no me das miedo'. (PT 24) 

A similar character to Anderea appears as a Magician figure in Fiesta al 

Noroeste: Dingo, a minor character who functions as the point of departure for 

the story, demonstiates the betiayal that characterizes the protagonist's life, Juan 

Medinao. Dingo is also a puppeteer, though he takes his marionettes from 

village to village, each time losing part of his enthusiasm for his craft He 

represents more a decaying version of Anderea from the previous novel 

examined in this chapter. As one critic explains: 

Esta imagen grotesca le aleja al lector en dos aspectos: en 
primer lugar su apariencia fisica es repugnante y a la vez sugiere 
un caricter falso. El narrador corrobora las sugerencias sobre el 
caricter del personaje al hablar de su profesi6n de titiritero y sus 
diez miscaras: 'fria camino adelante con sus diez voces y sus diez 
razones para vivir'.^ 

Here the Magician and his magic puppet world grow malevolent with the many-

faced, deceiving puppeteer Dingo, a closer approximation to the Trickster that 

Jung describes. The Enciclopedia de simbolos assigns the following symboUsm 

to the word mascara: "En todo uso de miscaras hay un tiasfondo de condiciones 

migicorreligiosas. Los portadores encaman a dioses y demonios que suelen 

intervenir con caricter festivo en danzas de miscaras cuya finalidad es el 
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conjuro, la magia de la casa o el rito de iniciaci6n."5 It is as though the 

appearance of Dingo with his many masks and festive arrival to Artimila bring 

the rite of initiation for Juan Medinao, initiation into the confession that he at last 

must commence. 

Luciernagas offers an unusual Magician figure in Cristiin's sickly, 

brilliant sharp, and mysteriously mischievous brother, Daniel. Daniel was 

extiemely ill and so thin that when Eduardo (Sol's brother) helped to carry him 

home, Daniel's body felt like nothing more than a few bones held together by 

bits of stietched flesh. However, because of his cleverness, and perhaps his lack 

of fear due to the fact that he knew he could die any day, Daniel was highly 

valued and almost worshipped by his fellow thief, Chano. Upon meeting Daniel, 

Eduardo became intiigued immediately by the stiange charm and wi t 

something unnamed that Daniel possessed. The setting of the novel is in war-

torn Barcelona, where survival meant knowing the right people or learning to 

steal and relying on wit to escape from the soldiers or from hunger. Despite his 

grave illness, Daniel mocks life itself, wearing a smirk, when he is not engaged in 

some master plan for diversion or the next heist. After being beaten savagely by 

some soldiers, Daniel instincts Eduardo to clean the deep wounds on his back 

with the Biblical remedy of salt and vinegar; afterwards, Daniel does the same 

for Eduardo. 
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Desde aquel instante, se inici6 enfre Eduardo, Daniel y Chario una 
amistad, o mejor, 'sociedad', capitaneada con indiscutible acierto 
por Daniel, comiinmente llamado el 'Bizco.' Tenia apenas dieciseis 
afios, pero su astucia y habilidad superaban la experiencia de otios 
mayores. El grupo dedicibase a toda clase de raterias. Con el 
producto de las ventas, Daniel llevaba una vida revuelta, que 
arrastio inmediatamente a Eduardo. La salud del 'Bizco', de suyo 
debil, sufrla grandes depresiones. Vivia atiopelladamente, mordia 
la existencia con una amargura precoz, desesperada e inconsciente 
a la vez. Vivia como si le esperase la muerte al filo de cada hora. 
Cuando celebraba algtin tiiunfo, su frase predilecta era: 'Todo efeo 
nos llevamos por delante.' Chano, fuerte y simple, le adoraba como 
a un dios, y Daniel se aprovecha de su fuerza y fidelidad. (LUC 
101) 

The Magician does not perceive hierarchy, and seeks peer relationships with 

others, so Daniel accepts the simple Chano as well as the naive Eduardo as his 

peers. The Magician fears no evil, simply affirming its existence and 

incorporating and accepting it as a part of life. Daniel does not fear death, he 

mocks it, taunts death and lives each moment as if it were his last The 

Trickster's obscene caricature of a savior figure appears from time to time in 

Daniel's portiayal, arrogant-prideful and equally foolishly irmocent. Here, one 

doomed to death magically tiansforms momentarily into a saving figure. 

Daniel estaba poseido de su sabidurla. (LUC 102) 

A Eduardo le parecid que la sonrisa del 'Bizco' tenia un quiebro 
tiigico. (LUC 105) 

Sus ojos negros desviados, se tefiian de una agustia infinita. De 
repente, se le apareci6 en un nuevo aspecto. Daniel el 'Bizco' era 
casi un nifio. Habia en su boca, raramente seria, en las comisuras 
caldas un algo infantil, infinitamente desolado. Daniel pensaba, sin 
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duda, en aquellos momentos en algo terrible, irreparable. Algo 
como la muerte, como el vacio. (LUC 106) 

Bebieron mucho. Daniel anuncio que queria emborracharse. Una 
alegria angustiosa, excesiva, desaforada le invadla. Bromeaba a 
coces, exaltado, y Lola, oyendole, reia hasta llorar. Un mechon de 
cabello, negro y lacio, le resbalaba sobre la frente. Eduardo miraba 
sus hombros estiechos, su pecho hundido, su tensa sonrisa, 
inquietante, mantenida aun comiendo. (LUC 106) 

Although near death, Daniel clings to life with excessive boisterous laughter, 

seeking to celebrate life and affirm life through the elixir of fantasy that the 

alcohol provided. This quest, shrouded in contiadiction, becomes admirable and 

commendable through the eyes of Eduardo, who literally sees a walking corpse; 

nevertheless, Daniel remains the redeemer for both Chano and Eduardo. 

The next Magician-or more accurately as she appears, a Trickster-

emerges in the character of Dofia Prixedes in Primera memoria and La trampa. She 

is one of Matute's most exaggerated characters and wields a significant amount 

of power. Although she demonstiates many Warrior characteristics, her air has 

an absurd aspect 

Pero la maldita descubria, de repente, cruzando el suelo, 
nuestias sombras alargadas. Con su porcina vista baja, las veia 
huir (como veria, tal vez, huir su turbia vida piel adentio), y se le 
caia el bast6n y la caja de rape (todo su pechero manchado) y 
aullaba: -Borja-! (PM 19) 

Clearly, this witch-with so many animal-like allusions-howling at her 

grandchild generates fear and panic witiiin everyone who surrounds her. 

Matia's grandmotiier projects tiiis fearfulness, which causes her grandchildren to 
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abhor her, as Matia's descriptions of her convey. The grandmother's threatening, 

ghastiy behavior originates from her own iimer tumultuous, turbid character. 

Las ventanas de las casas de los colonos estaban encendidas, y 
seguramente la abuela espiaria desde su gabinete con sus gemelos 
de teatio. Senti una sorda irritacion contia eUa. AUi estaria, como 
un dios panzudo y descascarillado, como un enorme y glot6n 
mufiecazo, moviendo los hilos de sus marionetas. Desde su 
gabinete, las casitas de los colonos con sus luces amarillas, con sus 
mujeres cocinando y sus nifios gritones, eran como un teatio 
diminuto. Ella los envolvia en su mirada dura y gris, impivida. 
Sus ojos, como largos tenticulos, entiaban en las casas y lamian, 
barrlan, dentio de las habitaciones, debajo de las camas y las mesas. 
Eran unos ojos que adivinaban, que levantaban los techos blancos 
y azotaban cosas: intimidad, suefio, fatiga. (PM 60) 

Again, as in the past two examples, the imagery of Matute's Magician/Trickster 

figure appears manipulating the stiings of the marionettes in order to make the 

puppets dance. The image of a malevolent Buddha, looking down with sinister 

intent on her prey from above, dofia Prixedes exudes arrogance towards 

everyone, especially those she considers almost subhuman. Matia's perspective 

projects an inhuman, tieacherously absurd quality, about her grandmother. 

Matute intensifies the animal-like characterizations of the grandmother, 

reinforcing the "Horrible Mother" or "Trickster" archetype that embodies the 

negative extieme of Pearson's model for the Magician archetype. 

The young squire in La torre vigia embodies both the Irmocent and the 

Magician within the span of his narration. Obviously the tale commences with 

tiie Innocent boy, who being reared by tiie old guard of tiie Watch Tower, does 
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not participate in tiie competitive sibling rivalries of his half brotiiers, and 

tiierefore does not fall prey to tiie temptations tiiat greed, power and fear 

represent. 

Y suerte t u v e - o tal vez la fiereza de mi porte les contuvo-que no 
me echaran a patadas, tambien, de tan inh6spita cobijo. De forma 
que mi s de una vez, hube de refugiar mi sueno bajo las escaleras 
de la torre: alli donde se amontonaban los mendigos y gentes de 
camino, que llegaban a nuestia casa en busca de amparo nocturno. 
Mas, todo lo que entonces perdi en hogura y bienestar, lo gane en 
experiencia, conocimiento y aun maravilla del comportamiento y 
proceder humanos. Pues lo que aUi vi y oi, no fueron lecciones a 
desestimar. (31) 

By the end of the novel, the reader discovers that the narrator is speaking 

from his grave, and his perspective demonstiates the wisdom earned from hving 

and dying in integrity of soul. It is at this point that Matute's Magician emerges 

as a stiong and positive force within her characters. 

Yo habia dado promesa de atiavesar su cuerpo, el dia en que me 
pidiera lo imposible, pero mi promesa se habia perdido en una 
tierra y en un tiempo inalcanzables. Entonces, la piedad regreso a 
mi, y, tal vez, el amor. Pero alee la espada, y el amor, y la piedad, 
quedaron segados para siempre. Y me dije: "El Bien ha muerto." 
Miles de flechas taladraban mi cuerpo, pero no podia, ya, sentir 
dolor alguno. Y grite, espada en alto, qu estaba dispuesto a partir 
en dos el mundo: el mundo negro y el mundo bianco; puesto que 
ni el Bien ni el Mal han satisfecho, que yo sepa, a hombre alguno. 
(236-37) 

Olvidado Rey Gudti presents several Magician figures, the most obvious 

of which is the Hechicero, the guardian of the female protagonist Ardid. He is a 

master of science and metaphysical arts, constantiy refining and perfecting his 
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craft as he instincts Ardid in the knowledge tiiat he has acquired and tiie practice 

of his craft. Anseiico, Ardid's father, had employed the Hechicero to instiuct his 

sons. The Maesfro soon discovered that AnseUco's sons did not share the same 

curiosity and thirst for knowledge as their father; nevertheless, Ardid awakened 

the Hechicero's interest: 

Cierto dia, y por casualidad, descubri6 que en el franscurso de tan 
mal aprovechadas lecciones, ocultindose bajo la mesa o tias los 
tapices, bullia y escuchaba con ansia la hermana pequefia. Poco a 
poco, fue descubriendo el interes y la sed que sus lecciones 
despertaban en los grandes y ocuros ojos de la nifia. Un 
estiemecimiento desconocido, mezcla de temura y orgullo, le cal6 
hasta los puros huesos y, desde entonces, cautamente, y a espaldas 
de su padre y hermanos, comenz6 a instiuir a la tierna nina. (Gudti 
97) 

When the Hechicero learned of the impending attack of Volodioso's army 

and the certain destiuction and devastation that would occur, in the midst of his 

sorrow, pity and intense protective care for the young princess, he ordered 

Anseiico to bring him the steel dagger that symbolized the committed 

relationship between them. The Anciano conjured his magic that would carry 

the precious Ardid to safety. 

Anseiico obedecio prestamente, y una vez el anciano tom6 el 
pufial, con el en alto se arrodillo y, vuelto, segiin explico, 'hacia la 
conjunci6n Oriente-Occidente', le inst6 a imitarle, con lo que 
confundio a Anseiico, ya que 6ste no atinaba a comprender hacia 
donde debia enfocar tal postura. No obstante, hizo lo que viera 
hacer al anciano, aun sin entender nada. De tan misteriosa guisa 
postiada, el anciano clam6 con grito semejante al agonico del cisne 
herido. Luego, resplandecio el pufial, salto de sus manos y, como 
pajaro, les condujo por escaleras y vericuetos del Castillo hasta 
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llegar a las mazmorras. AHi se clavo-como si de manteca y no de 
piedras se tiatase-en uno de los muros. 'Este es el camino', 
inform6 con rosfro fransfigurado el anciano. (98-99) 

As Volodioso entered into Anseiico's kingdom, the Hechicero had to 

depart with his young pupil, the tieasure of his heart and take refuge sneaking 

through the single secret passageway under the castie out to a cave above the 

sea: 

Por su parte, el Hechicero llevo consigo algunos viveres, 
agua y el area donde guardaba todos sus tesoros: voluminosos 
rollos de pergaminos, fajos de recetas, mejunjes, polen, semillas, 
mandrigora, resplandor de luciernagas, escudillas con agua 
pantanosa y algunas aparentes fruslerias, tan misteriosas como 
indescifrables. (100) 

As a consequence of the court magician's tutelage, Ardid herself grows 

into quite a Magician figure. 

The key characteristic of the Magician archetype, the search for 

authenticity and sincerity, and resolution through evolution emerges through 

Almibar, bastard child of a fairy and Sikrosio and Volodioso's half brotiier. He 

has the abiUty to communicate with nature, most especially birds from which he 

learns tiiat Volodioso will take the throne after their father's death. 

Aranmanoth offers a more subtie interpretation of tiie Magician as well as 

more obvious examples of the Innocent in the characters of Aranmanoth and 

Windumanotii. Even Orso, Aranmanotii's fatiier, is portiayed as embodying 
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quaHties of the Irmocent as voiced by Aranmanoth's mother, the youngest of all 

the fairies of the waterfall: 

Orso, se quien eres, se que alguien como yo, de mi naturaleza, no 
tiene lugar en tu vida. Se espera mucho de ti entie los tuyos...Entie 
los de mi especie eres la juventud, el amor y, quizi la rara inocencia 
que aiin pervive entie los humanos. Yo soy la mis joven de las 
hadas del Manantial y he sucumbido ante tu belleza y la pureza de 
tu coraz6n...Sin embargo, he de pagar por este desliz. (19) 

Aranmanoth embodies most fully the dual nature of the Innocent and the 

Magician archetypes, owed to his parentage, his father fully human and his 

mother fully fairy or supernatural. The characteristics of the Innocent seem 

unworldly and appear to the reader to come more from his mother's nature than 

his father's nature. However, it is the fact that Aranmanoth is half-human that 

makes him unaware of the perils that accompany his other-worldy nature. The 

Magician qualities stand out because he is half-human, although communicating 

with the forest creatures and sensing events before they happen are due to his 

supernatural nature. 

Aranmanoth as the Innocent archetype appears as one who has just 

arrived to the eartii, one who has just been born. Orso's rememberance of his 

first encounter with his son demonstiates this point "El nifio sonrio, y jamis 

Orso recordo, en todos los afios de su vida, una sonrisa parecida: ni alegre ni 

tiiste, algo parecido a un despertar" (30). Aranmanotii's double natiire attesting 

to tiie Magician side of his being is demonstiated next in tiie words tiiat 
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Aranmanotii reads from a parchment scroll: "En el calendario del viejo rey soy el 

Mes de las Espigas, y es el Mes de las Espiga Aranmanoth, que fue concebido por 

Orso y el hada mi s joven del Manantial. Sey el llamado Ararunanoth, de doble 

naturaleza, a medias migico, a medias humano. Yo soy la juventud y la vida y 

tii eres mi padre" (30-31). 

In conclusion, Matute includes the Innocent archetype in the majority of 

her novels, but none so clearly defined as in Aranmanoth. The Innocent lives in 

the grace and synchronicity of the Universe, without the awareness of danger or 

evil. The Innocent does not understand hierarchy and understands all 

relationships as peer relationships, evidenced in Aranmanoth's friendship that 

transforms into love with Windumanoth. Aranmanoth embodies the parallel 

and opposite archetypes of the Innocent and the Magician. The Magician is 

aware of the evil and peril that exist, incorporating threatening realities and 

thereby tiansforming the self, and as a result brings transformation to the world 

around him or her. The legends and customs that arise after Aranmanoth's 

execution bring hope and meaning to later generations through the telling of his 

story. On a more concrete note, Orso turns his life around after the death of his 

only son: 

Tiempo despues se desprendi6 de todos sus bienes y los repartio 
entie aquellos hombres y mujeres que le habian servido, ... 

Orso se retire a una ermita, que segiin cuentan, levanto con sus 
propias manos. Y alli pas6 el resto de sus dias, solo y en absoluto 
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silencio, sin hada a su alreadedor que le recordara la dolorosa y 
cruel existencial que habia Uevado. (190) 

Magicians evolve from minor characters (Anderea and Marco, PT, and Dingo, 

Fiesta) to an exaggerated negative form of the Magician or the Trickster, (Marco, 

PT and Dona Prixedes PM), and then finally to the more recognizable forms 

found in the last three novels the most sophisticated being the protagonist of 

Aranmanoth. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION 

The pressure of the Spanish CivH war and post-war living conditions, 

especially tiie Censorship of tiie Franco Regime, acted as a catalyst for Matute 

and others of her generation. The young writers of that era needed to express 

their outcries of protest and suffering in their literature, but to speak openly of 

their circumstances spurred them to invent a whole new language encoded with 

archetypes and symbols that could communicate subliminally the suppressed 

tiue feelings and experiences that had proven to be too dangerous to express 

otherwise. The catalyst resulted in a new generation of artists. 

As demonstiated in this study, Matute's characters generally represent 

recurring types that reappear with variations throughout the entire span of her 

publication, over more than fifty years. The complex, absttact forms that her 

characters typically exhibit incorporate the characteristics of archetypal figures 

that intiigue Matute's readers because they do not usually remain in one single 

archetypal stage for the entirety of the novel; instead, they progress and 

metamorphose often. The reader identifies with aspects of these characters, even 

though some are tiagic and at times absurd in tiieir behavior. What appeals 

most to readers, as with archetypes in general, is that they are universal in 

nature, as well as timeless, fitting multiple ages and cultures. 
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Pearson's chart of archetypal characteristics enables tiie reader to focus 

more clearly on tiiis essential aspect of Matiite's fiction. One example is tiie 

Martyr archetype tiiat shows an especially powerful desire for love between 

members of humankind. The Wanderer incarnates tiie desire for self-identity, 

distinct and apart from a decaying society. The Warrior pursues a deeply-felt 

quest to stand and fight for just causes. The Orphan exemplifies the urge to 

recognize danger and admit one's lack of power and desire to unite with others 

as a means of self-defense against imminent danger or threat. Finally, the 

Magician represents culmination of the quest as well as the importance of a goal 

to stiive for, including balance, harmony, and faith that such a state truly can be 

attained, even if only at a minimal level in most every time and place. 

Matute's earlier novels abound with Orphans and Wanderers as 

evidenced in Pequefio teatio, Los Abel, Fiesta al noroeste, and Luciernagas. Her 

next decade produces more Warrior and Martyr archetypes as seen in various 

characters in Los hijos muertos, Primera memoria, Los soldados lloran de noche 

and La tiampa. Finally the Innocent and the Magician archetypes appear in 

greater numbers in the last three novels, (significantiy different in theme and 

content from her earlier works): La torre vigia, Olvidado Rey Gudu, and 

Aranmanoth. Significantiy, however, the purest Martyrs also emerge in Matute's 

last three Works. The young squire demonstiates quaHties unseen before in this 

author's fiction, as he is unusually profound in his goodness and demonsttates 
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tiie first glimpse of sometiiing positive, mystical and tianscendant witii his final 

words, "Pero yo alee mi espada cuanto pude, decidido a abrir un camino a 

fraves de un tiempo en que ... Un tiempo...Tiempo... A veces se me oye, 

durante las vendimias. Y algunas tardes, cuando llueve" (137). 

An extiaordinary characteristic of Matute's female protagonists, 

throughout the full evolution and varied stages of her fiction from Pequefio 

teafro to Aranmanoth, is that each one has begun the novel as an Orphan 

archetype. However, with the appearance of each new work, the female 

protagonist has moved closer to the next stage in the progression or cycle of 

archetypes that Pearson has defined: Orphan, Wanderer, Warrior, Martyr and 

Magician (not always necessarily in that exact order). Many female Orphans in 

Matute's early works remain in the Orphan stage during only a few chapters and 

then make the tiansition to Wanderers, fearful of relationships that might 

hamper their autonomy and search for selfhood and identity. For example, Zazti 

did not find it possible to relate to those in the village, her father, her aunts, or 

her erstwhile sexual partners, choosing instead to elude love and relationship 

with Marco and escape via suicide rather than be vulnerable or oppressed by 

him, for she sensed tiiat he was not to be tiusted. Valba, the Orphan in Los Abel, 

becomes a Wanderer when she decides to venture into the city, refusing to lose 

her autonomy and fleeing because her fear of entiapment is so intense tiiat she 

terminates the relationship. 
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Fiesta al Noroeste has as its protagonist, Juan Medinao, who disguised 

himself as a Martyr in order to numb his pain and fear from being an Orphan. 

Juan's mother, on the other hand, being figuratively buried ahve in Artimila, 

embodies a more believable Martyr figures along with Salome, who also appears 

as a Martyr figure. 

Los hijos muertos has three main female characters, the stiongest of which 

is Isabel, the first significant character in Matute's novels to demonstiate Warrior 

characteristics. Ver6nica and M6nica both tiansition early to Wanderers, 

preferring to leave home and family rather than to stay under the rigid 

oppression of La Encrucijada. Daniel provides an example of blended archetypal 

figures, progressing through stages of Wanderer with his idealism. Warrior with 

his determination and a broken Martyr upon his return to the forest near the 

family estate, just waiting to die. There exists an attraction to return to the 

energetic enthusiasm of the Wanderer when he observes the young Miguel; 

however, he is too tired and sick to allow that choice to become a reality for him. 

Miguel appears for a short time to promise some hope for the next generation, 

before his death at the hands of the prison guards. 

Luciemagas exhibits more clearly each successive archetypal stage 

through Sol. She is the first female protagonist to make tiie tiansition from 

Innocent to Orphan with the onset of the war, after which she ventures out and 

becomes a Wanderer as she becomes bored witii Hfe within tiie walls of her 
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apartinent. Thus, she encounters Cristiin witii whom she tiansforms to Warrior 

and finally to Martyr. The Magician archetype, tiuough Daniel, to takes on 

certain absurd characteristics, noticeably less "magical" tiian earlier or later 

Magician figures in Matute's fiction. 

^ ^ t i ^ ^^ Primera memoria begins as an Irmocent orphan, tiansitioning to a 

tiue Orphan, I would say tiie most defined female Orphan of aH Matute's female 

protagonists. She ventures timidly into the Wanderer stage during her 

relationship with Manuel, but retieats in her fear, and due to lack of will or 

awareness, betiays him at the end. The adult narrator retrospectively 

externalizes regret and a sad fatalism as she sets down for the readers her early 

memories. The more mature stages through which Matia tiavels appear in La 

ttampa, wherein the protagonist is now an adult at least physically. 

Furthermore, Dofia Prixedes also sttaddles the boundaries between an 

exaggerated form of both the Warrior and Magician archetypes both of which 

combine to produce a Trickster figure. 

Marta (Los soldados lloran de noche) begins the novel as an Orphan, 

searching for rescue from the incarceration imposed by her mother. She 

tiansforms to the Wanderer when she runs away witii Raul, Jeza's brother. She 

then alternates between Warrior and Martyr after she meets Manuel, who richly 

embodies the Martyr archetype almost as weH as Jeza. Manuel also exhibits 

toward the very end of the novel such Warrior tiaits as commitment to a cause 
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and the courage to die for that cause. 

The unnamed protagonist in La torre vigia becomes one of Matute's best-

defined, most positive and fully developed Martyr figures in the progression of 

her novels. The most fully empowered female character, although unhappy, 

emerges through the characterization of Ardid in Olvidado Rey Gudii.' She 

wanders through all of the six archetypal stages, although the most enduring are 

the Magician (with her scientific and alchemical practices) and the Warrior (most 

powerfully explored through her desire for revenge and her determination to 

make her son, Gudu a successful king, she dies a Martyr figure in the end. 

Finally, Windumanoth in Aranmanoth may be viewed paving the way for 

the quintessential female protagonist that may yet appear in Matute's next work. 

In Pearson's examination of the Magician archetype and tiie growth involved 

within i t she comments on the evolution process: 

Sometimes Magicians respond to tiie chaos otiier people have 
created but for which tiiey will not or cannot take responsibility. 
Magicians then restore tiie balance of the psyche or the society by 
naming the new reality and domesticating or tiansforming it. They 
also encourage the ongoing evolution of the universe by helping 
otiiers find their tiue names (i.e., tiiefr identities), for tiiat is how 
the universe evolves-by our all becoming increasingly more 
ourselves and more willing to take responsibility for tiie world we 
are creating together. 

Ana Maria Matiite wrote during a period of chaos, for which she herself 

was not responsible, and of which she was a victim like all of Spain. She named 
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and depicted the demons that civil war unleashed ui the characters of her fiction. 

In the early period, she was harnessed by a stiict censorship that resulted in 

disguised demons unrecognizable by the Franco censors. Toward the end of 

Franco's regime La torre vigia (1971), was set before a reading public that 

perhaps was not yet ready to recognize the suggested demons. Matute has 

commented that she herself was not ready at that time to unleash the genuine 

epic that the 1971 short novel prefigured. Olvidado Rey Gudii dispalys the 

evolution of demons, the multiple stages of identity, the extiemes of the human 

spirit and consumates Matute's life work, foreshadowing in the archetypes 

presented the begirming of resolution between dualities. Perhaps, Ana Maria 

Matute can best be viewed as the second millennium's version of the Magician. 
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Notes 

' Janet Perez made this comment to me when she first mentioned that 
Matute had produced another novel, Olvidado Rey Gudii. 

^ Pearson, p. 123. 
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